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Figures and References

The figures and
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for each section and are located at
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

For physic?! systems in which the transport and other properties of

the medium are fixed, central conditions are entirely controlled by edge

conditions. It is not yet clear to what degree this situation characterizes

tokamak plasmas. Since the fusion plasma must produce net energy in the

core the range of permissible conditions in the centre is closely defined by

the Lawson criterion. The edge conditions, on the other hand, appear to

permit a wide latitude: the solid surface contacting the plasma can, in

principle, be made of any material and can be shaped arbitrarily; the

magnetic geometry at the edge can be manipulated substantially without

causing significant perturbation to the centre. Practical engineering

constraints on tolerable heat removal and erosion rates must, however, be

satisfied. Such constraints turn out to be quite limiting.

The principal task is to optimize the choice of edge conditions in

order to facilitate achievement of the required conditions in the central

plasma, consistent with the engineering constraints on the edge structures.

The principal obstacle to progress in this task is our limited understanding

concerning the relation between the edge and central plasma.

It is already evident that some aspects of tokamak operation are

largely controlled, or even dominated, by edge processes. With regard to

particle confinement, the plasma and impurity densities are often largely

set by edge conditions, with the particle transport in the main plasma being

more or less fixed. (In some of the most important operating modes,

however, changes can occur in the main plasma transport, leading to strong

impurity accumulation). It is generally considered that energy confinement

of tokamaks is primarily a function of central plasma properties with the

edge conditions playing little role. However, in some important operating

conditions, such as the H-mode, pe'1°t-fuel ing, improved ohmic confinement

(IOC, ASDEX), Supershot-mode (TFTR) etc., the edge conditions appear to play

a key role in the improvement of the energy confinement. In addition,

"profile-consistency" models would have the temperature throughout the

plasma directly dependent on the edge temperature.

The weakness of our understanding of tokamak edge conditions, and of

their relation to central conditions, is due in part to the weakness of the

experimental data base. Historically, in fusion research, diagnosis of the

edge has been much less extensive than that of the centre. Fortunately,
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this situation is improving as greater edge diagnostic efforts are being

undertaken. The 1980's have seen increasing emphasis on edge studies in

virtually all devices and a number of new tokamaks have come into operation

officially committed to the study of plasma-surface interactions — TEXTOR,

the Tokamak de Varennes, JET. The bulk of edge measurement and the main

advance in understanding of edge phenomena have undoubtedly occurred in the

past decade or so. The last Nuclear Fusion review on edge processes [1] was

in 1979, and it is therefore timely that the field be reviewed again. This

earlier review focused largely on the candidate edge materials and their

properties when subject to plasma exposure, e.g. ion sputtering yields etc.,

with less emphasis on the edge plasma behaviour itself. Although materials

questions have not all been answered by any means, this field has

nevertheless reached a relatively mature state, and will therefore not be

dealt with here, except peripherally. The interested reader is directed to

the excellent and comprehensive "Data Compendium for Plasma-Surface

Interactions" [2], issued by Nuclear Fusion as a Special Issue Supplement in

1984.

The focus in the present review will be on the processes occurring at

the edge, and on the connection between edge and central plasma processes.

The following terminology will be employed: the "edge" is taken to

be synonymous with the Boundary Plasma, B.P., which can be divided into two

zones radially - the Radiating Layer, R.L., and the Scrape-Off Layer, SOL.

The SOL is the region outboard of the Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS, or

Separatrix. The RL is the region where atomic physics processes (both the

main fuel as well as impurities) strongly influence local energy and

particle balance. When light impurities such as carbon and oxygen dominate

— currently the typical situation, with metals generally playing a minor

role - the RL extends a distance of order 0.1 m inside the LCFS.

Measurements of the most basic B.P. properties, ng and TQ, are still

not made routinely and systematically on any tokamak, even in the relatively

accessible SOL. Measurements of ng and Tfi in the RL are still more scarce

and measurements of other key quantities such as T. are rarely made anywhere

in the B.P. Such paucity of basic experimental information restricts our

understanding of edge phenomena. Generalizations are difficult at this

still early state of the field. Accordingly, in much of the review, and by

way of illustration of principles, extensive use will be made of data and
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analysis from two specific tokamaks — D U E and JET - with which the authors

are most familiar, and whose edge regions have been comparatively well

diagnosed. The work will also emphasize concepts, and will attempt a

critical — rather than a comprehensive — review. Much edge literature is

largely phenomenological in nature and is therefore difficult to incorporate

in a logical frame-work. Such work, of course constitutes the basic

building material for the logical edifice and would be given full coverage

in any review written solely for the tokamak edge community. For a review

directed at the general fusion community, however, it seemed to the authors

more appropriate to emphasize the key ideas and to reference the literature

which directly bears on these ideas.

The field of tokamak edge studies has been comprehensively reviewed

elsewhere. The Proceedings of a NATO Advanced Study Institute summer school

on the "Physics of Plasma-Wall Interactions in Controlled Fusion" has been

published in 1986 [3]. In addition the tokamak edge community work is

reviewed regularly, every two years, in a number of invited papers at the

series of meetings "International Conference on Plasma Surface Interactions

in Controlled Fusion Devices", and published as special volumes by the

Journal of Nuclear Materials [4].

The review is organized into the following sections: Sec. 2 reviews

the techniques used for edge diagnosis and summerizes the basic experimental

information (n and T ); Sec. 3 reviews simple models of the SOL in order

to provide a logical framework for the review; Sees. 4, 5, and 6 deal with

the most important effects of the Boundary Plasma on tokamak operation,

namely, the influence on the fuel particles (Sec. 4), on impurities (Sec. 5)

and on energy (Sec. 6); Sec. 7 reviews the methods of manipulating and

controlling edge conditions in tokamaks; Sec. 8 reviews the experimental

data base for the edge during auxiliary heating of tokamaks; Sees. 9 and 10

deal with two special topics, fluctuations and asymmetries at the edge.
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2.0 MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE IN THE BOUNDARY

PLASMA OF TOKAMAKS

Understanding of the plasma edge and control of edge conditions is

critically dependent on measurements of the local plasma parameters. The

edge measurement problem is perhaps a .Twre challenging one, however, since

more quantities need to be known, higher spatial resolution is required, and

two- or three-dimensional variation exists. As with the main plasma,

measurements are required of n , T , T., n. nHo, P . and fluctuation

levels; in addition, knowledge is required of neutral impurity and hydrogen

influx rates, flow speeds of hydrogenic and impurity ions along the magnetic

field $ to surfaces, heat and particle outflux rates to surfaces, etc. The

edge plasma exhibits very strong radial variations with scale lengths of

order 10 mm. Larger scale variation exists along B. In many cases the edge

structure is fully three-dimensional and various asymmetries can occur, for

example, between electron- and ion-drift side fluxes.

The values of electron temperature and plasma density constitute the

most important experimental information about the tokamak edge; these data

are reviewed in Sec. 2.1. The non-specialist may then prefer to omit the

subsequent section 2.2 which describes the edge diagnostic techniques in

some detail.

2.1 Radial Profiles of ne(r), Tp(r) in the Edge

The most basic experimental information about edge conditions is the

value of n (r), T (r) in the Radiating Layer and the SOL. For purposes of

understanding edge effects it is important to have systematic and

comprehensive information on these quantities. Unfortunately, what edge

measurements exist are typically limited samplings of operating conditions.

In Table 2.1.1 a collection of edge n and T values are given for a

wide range of limiter tokamaks with ohmic heating. Divertor tokamaks have n

and T gradients along B and are treated separately, Sec. 7.3. Auxiliary

heating and the SOL is treated in Sec. 8. The values shown are ones either

measured at the LCFS, or extrapolated to it. Each of the tokamaks can be

operated at a range of n and I values and these reported edge values are

only representative of achievable conditions. For the most part, however,

there is not the information available in the published literature to
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indicate the range of achievable edge conditions or their dependence on n ,

I , etc. Where a range of conditions has been reported, a mid-range value

is given in Table 2.1.1.

I t is clear that progress in the f ie ld of edge physics wi l l require a

more concerted effort to acquire such fundamental information. Fortunately

a number of new diagnostic techniques - both solid probes and non-disturbing

techniques (c. f . Section 2.2) - have been developed recently which can

explore the entire edge region. What is also probably more important,

however, is a programmatic commitment on each tokamak, to deploy the

resources needed and to make available operational time for systematic

studies.

Edge diagnosis - at least within the SOL - is complicated by an

additional problem not encountered in core measurements. The SOL is often

highly structured due to the presence of the solid surfaces resulting in

poloidal and toroidal asymmetries, i .e . , 2-D and 3-D effects. In this

s i t u a t i o n i t is not s u f f i c i e n t to measure n e ( r ) and T ( r ) at one

poloidal/toroidal location only. The degree of SOL non-symmetry appears to

be largely governed by the type of l imiter configuration - r a i l , poloidal,

toroidal (c.f . Section 3.1) - and in this regard i t is fortunate that the

trend in recent years is toward toroidal l imiter tokamaks. These appear to

create the most symmetric SOL's, Sec. 10, since each SOL flux tube makes a

complete toroidal and poloidal t rans i t ; because paral le l- f ie ld transport is

generally fast this means that any poloidal/toroidal variation in

cross-field fluxes into the SOL flux tube wi l l be averaged out - and the SOL

as a whole wi l l tend to be uniform at a given minor radius. I t appears that

cross-field transport into the SOL is generally poloidally non-uniform with

a ballooning transport favouring the outside [1-3,5] (large major radius

s i d e ) ; other poloidal/toroidal variations can exist, e.g., from the gas

in le t .

Poloidal l imiter tokamaks appear to be particularly susceptible to

formation of asymmetrical SOL's. The most systematic poloidal survey of SOL

n and T values was carried out on ALCATOR C using the 80 probe DENSEPAK

array [4 ,5 ] , This study, discussed in more detail in Sec. 10, revealed very

strong poloidal variations of n and T in the SOL with differences of a

factor of ten or more for a given minor radius. The explanation for the
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strong asymmetry is probably that communication between SOL flux tubes is

interrupted by the poloidal l imiter and therefore any poloidal variation in

cross-field transport directly manifests i tse l f as a poloidal variation in n

and T, i . e . , there is not the same averaging effect as with toroidal

l imi ters.

Rail l imi ters, which are superficial ly the least symmetrical

configuration, appear, in fact, to be intermediate in their symmetry between

poloidal and toroidal l imiters. Figure 2.20 shows an example of SOL probe

measurements made in T10 [ 6 ] , at the top and bottom of the torus by probes

which distinguished iJ.-r in the electron and ion d r i f t directions. A single

ra i l l imiter was at either r = 28 cm or 32 cm with a fu l l poloidal l imiter

t ip at r = 34.5 cm. As can be seen, in the rai l l imiter SOL there is only a

small top/bottom asymmetry, < 2x, while in the poloidal l imiter SOL the

differences are extremely large. The explanation would again appear to be

that SOL flux tubes for a rai l l imiter tokamak make at least one (and

typical ly more) poloidal/toroidal t ransi ts, achieving some averaging effect.

Nevertheless, ra i l l imiters have been found in other, more detailed, studies

on T10 [ 7 ] , to produce significant 2-D and 3-D edge structure related to the

multiple connection lengths for different parts of the liuriter surface, see

Sec. 10.

Because of the complexity of ra i l and poloidal l imiter SOL's, the

focus in this review wi l l be on data from toroidal l imiter tokamaks,

pr imar i ly JET, for which a systematic survey of SOL n (r) and T (r) values

has been carried out over a wide range of operating conditions [ 8 ] , Results

for SOL n ( r ) , T ( r ) , \ , \j are shown in Figs. 2.21-2.24.

The current generation of large, long-pulse tokamaks .nay approach

closer to true steady-state edge conditions, with attendant simplifications

in interpretation. Presumably, achievement of steady-state, particularly at

the edge, requires discharge times which are not only long compared with the

plasma characteristic times x , Xr, etc. , but also the times characteristic

of changes in surface conditions.

A further possible simplif ication may be simply related to size: for

very large tokamaks, the "edge" and "core" may be logically separable zones,

while for smaller devices distinctions between "edge" and "core" may be

harder to discern. Although edge data bases are not really suff icient to

establish clear-cut patterns of behaviour, nevertheless, the impression is a
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contradictory and often non-intuit ive one. On a small tokamak, for example,

the re lat ionship between nLCFSand n e 1 s r a t n e r baff l ing; sometimes n,Crc

scarcely increases with nfi at al l [11,44]; sometimes i t increases l inearly

[9,15,16], sometimes nonlinearly [10,14,45]. Edge temperatures in small

devices typical ly show l i t t l e variation despite changes in I , etc; T.---

generally decreases with increasing n , but sometimes only weakly

[ 1 1 , 4 4 , 1 7 ] , sometimes as n"1 approximately [9 ,16 ] , sometimes as n " 2 ,

approximately [6,45]; often Tg appears to be "stuck" in the 10-20 eV range,

and can even be uninfluenced by significant increases in auxil iary

heating [12,14]. The size of machine required to achieve effective

separation of "core" and "edge" may be quite large. The effective depth of

hydrogen re-cycle refueling, for example, is substantial; using a Monte

Carlo neutral study on JET [13] i t was calculated that this depth is * 0.5

n"1 [m] for h\ in [1019 m~3], which is large compared to the minor radiuse e
typical for operation of most medium and small tokamaks. This matter is

discussed further in Section 4.

As is superficially evident from the JET ohmic results in Figs. 2.21

and 2.22, these edge conditions appear to be intu i t ively understandable.

T.ppS drops rapidly as ng increases, evidently due to di lut ion ( i . e . more

par t i c les for the same power), and increases with I , evidently due to

greater heat input. To a f i r s t approximation n,~Fj. « n | , which is

expected on the basis of the simplest edge fueling model, see Section 4. As

w i l l be discussed later, the JET ohmic SOL data appear also to be explicable

when subjected to more detailed analysis, both as to trend and absolute

magnitude. The properties of the SOL for auxiliary-heated tokamaks pose new

interpretive problems, part icularly for wave heating, Sec. 3.
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Table 2.1.1 - Edge Parameters for Limiter Tokamaks.

TOKAMAK

TOSCA
TM3
TCA
JFT2
JFT-2M
ISXB
ISXB
TFR600
TFR600
TEXT
TEXT
DITE
DITE
PLT
T10
no
ASDEX
TEXTOR
TEXTOR
TFTR
TFTR
JET
JET
ALCATOR A
ALCATOR C
ALCATOR C
FT
FT

R
m

0.3
0.4
0.61
0.90
1.31
0.92
0.92
0.98
0.98
1.0
1.0
1.17
1.17
1.34
1.5
1.5
1.65
1.75
1.75
2.55
2.55
2.98
2.98
0.60
0.64

0.83

a
m

0.08
0.08
0.18
0.195
0.42x0.6
0.26
0.24
0.19
0.17
0.27
0.255
0.26
0.21
0.40
0.325
0.325
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.83
0.83
1.14
1.14
0.10
0.16

0.20

kA

8
10-40
75
110
160
170
116

220
100
200
180 .
100

200

350
340
1400
1400
3400
3000
250
300

300
500

BT
T

0.5
1+2.5
1.5
1.7
1.25
1.2
1.3
4
4.2
1.0
2
2.1
2.0

2.8
2.8
2.0
2.0

3.4
3.4
6.0
6.0

8.0
8.0

"e
1019 m"3

1

2.8
2+3
2+4
4

0.8
2

3
2.2
2.5
3
2
2.5
3.7
3

3
3
35
20

3.5
17

LIMITERS

1 Pol
1 Pol
1 Pol
1 Rail

1 Rail
1 Rail
1 Pol
1 Rail
1 Pol
1 Rail
2 Pol
1/2 Pol
1 Rail
1 Pol
1 Rail
Toroidal
4 Rail
Toroidal
2 Rail
Toroidal
4 Rail
Toroidal
1 Pol
2 Pol

1 Pol

CONNECTION
LENGTH (m)

LC

0.94
1.3
1.92
8.5

9-14

3.1

3.1

32

11

30-50

40

1.98
1.0

2.6

EDGE
ne

1018m"3

0.6
4
12
3+5
1
2.5

20
2
1.3
9
7
9
0.6
2.4
3
1.5
1
3.5
3
1.4
4
1.3
80
400
40
40
150

EDGE
Te
eV

10
30
10
30-50
12
30-40
20
18
6
17
45
50
20
25
5
7
20
20
25
8
55
50
40
12
15-20
12
18
15

mm

11

20
14

20

7
11
20
20
20
20
25
13
30-50
15
10
9-13.5
25
46
40
25
12
3

5
4

mm

30

>140

50

5-10
>100
30
23
15
40
14
>100

10-15

26
58
50
60
45
7

90
>100

t

M
M
E
H
M
M
M
E
-30
M
M
E
M
-60
M
-20
M
M
M
-60
E
E
M
M
E
M
E
E

Réf.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33,34
35
36
37,38
39
40
8
41
42
43
43
44
44

t M: measured at the limiter edge; E: extrapolated to the limiter edge. Where the data has not been measured and
cannot be extrapolated the distance behind the limiter where the measurements have been made has been noted in mm.



2.2 Diagnostic Methods
2.2.1 Langmuir Probes

The Langmuir Probe, L.P., has been the principal edge diagnostic in

the f i e l d , providing most of the data on ne and Tg. In i ts simplest form

the L.P. consists of an electr ical ly-biased, electron/ion collecting element

inserted into the edge plasma. From the current-voltage (I-V) character-

i s t i c the local values of n and T can be deduced; information is also

provided on the local plasma potent ial . In at least two c r i t i ca l aspects

the L.P. is ideally suited to edge diagnosis: a) spatial resolution is

possible down to mm scales; b) i t is robust enough to withstand the heat

fluxes in the edge. In addition, the inherent simplicity and low cost

permits deployment of L.P. arrays, making i t possible, in pr inciple, to

measure the multi-dimensional and asymmetrical properties of the edge. On

the other hand, in te rp re ta t ion of the I-V characterist ic to extract ne ,

e tc . , is non-t r iv ia l . I t is clear that insertion of an object into the

plasma is perturbing and the task of probe interpretation is to account for

this disturbance. Probes which are flush-mounted into existing edge

structures, such as l imi ters, are non-disturbing; however, their

interpretation poses other d i f f i c u l t i e s .

A typical L.P. I-V characteristic as measured in the DITE tokomak, is

shown in Fig. 2.1a. This is an example of a single probe characteristic,

where only one small collector ( i . e . the probe) is inserted and the probe

potent ial , V, is measured relative to the potential of a large structure in

contact with the edge plasma, typical ly the l imi ter .

Provided the area rat io between the reference surface and probe is

large, the I-V characteristic reflects plasma conditions near the probe.

Double and t r ip le probe arrangements are also used where a separate

reference surface is not required (or available). The principal features of

the single probe I-V characteristic, Fig. 2.1b are:

( i ) saturation currents icAT^SAT r e 9 1 s t e r e d a t large negative/positive
probe potential V;

( i i ) the probe f l oa t i ng potent ia l Vf at which net probe current is

zero;
(iii) the local plasma potential V ,, which is not clearly defined from

the characteristic, but which is close to the "knee" where i^j .
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f i r s t attained;

( iv) an approximately exponential variation of I w.r . t . V between the

two saturation levels.

The most basic interpretation of the I-V characteristic is that

regarding i c A T : when the probe is at or above the local plasma potential

the random thermal electron flux to the probe is unimpeded. One would thus

anticipate that:

fSAT = ( 1 / 4 ) n e ~ce V ( 1 )

where A = probe collecting area and

c e = (8 kTe/*me)
 i/£

For a non-magnetized plasma this expectation appears to be generally valid.

This is not the case for strongly magnetized plasmas, however, as will be

discussed.

In the exponential portion of the characteristic for V < V .,

electrons are repelled and, assuming a 8oltzmann factor (Maxwellian

electrons; see Sec. 3.2) one would anticipate an electron current

i" = i"AT exp t(V-VpJl)/kTe] (2)

Since m. >> m this would then also approximate to the total current i, at

least until V << V . Again it should be noted that simple exponential

behaviour does not generally occur for strongly magnetized plasmas, see

below.

In analogy to iZ.T one might anticipate that a similar relation to

Eq. (1) would apply for ijny In fact, however, for 1-D plasma flow to a

surface

i+ , - 0.5 n c A e (3)
SAT e s p v '

where c - [k(T + T.)/m-]1/2» the (isothermal) ion acoustic speed; see Sec.

3.2. Z = 1 ions are assumed here and in the following. Briefly, the

explanation is that insertion of the probe is more disturbing for the ions
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than for the electrons. For V < V most of the applied potential V appears

as a voltage drop across the thin electrostatic sheath between the collector

and plasma (sheath thickness: of order the Debye length). This "shielding"

of the plasma from the applied electr ic f ie ld by the sheath is , however,

imperfect. A "pre-sheath" penetrates deep into the plasina, attracting ions

and repelling electrons. The total potential drop in the pre-sheath is •

0.5 kT /e which, from the Boltzmann factor , implies that n (=n.) at the

sheath edge is about 0.5 n . Thus the ions in the pre-sheath are subject
e°°

to a pressure gradient force, dp./dx, as well as the electrostatic force

which are additive (and are, indeed, of virtually equal ;aagnitude for Z = 1

ions). For the electrons, by contrast, the two forces almost exactly cancel

and thus the assumption of an undisturbed Maxwellian electron distribution,

as implicit in the use of the Boltzmann factor, is valid. The ion

distribution, however, is strongly perturbed and the assumption of a

Maxwellian ion distribution at the sheath edge is not valid [12-16]. The

ions are indeed accelerated to the acoustic speed c (i.e. supersonic in

terms of c.) — a result which was first derived by D. Bohm [13] by

considering the conditions required for a monotonic potential variation

within the sheath; the same result, however, can be obtained by considering

the limiting conditions for the pre-sheath [15-17]. This example of probe

interpretation thus demonstrates the need to take into account the

disturbing effect of the probe on the plasma.

Returning to the case of î .y.' evidently the validity of Eq. (1) for V
> V s h o u l d a l s o be q u e s t i o n e d s ince the e lec t ron d i s t r i b u t i o n is

pi
d i s t u r b e d . Indeed, since | i r . _ | > | i JA T I , the drawing of i~ _ can be
powerfully disturbing to the plasma and the interpretation of this part of

the charac ter is t i c is d i f f i cu l t even for non-magnetic plasmas. At V = V f ,

| i - | = i + = icAT« Since Vf is well-defined from the characteristic i t is

convenient to f i t the measured I-V characteristic by

i = i+A T (1 - exp C-eV/kTe]) (4)

where V is now measured relative to V,. By combining Eqs. (2) and (3) one

obtains a relation for the potential drop across the sheath for f loating

condi t ions, AV, and thus the value of the local plasma potential V .
T • C • 9 P-X*
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Probe measurements at different spatial locations can thus provide the

important quant i t y , t. Allowing for the secondary electron emission

coefficient 6 for the surface, one can show [17] that

1 ! £ £ "*
F o r e x a m p l e , f o r H + i o n s , T . = T a n d 8 = 0 o n e o b t a i n s A V , = 2 . 4 9

1 6 T • C •

kT /e , which is the basis for the commonly-stated approximation that "the

plasma potential is - 3 T above V,."

Turning then to the pract ical i t ies of probe interpretation: i i \ , , and

V- can be simply read from the I-V charac te r i s t i c . The value of T can

then be obtained from a log-plot of ( i / i + T - 1), Eq. (4). A better method,

in common use, employs a numerical, nonlinear least squares f i t to the

measured I-V characteristic using the function in Eq. (4). Thus one obtains
T , i+ and V^as the three primary measured quantities. With knowledge
about T . , both n and V can then be in fe r red , from Eqs. (3) and (5)
respectively. T. , is rarely measured in the edge and i t is usually assumed
that T = T. in extracting n values from i+ _. The error involved in this

e I e SAT
assumption is probably not greater than a factor of 2 in most cases: edge

measurements of T. have generally shown T. £ T [18-20] but not T. >> T and

the error is only of the form (1 + T./T ) i / 2 , in any case.

The foregoing outline of probe interpretation is much abbreviated.

This topic, however, has been extensively reviewed elsewhere to which the

interested reader is referred. The classical probe reviews by F. F. Chen

[1] and by Swift and Schwar [ 2 ] , although now two decades old, remain

rslevant and highly useful for non-magnetic plasmas — as well as for many

aspects of magnetic plasmas. With regard to the use of probes in fusion

plasmas specifically — the reader is referred to the recent review by Manos

and McCracken [3] and to the review by Stangeby [4] focused on the

interpretation of plasma probes for fusion experiments. A number of other

recent probe reviews [5-11] are also available.

While space does not permit a comprehensive treatment of L.P.

interpretation here, three specific points wi l l be reviewed in more de ta i l ,

namely: i ) probe size effects, i i ) the practically useable portion of the
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I-V character is t ic and i i i ) comparison of n measured by probes and other

(non-disturbing) techniques,

(a) Probe Size Effects

We f i r s t compare the ion and electron Larmor radii I ,:
e i •

v .m .

with the characteristic size of the probe, d. "Strong magnetic field" [5,

21] has been defined to be the case

X g < d < i. (7)

while for "very strong magnetic field":

d > * e , i <8>

Typically B = 1-10T in fusion devices while probe sizes are typical ly

d = 1-30 mm. As plasma pulse lengths have grown longer in fusion devices,

and plasma energy densities have increased, probe sizes have tended to

increase for heat dissipation reasons. Typically probes on the JET and TFTR

tokamaks, for example, have d = 10 rrni [22,23]. Take the example: T̂  = 100

eV, B = 4T, giving v. = 105 m/s, t. I . = 0.5 mm (0+) and thus the "very

st rong magnetic f i e ld " regime often obtains.

In a magnetic plasma the probe disturbs the plasma over a very great

length [13 ,24 ] , The probe disturbance or collection length, Lco1 » d —

extends along $ away from the probe in each direct ion; Fig. 2.2. The sink

act ion of the probe reduces nQ in the disturbed zone, and c ross - f i e ld

transport draws particles into this zone achieving a steady-state in which

cross-field rates equal parallel rates. The key aspect of the very strong

magnetic f ie ld regime is that the magnetic f ie ld to ta l ly dominates

cross-field transport to the probe — even for the ions, and individual

particle trajectory effects are unimportant. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the

value of L , is given [16,24-26] approximately by the flux balance

expression:
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Thus LcQl - d2cs/D i (10)

Example: d = 10 mm, l"e = T. = 100 eV .-. c$ = 10s m/s (D+), D± = 1 m2/s :.

L , = 10 m, i .e. the disturbed zone is extremely long and narrow.

Recently, this relation for L has been directly tested on the DITE

tokamak [27] using an object of variable size d and a "search probe" located

at a f ixed distance M along B away from the object. I t was found that the

disturbance caused by the object, as registered by the search probe signal,

only became s i g n i f i c a n t for AZ = d 2 c s / D i w i th DL = D^ ' = 0.06

Te[eV]/B[T] [13] .

The great length of L has a number of important implications [16]:

( i ) The probe does not, as is sometimes assumed, provide local

measurements of n or T , but rather ones which are averaged over a
e e' a

length L •, along B. I f (para l le l ) gradient scale-lengths of n

and T are shorter than L , they cannot be measured by the

probe.
( i i ) I f L , exceeds L , the probe connection length, i.e the distance

col con
along B from the probe to the next solid surface such as a l imi ter ,

then the natural collection process of the probe is interfered with

and t h i s must be taken i n t o account in the probe

interpretation [25,28,30]. Due to the large probe sizes often

employed in tokamaks th is s i tua t ion is not infrequent ly

encountered [29,31,32].

A second aspect related to probe size, is the effective collection

area, A f . In the very strong magnetic f i e l d regime one expects that,

i r respect ive of the actual area of the probe, keff = A±, where A is the

area of the collector projected in the direction of 1$; the reason for this

is that the ion d r i f t speed along B approaches c , almost independent of the
1 1 3

angle between H and the surface [33-36]. Particularly in smaller tokamaks,
probes are often operated in the (merely) strong magnetic f ie ld regime, and
uncerta int ies arise in the value A ^ due to f i n i t e Larmor radius effects.
This was demonstrated on DITE [37] using a special probe consisting of a 1x5
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mm post in front of a 10x5 mm plate, Fig. 2.3. Although A^ i a t e = 9A^0St,

the plate i+<jAy was found to be only about three times the post ieAT>

indicating that the post could collect ions over much of its entire

circumferential area, due to finite 1^. By contrast when the post and plate

were biased together into electron collection, but the currents to each

recorded separately, it was found that ipi ate = 9iDost* From the v 1 e w P ° i n t

of having a well-defined value of A „ , and thus a reliable measurement of
n , it would therefore appear to be advisable to employ probes large enough
to be in the very strong magnetic field regime — although this can make for
rather large values of L c o p raising separate problems.

A particularly attractive probe configuration involves mounting the

probe within an existing edge structure, such as a limiter, with the probe

face flush to the main surface. This arrangement, which has been used

successfully on a number of tokamaks, D-III [41-61], DITE [38], JET [39],

T10 [40], DIII-D [44], enjoys a number of advantages:

(i) measurements are made where they are generally of greatest

interest, i.e., at the edge structure location;

(ii) the heat load on the probe will not be a problem assuming the

structure itself has been properly designed for thermal loads;

(iii) the probe is non-disturbing;

(iv) most of the finite L , problems are avoided;

(v) small probes can be used which make it practical to collect irAT;

(vi) the arrangement is relatively inexpensive and large arrays are

practical.

A number of problems are encountered, however. At least on large

tokamaks, l im i t e r surfaces, etc. are aligned to be almost tangential to B.

Any variations or uncertainties in the angle of impact, 9, have a large

ef fec t on A e f f : . In add i t ion , as 9 * 0 the probe sheath changes in i ts

fundamental nature [33,45,60] and f i n i t e 1. ef fects become important.

Unless the probe diameter is very large compared with the annular insulating

gap between the probe and the main surface, then further f in i te 1̂  effects

occur, due to ion collection on the probe sides.

At suff ic ient ly small values of 9 the secondary electrons cannot escape

from the surface as they are recaptured on their f i r s t gyro-cycle. Since

the value of 6 can approach unity for materials of interest [19,46,47], and
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since AV. (Eq. (5)) and the heat flux to surfaces, Sec. 3, are strongly
r • C •

dependent on values of 6 near unity, uncertainties are introduced regarding
the precise (effective) value of 5. Fortunately, these uncertainties do not
generally affect the measurement of the principal quantities of interest for
Langmuir Probes, namely, n and T .

e e
(b) Practically Usable Portion of the I-V Characteristic

In a non-magnetic plasma, the exponential portion of the

characteristic from which T is found, can span orders of magnitude in

variation of I , and the observed ratio of i^j/ isAT i s c l o s e t 0 t n e simpleresul t c /(4c ), which is ~60 for a hydrogen plasma. The most obvious

difference in the probe characteristics for tokamak plasmas is the greatly

reduced ra t io i j j T / i j . j which is t yp i ca l l y 5-10 [3,48] , see, e.g. , Fig.

2.1a. Although less obvious, the transitional portion of the characteristic

is not exponential for the most part.

When ip«T is being collected the probe's electron collection length
is presumably even longer than the ambipolar value given by Eq. (10),

namely

e - e
L™i - c^ d /° i (11)
co I e 1 '

where D. is not necessarily equal to the ambipolar value D, . Bohm [13]
f i r s t provided an explanation for the reduced ra t i o of i - / i + • the

O A ' b n J

electrons suffer collision with the ions in being drawn to the probe down
Q

the long f lux tube of length L •,. The f r i c t i o n results in an e-ihanced

density drop along the tube [24] thus reducing the electron flux acu i t y at

t h e probe below 1/4 n "c I t has been calculated that [25]

ic/ir = (7T~) 7 n c eA
SAT 1+r 4 e=> e

where r is a reduction factor given by [4,49]

r = 2(\e./d)(l + T./Te) ( D > f l V ~ (13)
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with \ . = electron-ion m.f.p.

Dj6 = classical parallel electron diffusion coefficient

d2 = A, probe area.

I t can also be argued [25] that not only icA T > but the electron

currents at al l probe voltages are reduced by the fractional losses with

ions, at least for V > Vf (for V = V, the ions and electrons have the sane

d r i f t speed). The reduction factor r is a function of probe voltage [25]

and so the t rans i t iona l portion, V, < V < V , is non-exponential. Figure

2.4 gives an example of probe measurements made on JET [49] showing the

departure from exponential behaviour start ing at V = V-.. I f one simply f i t s

the basic I-V characteristic Eq. (4) to the data employing data up to a

maximum probe voltage V , then reasonable looking f i t s can often be obtained
c

even for V > V-, since the departure from exponential variation is not

sharply marked and the data is always, to a degree, noisy. Nevertheless

this can lead to erroneously high values of T , see Fig. 2.5 [49] . For V <
e c ~

V , the inferred value of T is approximately independent of the precise

value of V . I t thus appears to be necessary to res t r i c t the use of

Langmiur probe data to probe voltage values below V f.

Plasma fluctuations constitute a second reason to avoid using probe
data for V > V f , since a sheath rect i f icat ion effect further distorts the
I-V characteristic [2,4,50-54]. This distort ion is governed by the

g
normalized fluctuation level of the plasma potential, $ ' = eV /kT . For

RMS -
s m a l l v a l u e s o f $ t h e d i s t o r t i o n o n l y o c c u r s f o r V= V , bu t f o r

RMSincreasing 41 the distortion extends further down the I-V characteristic

approaching V,. In p r i nc i p l e , su f f i c i en t l y high levels of $ , namely

=102 , would distort the characteristic even for V < V f.

Restr ic t ion of data to V < V, means that one is only sampling the

high energy ta i l of the electron distr ibut ion which may not be Maxwellian.

I t is not evident that there is any simple way of avoiding paying this

price, although special probe methods have been proposed for dealing with

non-Maxwellian distributions [55].

(c) Comparison of Langmuir Probe with other, Non-Disturbing Techniques

in Tokamaks

Considering how centrally important Langmiur probe measurements have
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been to the evolution of the field of Tokamak edge physics, there has been

surprisingly little done to confirm the reliability of the technique by

comparing probe results with other, non-disturbing methods. Part of the

problem is that sharp (radial) density gradients exist in the edge and while

Langmuir Probes are well-suited to making radially-localized measurements,

other techniques often have poorer spatial resolution. Microwave

measurements of n , for example, integrate along a line of sight. By use of

a Langmuir Probe array, however, Proudfoot [56] was able to make comparisons

of microwave and Langmuir probe measurements of n on DUE. Thus a large

number of spatially distributed points were measured along each of three

vertical microwave chords. Results are shown in Fig. 2.6. The Langmuir

probe values of n were obtained using Eq. (3) together with the assumption

that T = T. and that A ., was given by the full circumferential area of the
e l eff

cylindrical probe pin, diameter 0.5 mm (i.e., the strong magnetic field

assumption). Uncertainties in the validity of these two assumptions mean

that the excellent agreement indicated in Fig. 2.6 may not be meaningful to

a factor of better than about 2.

Ditte and Grave [57] on ASDEX have also compared microwave and Langmuir

probe measurements of n . Assuming T = T. and the very strong magnetic

field assumption (A ff = A for a 2><2 mm probe pin) they found the probe

values of n were low by a factor of 1.8 compared with the microwave

values.

Vasin et al [40] have reported a comparison of Langmuir probe and

microwave measurements in the edge of T10. Eight vertical microwave chords

were used and n (r) obtained by Abel inversion. The distance of the chords

from the centre were: -30, -21, -12, -3, +6, +15, +24, +33 cm; the

Shafranov shift of plasma surfaces was allowed for in the inversion. The

probe (1x2 mm) was located at r = 34.5 cm. Results of the comparison are

given in Fig. 2.7 showing agreement to within 40% — the error of the Abel

inversion. The probe analysis assumed Eq. (3), T = T- and the very strong

magnetic field regime (A = A ).

The Li-beam technique can provide measurements of both n and T in the

edge plasma with excellent spatial resolution, ~ 1 mm, see Sec. 2.1.2. The

comparisons of results using this technique and a moveable Langmiur probe on

TEXTOR, reported by Pospiesczyk [58] are therefore most valuable, Fig. 2.8.

Although the measurements were made at the top of the torus (Li-beam) and
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the outside midpiane (probe) the results should be comparable; see Sec. 10
on asymmetries. The agreement is better than a factor of two, both for n
and T .e

It thus appears that Langmuir probe measurements made in the edge of
tokamaks agree with those made for non-disturbing techniques to within a
factor of two, or better. More refined testing will require measurements of
both T. and T (to establish c ); confirmation that the probe is in either
the strong, or very strong magnetic field regime should be provided by doing
this — or by comparison of A ,f for different probes in the same plasma,
e.g., as in Fig. 2.3.
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2.2.2 Atomic Beam Techniques for measuring n and T .

Atomic beams offer a method of studying the boundary layer which is

intrinsically less disturbing than solid probes [61]. Techniques have

been developed for measuring both density and temperature profiles. Since

a neutral beam moving through plasma is usually attenuated by electron

impact ionisation the electron density can be measured by observing this

attenuation. The density as a function of position is given by

x <o.V>
nA(r) = - Si nA(ri) .ne<r») — J dr* 2.14

a

where <o.v> is the ionisation rate function and v is the velocity of the

injected atomic beam. The intensity of photon emission from an excited

level m is given by

I (r) = n.(r) .n (r) <o0v >/4Fl 2.15

where <o.v> is the excitation rate function from level I to level m. We

make the assumption that this is the only excitation process and that

depopulation occurs only by spontaneous emission. By eliminating n.(r)

from equations 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain an expression for n (r) in terms only

of the light intensity I(r) and the rate coefficients. If we choose an

atom such as sodium or lithium the ratio of the ionisation to excitation

rate coefficients is nearly independent of temperature (above 10 eV), see

fig 2.9. We can then write the density as

v I(r)
n (r) = — ~i 2.16

< O * m V > J"c
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<ov> is itself only weakly dependent on temperature so that an accurate

density profile can be obtained with only an approximate estimate of the

temperature profile.

The emission from the excited lithium atoms is generally observed in

a direction normal to the direction of the beam. The intersection of the

beam and the direction of observation defines the volume of the plasma

over which the measurement is made. The whole radial profile can be

measured using an interference filter and a detector array allowing a

complete profile to be measured in a single discharge with good time

resolution, i lOOus. This technique has been used successfully by a

number of groups to obtain density profiles [62 - 66]. Using a lithium

oven a beam with a thermal energy of 500°C has been injected into TEXTOR.

The penetration depth n.i =2xlO16 m"2 which is sufficient to make

measurements in the SOL of many tokamaks. However to penetrate into the

region inside the limiter radius it is necessary to have a beam with a

higher initial velocity. Beams with keV energies have been developed for

diagnostics of the confined plasma [65, 67], but these suffer from lack of

spatial resolution when applied to the boundary layer. A source with a

mean energy of about 6eV can be obtained by laser ablation of a layer of

lithium fluoride ^ lOOnm thick on a glass substrate. In this case the

velocity of the neutral beam is measured directly using time of flight,

with a filter and photoraultiplier as a detector. The detector array and

the photoraultiplier observe the same volume. Such a neutral source has a

penetration of about 1 x 101T nr2. Measurements of density profiles in the

boundary layer in TEXTOR are shown in fig 2 -H).

There are difficulties in the atomic beam technique if there are

other effects, leading either to enhanced ionisation eg due to ionisation

of excited states, or to enhanced de-excitation eg due to collisions at

high density. These problems, and ways of alleviating them have been

discussed by Pospieszczyk et al [62] . Because the excitation rate is

large for lithium, the ionisation rate is enhanced by as much as 50% at a

density of 1 x 1019 nr3, and has to be explicitly taken into account [62],

When this correction has been made the measured density profiles agree

well with those obtained by an HCN interferometer. A disadvantage of the

laser blow-off source compared with the thermal beams is that measurements
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of the profile can only be made once, or at most a few times during the

discharge, whereas with the thermal beam it can be measured continuously.

Development of a continuous neutral beam with an energy of 0.1-10keV and

with adequate intensity would considerably enhance the usefulness of these

techniques [68].

A similar approach has been taken to measure temperature profiles, .

using two elements with significantly different energy dependence of their

ionisation cross sections, [69]. By differentiating equation 2.14 and

using equation 2.15 we can derive the expression

VA 1 dl(r) 1 d n
e ( r) i d<ofcnv>

n (r) I(r) dr n (r) dr <o. v> dr I e
e e 2m

Since <o.v> is temperature dependent the T profile can be derived if

the intensity (I(r)) and density (n(r)) gradients are known. Using a 500

run layer of carbon and a 50 nm layer of LiF on top, simultaneous

measurements of the density and temperature profiles have been made in the

boundary layer of TEXTOR [66]. The lithium beam is used to obtain the

density directly, and the temperatures are derived using the carbon

intensity distribution and the density profiles. An iterative procedure

is used to obtain the best fit to the emission profile with the derived

density and temperature profiles. Density and temperature profiles

derived in this way are shown in fig 2.7$. The systematic error in these

measurements due to inaccuracies in the ionisation and excitation

functions is estimated to be about 20%. The other major source of error

is the background subtraction which is more difficult to estimate.

2.2.3 Optical methods for measuring n and T

Thomson scattering of electromagnetic waves from electrons is a

widely used and essentially non-perturbing method for measuring electron

density and temperature [70]. When an electromagnetic wave interacts with

an electron the oscillating electric field excites a secondary wave. The

power scattered into the secondary wave from electrons of density n, in a

direction <f> with respect to the electric field vector of the primary wave,

is given by
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where P is the power in the primary wave and J is the length of the

scattering volume. If an absolute calibration can be carried out, the

intensity of the scattered light is a direct measure of the local electron

density in the scattering volume. This measurement has the advantage that

it does not depend on a knowledge of the plasma parameters. Intensity

calibration may be carried out by comparison with Rayleigh scattering from

a gas at known density. Frequently the Thomson scattering measurements are

simply normalised to microwave measurements of the line integral density

(cf section 2.1.4).

The electron temperature is also easily derived from Thomson

scattering. Because of the motion of the electrons, both the incident and

the scattered waves will be doppler shifted in frequency. The velocity

distribution of the electrons will result in a frequency distribution of

the scattered waves. For a maxwellian distribution of electrons the FWHM

of the scattered radiation is given by

AX = 4Xo[22n2(kTe/mc*)]^ sin 6/2 2.19

This doppler broadening is large and easily measured even for modest

temperatures (AX = 300A at T = lOOeV). It is usually assumed that the

electrons have a maxwellian distribution and so measurements at two or

three wavelengths are sufficient to determine the temperature [71]. This

allows measurements at a number of different radial positions to be made

simultaneously with relatively straightforward systems. The problem in

general with Thomson scattering system is to collect sufficient photons and

hence to obtain reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Standard systems used in

tokamaks are usually designed for relatively high temperatures and are

therefore unsuitable for edge measurements. However a system designed for

the edge region in ASDEX has shown that good results can be obtained [72].

In order to optimize the number of photons collected, a high intensity

laser of 12 J was used. Low beam divergence (1 mrad) and large aperture

collection optics were used. The lower limit to the detectable density was

5 x 1017m"3, determined by fluctuations in the back ground level. Results

of density and temperature profiles near the separatrix are shown in

figure 2.11
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One of the principle limitations of these optical techniques,

discussed in this section and in section 2.1.2, is the access required.

Typically two ports are necessary, one for the primary beam and another,

orthogonal to the first for viewing the emitted radiation. While such

access is relatively straightforward at the centre of the plasma it is more

difficult at the edge and special diagnostic ports are often required.

Given the usual competition for access this can be a serious drawback.

In comparison the langmuir probes discussed in section 2.1.1 require

little access. Frequently they can be installed in vessel components with

only electrical connections. Even a moving probe can be installed through

a modest sized single port (i 50 mm dia). A further difficulty with the

optical techniques is limited spatial resolution compared to the langmuir

probe, which can readily obtain i lmm. On the other hand the disturbance

of the plasma by the presence of the probe does result in more complicated

interpretation as discussed in section 3.

2.2 A Microwave methods for measuring n and T .

Microwave Interferometry

The microwave interferometer is one of the basic diagnostics of

plasma physics [73]. The refractive index of a plasma is directly

determined by the electron density. By measuring the phase difference

between an electromagnetic wave travelling through a plasma and a similar

wave travelling through air or vacuum, the electron density can be

determined. The maximum density that can be measured, n , is determined by

a cut-off where the frequency of the probing beam equals the plasma

frequency.

eome
n = w'.2-!- 2.20
c e*

However, since there are a wide range of microwave sources of varying

frequency available, this is rarely a problem. The main problem with

regard to measurements in the boundary is that the technique measures a

line integral. In the central plasma, where gradients are not large and
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there is often circular symmetry, inversion techniques can be used to

unfold the line integrals. In the edge where gradients are large this is

more difficult. Nevertheless, since it is such a straightforward and

reliable absolute technique, it is often valuable to have even just the

line integral measurement. More details are given in the review by

Soltwisch [73].

Microwave Reflectoraetry

Reflectometry is a microwave technique which can be used to determine

density profiles and density fluctuations [74]. An electromagnetic wave

with angular frequency u is launched into the plasma along the density

gradient. When the wave reaches the critical value of density it is

reflected. The reflected beam is compared with a reference beam in an

interferometer and the phase difference resulting from the path in the

plasma is measured. If the source frequency is kept constant, movements in

the critical density layer can be measured. Although it is possible in

principle to use either the 'ordinary' mode (E||B) or the extraordinary mode

(EJ.B), we consider here only the ordinary mode. This propagates as if in

an unmagnetised plasma with a dielectric constant given by

e = 1 - u* / u» 2.21
P

v
where u = (n e*/e m ) is the plasma frequency. For u>u , e is positive

u
and the wave propagates with a refractive index u = e . A wave of

frequency u travelling in a plasma of varying density is therefore totally

reflected at the point where tu = u> ie it is reflected at the point where

the density equals the critical value, given in equation 2.20.

The interferometer system used in a practical arrangement measures

the phase delay. This can be calculated by solving the wave equation for

an inhomogeneous plasma. The result is given by

<f> = — S\ u(R) dR " it/2 2.22
C Rc

The wave reflection takes place over a finite distance given by

(dR}
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AR is <10 mm for normal tokamak conditions.

One of the principle differences between reflectometry and

transmission interferometry is that reflectometry is a much more local

technique rather than a line integral. Thus no inversion process is

necessary. Reflectoraetry is well suited to making measurements in the edge

region where only limited information can be obtained by transmission

interferometry. It is however, very important that the line of sight of

the reflectometer must be along the density gradient, otherwise significant

losses will be caused by refraction.

The simplest measurements which can be made using a reflectometer is

to measure density fluctuations, by looking at the radial movement of the

critical density at fixed frequency. The measured phase change A</> is given

by

A0 = — Ji AR 2.24

where u is the average refractive index along the ray path. It has been

shown that u = 0.6 + 15% for a wide range of profiles [7hi. For a probing

frequency of 30 GHz, a phase change of one fringe corresponds to 10mm, and

so movements of ̂  lmm are detectable. To obtain density profiles it is

necessary to sweep the wave frequency and thereby measure d<J>/dw. It is

then possible to unfold the density profile between R (u.) and R (uu).

The density profile is obtained from the analytical solution of Abel's

integral equation:

R - Rc <"P> = ff V ^ £ <"p'«c> - U2)~*du 2-25

Since the lowest probing frequency is not zero, data must be obtained for

the density profile outside R (u), for example from langmuir probe

measurements.

An elaboration of the broad band sweep technique is to have a narrow

band sweep of say 10 independent sources [75]. The frequency of each is

swept by about 1%. The phase change d$/dw at each frequency is thus

obtained and an interpolation technique is used to obtain d$/dw at all
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frequencies within the range used. The same inversion technique is then

used to obtain the density profile as in the broad band sweep. This

technique is in the process of development [75].

Electron Cyclotron Emission

Cyclotron emission occurs in plasmas due to the motion of the

electrons in the strong magnetic field. The radiation occurs both at the

fundamental and at harmonics of the fundamental. The intensity of the

emission is strongly dependent on the electron temperature and the

frequency is determined by the local magnetic field. Because the magnetic

field varies inversely with the major radius, the intensity variation with

radius is a measure of the electron temperature profile. Use of this

emission has developed into a sophisticated and widely used technique for

measuring temperature [76]. Under most conditions in tokamaks the density

is sufficiently high that the plasma acts like a black body. The intensity

of the emission is given by

(R)
2.26

In the core plasma, spatial resolution is generally less than the scale

length of the temperature gradient. However, in the boundary plasma where

the density is lower, the plasma is often optically thin [77]. This leads

to reduced spatial resolution in a region where the scale length is usually

smaller and consequently can produce large errors in the temperature. The

best experimental technique in the boundary is the use for heterodyne

receivers with very good spatial resolution [78]. Results on JET indicate

that temperatures down to % lOOeV can be measured with a spatial resolution

of 20 mm.

2.2.5 General Optical Methods

One of the most obvious ways of diagnosing the plasma edge is to use

emission spectroscopy. At the electron temperatures involved the radiation

comes mainly from low ionisation states and is in the visible region of the

spectrum. Observation is thus simple and non-perturbing. The emission is

strong for many states and the states themselves are readily identified.

Using 2-dimensional detector arrays and optical filters the spatial

distribution of a particular ionisation state can be quickly determined
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[79]. An example of the distribution of neutral carbon is shown in fig

2.12 [80]. Because the emitting atom is unaffected by the electric or

magnetic fields the spatial distribution is determined by the velocity

distribution of the atoms entering the plasma and the profiles of the local

plasma density and temperature. Since the density and temperature can be

determined independently, conclusions can be drawn about the velocities of

the neutral atoms [81].

However to obtain more details involves a more careful analysis. By

combining equations (2.14) and (2.15) we can obtain the photon emission

distribution for a given initial velocity v and a given spatial

distribution of plasma density and temperature. However further problems

arise in the interpretation of real data. Observation of the plasma is

through windows in the vacuum vessel and any line of sight involves a line

integral of the radiating region since the plasma is optically thin in the

visible region of the spectrum. In order to unfold the data numerous lines

of sight are required. If the plasma is cylindrically symmetric then abel

inversion is straightforward, though tedious. However, if the radiation is

localised in the plasma boundary it is possible to get a useful picture of

the distribution directly. Viewing tangentially along the magnetic field

gives a picture of the radial distribution, fig 2.13 a, viewing vertically

normal to the field gives a picture of the toroidal distribution fig 2.13 b.

[81]. Observation of ions in low charges states, in contrast to neutrals,

gives a picture of the particle flow in the presence of electric and

magnetic fields. In principle information about the local fields can

sometimes be derived, but in practice this is difficult [82].

In order to get from the observed line intensities to local densities

it is also necessary to take into account the 'photon efficiency' of the

particular state observed. This is the number of photons emitted before

ionisation to the next highest charge state (P.E) occurs ie

P.E = JP 2.27

where S is the ionisation rate, X is the excitation rate and B is the

branching ratio.

The photon efficiency depends on the local electron temperature, and
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therefore T (r) must be known in order to obtain the ion or atom density

concerned. In some special cases, eg hydrogen, the photon efficiency is

only a very weak function of T and to first order it can be ignored [83,

84]. Some useful photon efficiencies are presented in fig 2.14 [85].

Determination of neutral velocities

Although, as noted above, the neutral velocity can be determined from

penetration of the neutrals into the plasma, this requires independent

knowledge of the local electron density and temperature distribution. For

any species observable spectroscopically it is possible in principle to

determine its velocity distribution by observing the doppler shift or

doppler broadening of the line with respect to a standard unshifted line

[86, 87]. The doppler shift, AX, is given by

AX = (v /c)X 2.28
a o

The technique turns out to be fairly straightforward for the light

ion species where energies are high, masses are low and therefore

velocities are high. An example is shown in fig 2.15- The neutral

hydrogen line H is broadened and shifted to the blue indicating an ion

energy of ̂  8eV with the atom velocity vector being predominantly towards

the observer. This corresponds to atoms leaving the limiter surface.

Detailed interpretation again proves more difficult because of the angular

distribution of the atoms from the limiter and because of Zeeraan splitting.

In many cases the Zeeman splitting problem can be overcome by choosing the

appropriate viewing direction and using a polariser to eliminate one

component of the Zeeman split lines [88]. It can usually be assumed that

the atoms are released from a surface in a cosine distribution, so that the

experimental data may be fitted by using trial values of the ion energy.

However such an approach does not necessarily provide a unique solution.

In the case of impurity atoms, for example carbon or oxygen, the

doppler shift is too small to be readily observable with conventional

spectroscopic techniques. (E = 2eV, m=16, v=5 x 103 m.s"1, AX = 0.1 A).

However, such measurements are possible using laser resonance fluorescence,

as discussed in the next section.
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2.2.6 Laser Resonance Fluorescence

This is a very sensitive technique for measuring the density of an

atomic species. In the present review we have only space to outline the

possibilities and the reader is referred elsewhere for further details.

[61, 89]. The technique is basically to use an intense light source to

optically pump atoms into an excited state and then to observe the

characteristic radiation as they decay back to their initial state, or to

another state. The radiation emitted from the excited state is given by

dn2
^ - = u(v) [B^iij - Balna] - A21n, 2.28

where nx and n3 are the densities of the initial and final states, n = na +

n3, B13, BJJ and Atl are the Einstein coefficients for absorbed emission,

induced emission and spontaneous emission respectively. If the intensity

of the radiation is very high and the pulse is sufficiently long the number

of atoms in the upper level will saturate. The saturation level is given

by

2'29

where s the saturation parameter is given by

s = * (X)(——-) Xs 2.31

where <f(X) is the power of the laser, X is the wavelength and g1 and g, are

statistical weights.

For large values of s, the population of the excited state is

independent of the incident power level and is determined only by the

statistical weights of the states. Intensities sufficient to achieve

saturation are relatively easily achieved for wavelengths in the visible

and near uv, but are difficult to achieve in the vacuum uv. Not only does

the power required increase strongly with decreasing wavelength, but the

sources available are in general weaker.

The total emitted flux for a laser pulse length t is given by
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s+l
 2-32

The measurement of the atomic density is thus very straightforward.

Calibration can be carried out using a vapour of the atom species required,

eg from an oven. If this is not possible a comparison can be made with

Rayleigh scattering using a gas. This allows some of the geometry and

efficiency factors to be eliminated [61]. The technique is very sensitive

particularly in the case of atoms with strong resonance lines, such as

sodium. Measurements of the density of iron and other impurities have been

made in tokamaks [89]. Densities of iron atoms as low as 1016ra~3 have been

measured. The light impurities such as carbon and oxygen are more

difficult to measure because their resonance lines are in the vacuum uv,

between 120nm and 200nm. Recently the rather difficult but very important

measurement of the density of neutral hydrogen has been made using the

Lyman L. resonance line [90]. By using a very narrow band laser and

exciting successively different wavelengths close to the fundamental

frequency, the doppler broadening of the line and hence the velocity

distribution of the species can be measured. Although this is a more

tedious process, requiring many laser pulses to get the full velocity

distribution, it has been successfully carried out [91], fig 2.16

The detection liroit is usually determined by the level of the

background signal. Errors arising from the presence of magnetic fields,

anisotropic and polarized radiation and other effects have been discussed

by Bogen and Hintz [61].

2.2.7 Ion Temperature Measurements

One of the standard ways of measuring ion temperature in the confined

plasma is to study the charge exchange neutral energy distribution [92].

The conventional technique for doing this is by using a charge stripping

cell and electrostatic analysis of the resulting ions. This is unsuitable

for edge measurements as it is difficult to measure energies below 'v 300eV.

However, time of flight methods for looking at the neutrals themselves have

been developed which have adequate detection sensitivities down to < 20eV

[93, 94]. The intepretation of these low energy spectra in terms of ion

temperature is difficult, because they are line integrals. They therefore

require detailed electron density and temperature profiles and a neutral
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code such as DEGAS [94] to unfold them. This has not so far been attempted

for the boundary. However, the neutral fluxes and spectra are exceedingly

valuable in their own right as they determine the amount of sputtering

which occurs at the walls due to the charge exchange atoms [93, 94, 95].

It is by no means certain that T = T. in the boundary since

densities are low, leading to non-equilibrium situations and there is the

possibility of turbulent heating of the ions. In fact the limited data

available indicates that T. is in the range 1-3.Tg [96-98]. The ion

temperature in the boundary is quite important, since it is a factor

determining the sputter yield of impurities from the wall and limiter.

Methods of making measurements are limited. One successful technique is

the retarding field analyser [96-99]. By sweeping the retarding field on

grids, an integral distribution of ions above a given energy can be

obtained. The differential spectrum can be derived either computationally

or by electronic circuitry. While this technique is relatively simple to

use for ion beams, problems arise in magnetised plasmas.

It is first necessary to separate the ions and electrons. If slits

or grids of size comparable to the Debye length are used, then a sheath is

set up and the electron flow into the analyser is reduced to the value of

the ion flow. However such devices will only withstand relatively low

power and hence can only be used in cool, low density plasmas. A further

problem is that when a narrow slit or fine grid is used the effect of the

finite ion larmor radius must be considered. The thickness of the grid

must be kept small in order that the attenuation of ions with transverse

energy is not too severe. This problem can be alleviated to some extent by

calculating the transmission factor of a given geometry as a function of

energy and using this to correct the experimental data.

Integral energy distribution measured in OITE tokamak are shown in

fig 2.17 [98]. The simplest interpretation of this data is that it is due

to a shifted maxwellian ion energy distribution. Neglecting the presheath

potential drop (cf section 3.3) the sheath potential can be derived from

the displacement of the distribution with respect to the origin, and the

ion temperature from the logarithmic slope of the high energy tail [98].

However, the interpretation does depend on the form of the energy

distribution. As discussed in section 3.2, the theoretical form for the

distribution is still being debated. Assuming the distribution to be
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raaxwellian, the ion temperatures can be derived. Results for the ion

temperature as a function of density for the DITE tokamak are shown in fig

2.18 [97].

A more sophisticated analyser which in principle can measure both

energy distribution and charge to mass ratio has been described by Matthews

[100]. Using an electric field normal to the existing tokamak magnetic

field, the ions are constrained in a cycloidal orbit. The distance

travelled along the magnetic field is a measure of the parallel velocity.

By sweeping the electric field, ions of different mass-to-charge ratio are

electrically detected. An example of the distribution of oxygen and carbon

charge states observed in the DITE tokamak boundary is shown in fig 2-i9.
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Fig 2.1a
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Fig 2.1b
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Fig. 2.1a: Langmuir probe characteristic taken in the OITE tokamak with

plasma current = 120 kA, toroidal field = 2T and the probe 35 mm

behind the limiter [3].

Fig. 2.1b: Schematic of Fig. 2.1a.
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Fig 2.2

•til- Fig 2.3

Fig. 2.2: Schematic of particle flows induced by insertion of a solid
surface into a plasma with a magnetic f i e l d . Since
parallel-field motion is rapid, in i t ia l ly a long flux tube is
almost evacuated of plasma, setting up in the steady-state a
cross-field density gradient of order n/d which supplies plasma
to the flux tube. A natural "collection" or "disturbance" length
L is thus defined.

Fig. 2.3: Probe size effects shown with a probe including a 1 ran * 5 mm
post collector in front of a 10 mm * 5 mm plate collector.

Values of I- D l a t e / I s post a r e c l e a r l > f l e s s t h a n t n e r a t i o o f t h e

projected areas, i.e. 9, indicating f ini te ion larmor radius

collection by the post [37].
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Fig. 2.4: Example of net electron collection by a single Langmuir probe on

JET [49] . Current normalized to measured value of I . Probe
voltage relative to measured floating potential, normalized by T

Latter data follows

For comparison
measured using only data for V < Vp.

exponential in contrast with data for V > V_.

dotted lines show theoretical characteristics for differnt values

of reduction parameter r, Eq. (13). Value of r calculated using

Eq. (12). JET edge data indicates r » 1. Different symbols

indicate different discharge conditions.

T.IVJ

i •

••i- } } ! • *

Fig. 2.5: Use of JET data to infer T by employing di f ferent voltage

(upper) cut-offs V£ to the data [49]. For V < Vp the electron

current is exponential and gives a value of T independent of V ,

For the best exponential f i t to the data gives

)istortior

highly radiating, i .e . , impure, plasmas.

> v F
spuriously high values of T . Distortion appears to be worst for

impure,
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Fig. 2.6: Langmuir probe and microwave interferomet ry measurements of n
made on DUE. Probe configuration described in Ref. [59] with
interpretation based on Eq. (3) and A = total surface area of
collector. Microwave integrates along Z. Density f i t ted by
straight lines.

2.7: T10 measurements of ng by microwave interferometer (a) and
Langmuir probe (#) [40].

Rg2.7

Fig. 2.8: TEXTOft measurements of ne and Tg using a Li-beam (continuous
nne) and Langmuir probe (points) [58],
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Fig 2.10 Density and temperature profiles

as a function of central n using

lithium and carbon atomic beams in

TEXTOR. The dashed curve is the

position of the main limiter.
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Fig 2.9 Rate coefficients for electron

impact excitation and ionization

for lithium.
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Fig 2.11 Electron temperature (a) and

density Cb) profiles versus

distance from the magnetic

separatrix in the equatorial

plane for an ohmically heated

discharge in ASDEX. n = 4 x

1013 car*, t = 1.05 s,ei = 320

kA, B = 2.17 T.

: o •; •.
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'ace

Fig 2.12 Radial intensity profiles along

the median plane near the

limiter in DITE discharge,

n = 5 x 10 i» m"3 .
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Fig 2-13 Torus viewing in the tangential

and vertical directions showing

the radial and toroidal spatial

distributions at a liroiter.

Fig 2-U Ionisation events per photon for

some impurity lines used for

flux measurements, as a function

of Te. The starred transitions

are those predominantly

populated from a metastable

level.

ft') ' .

tr.fr, I .»

Fig 2.15 Ha line shapes and derived energy
spectra from recycling of
hydrogen plasma ac Che graphite
probe limiter surface in DITE
for edge electron temperatures
of i5eV and 50eV.

loot ^luoructnce signal
r larDirrory units]
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Fig 2.16 Fluorescence profile of the

1656.26 A line (3?1 -
 3P,°),

measured during bombardment of a

graphite target with 1.5 keV

Ar ions; dash-dotted is a

predicted Thompson velocity

distribution (Eo - 8.3eV).
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Fig 2.17 Integral energy distribution of
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Dependence of ion temperature
T i, floating potential V and
electron temperature T in the
plasma boundary of a helium
discharge in DITE. I = 100kA
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Fig 2.19 A mass spectrum of the ions in
the plasma boundary of a
deuterium discharge in the DITE
tokamak. The peaks
corresponding to the various
charge states of oxygen and
carbon are identified I =
lOOkA. V
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Fig. 2.20: T10 radial dependence of ion saturation currents for Mach probes

at the top and bottom of the plasma column [ 6 ] . Solid symbols -

ion side; open symbols - electron side.

• o - rL = 28 cm, ng = 2.8* 1019 nr3

A A - rL = 32 cm, ne = 3.2* 1019 nr3

r = rad ius of r a i l l i m i t e r . Poloidal r ing l i m i t e r is at

r = 34.5 cm.

Fig. 2.21: JET probe resu l ts [ 8 ] . Ef fect of l ine average density n on

temperature T at LCFS.

( • = 1 MA, 2 .IT; • = 2 MA,2.IT; o = 3 MA,3.4T; + = 4MA, 3.5T;

A = 5 MA, 3 . 5 T ) .

Fig. 2.22: JET probe results [8]a Effect of nfi on density ng at LCFS.
( • = 1 MA, 2.IT; • = 2 MA,2.IT; o = 3 MA.3.4T; + = 4MA, 3.5T;
1 = 5 MA, 3.5T).

Fig. 2.23: JET probe resul ts [ 4 6 ] . The effect of n and I on density X

e-folding length in the SOL.

( • = 2 MA, 2.IT; o = 3 MA, 3.4T; + = 4 MA, 3.4T; A. = 5MA, 3.4T.

20

Fig 2.24

10

Fig. 2.24: JET probe resul ts [46 ] . The effect of ng and I on temperature
\j e-folding length.
( • = 2 MA, 2.IT; o = 3 MA, 3.4T; + = 4 MA, 3.4T; 4l = 5MA, 3.4T.



3 .0 ANALYTIC MODELLING OF THE SOL

This Section, 3 , i s devoted primarily to simple analyt ic modelling of

the SOL. Two-dimensional plasma code modelling [2] and neo -c la s s i ca l [ 3 - 8 ]

SOL theory are not discussed here. In Sec. 3 .2 one dimensional f lu id models

for the plasma flow along the SOL are reviewed; the source terms, due to

c r o s s - f i e l d transport, are taken as s p e c i f i e d . At the l imi ter a thin

e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o s i t i v e l y charged layer , the sheath, occurs separating the

s o l i d and the quasi-neutral plasma. The properties of the sheath control

the p a r t i c l e and energy removal rates from the SOL. These propert ies are

reviewed in Sec. 3 . 3 . In Sec. 3 .4 the measured scrape-off lengths for

d e n s i t y , \ , and temperature, Xj, are re lated to the c r o s s - f i e l d , anomalous

t r a n s p o r t c o e f f i c i e n t s , namely the d i f fus ion c o e f f i c i e n t D and the thermal

conduction c o e f f i c i e n t x,» thus permitting the values of these q u a n t i t i e s to

be inferred in di f ferent tokamaks. In Sec. 3.5 edge plasma condit ions are

re lated to the central plasma parameters. The l imi ter sink i s not always

the dominant one for the SOL and in Sec. 3 .6 the "Complex SOL" i s considered

where other s inks, such as radiat ion , and loca l i zed sources ( i o n i z a t i o n ) are

important.

3.1 Introduction

A projection of the magnetic flux surfaces on a poloidal plane, Fig .

3 . 1 , makes evident the important role of the Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS.

Plasma outboard of the LCFS i s in d i r e c t contact with a s o l i d surface ,

unimpeded by the magnetic f i e l d . The plasma can flow at high speed, of

order of i t s sound speed c g to the s o l i d surfaces which thus act as strong

p a r t i c l e and energy sinks for the plasma. The plasma density and

temperature therefore decrease rapidly outboard of the LCFS, with decay

lengths typical ly a centimeter or so ( c . f Sec. 2 . 2 ) . When the magnetic flux

surfaces are of r e l a t i v e l y simple shape and the LCFS i s defined by

plasma-solid contact with one of these surfaces the so l id object i s termed a

"limiter" since i t s strong sink act ion l imi t s the radial extent of the

plasma quite e f f e c t i v e l y . The r e l a t i v e l y complex magnetic flux surface

configurations associated with divertors are considered in Sec. 7 . 3 .

In general the shape of the magnetic flux surface does not conform to

that of the so l id container and the LCFS i s generally defined by a l o c a l i z e d

point or l ine of contact with a so l id surface. For l imiter-def ined plasmas

three configurations may be d is t inguished:
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(a) Toroidal Linriters. The lines of contact are generally circles in a

toroidal plane. A toroidal l imiter may involve simply resting the

plasma against the outer or, more typical ly , inner wal l . In at least

one case, that of JET, special toroidal "belt l imiters" have been

instal led protruding from the wall [ 1 ] .

(b) Poloidal Limiters involve insertion of one or more poloidal aperture

rings in the vessel.

(c) Local Limiters. In pr inciple, the plasma can be limited by even a

small, localized protrusion since for non-rational q-values, the

magnetic line touching the solid eventually maps out the entire magnetic

surface, allowing plasma drainage to the protrusion. Such l imiters can

take the shape of " ra i l s " or "mushrooms", etc. This configuration

lacks toroidal and poloidal symmetry.

Clearly, the strength of the l imiter sink action is inversely dependent on

the average distance the plasma must travel along B within the SOL to reach

a l imi ter . This distance is therefore one of the key parameters

characterizing a SOL and i ts properties. For toroidal and poloidal l imiters

i t is stra ight forward to define the "Connection Length" L : the distance

along a "8-line in the SOL measured from one point of contact with a l imiter

to the next i s , by convention, 2L . Thus for a tokamak with a single

t o r o i d a l l i m i t e r L » wRq while for a single poloidal l im i t e r L = %R

(assuming a magnetic f lux surface coincides with poloidal l imiter) . For

local ized l im i te rs i t is more d i f f i c u l t to define L , indeed different

values exist for different points on the l imi ter surface; resonances

between the periodicity of the magnetic f ie ld configuration and the

l i m i t e r ( s ) conf igurat ion occur and for some values of q, L •*•<*>. To a

degree such structure can be blurred by various effects and in some

circumstances an effective or average value of L may be estimated.
c

In most SOL modelling the toroidal geometry of the SOL and the

associated neo-classical effects are ignored. I t is not clear that this is

jus t i f ied for a l l SOL's, or jus t i f ied at al l as regards certain SOL

phenomena such as e-side/i-side asymmetries, see Sec. 10; nevertheless, i t

has turned out to be a useful approximation which has generally resulted in

reasonable agreement with observation. The general modelling approach [2]

is to "straighten out" the SOL, forming a long thin plasma, of length 2LC

along t - typical ly l-100m - and of width equal to the SOL width, typically
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~1 cm. The SOL plasma is bounded, see Fig. 3.2, at each end by the solid

l imi ter surfaces, and at the outside by the vessel wall with the LCFS

forming the inside boundary. The plasma is assumed to be free to stream

para l le l to B, the t o ta l magnetic f i e l d , while cross-f ield transport of

particles and heat is assumed to occur at specified anomalous rates. Thus

the magnetic f ie ld does not actually expl ic i t ly appear in simple modelling.

The modelling of the flow along the SOL is usually based on f lu id equations,

although kinetic formulations are also available.

With regard to jus t i fy ing this modelling of the SOL one may note:

(a) Neglect of toro ida l , neo-classical effects: SOL conditions are

generally co l l i s i ona l so far as banana orbi ts are concerned, i . e . ,

v. >> 1 where v + is the ra t io of the ef fect ive electron col l is ion
*e *e

frequency to the electron bounce frequency. Table 3.1 gives three

representative examples for SOL conditions typical of JET, DITE and

ALCATOR-C. Since v* » 1 one might anticipate that SOL's would be in

the neo-classical Pfirsch-Schluter (col l isional) regime and that the P-S

neo-classical d r i f t s resulting from toroidal geometry would be important

in the SOL. While some modelling of the SOL has been carried out on

this basis [3-8] i t generally leads to underestimates of the cross-field

transport rates and of SOL thickness X-. Thus the more usual procedure

is to ignore toroidal and neo-classical effects altogether in the SOL

and to invoke anomalous cross-field transport rates, for particles and

heat which are adjusted to give agreement with the measured SOL widths

for particle and energy density, see Sec. 3.4.

(b) Use of a f lu id model for plasma transport along the SOL; as can be seen

from Table 3 . 1 , t y p i c a l l y the se l f -co l 1 isional mean-free paths, X. ,

\ . . , are smaller than L and therefore a f lu id model is appropriate. I t

is also the case that SOL operating regimes are encountered where

col l is ional i ty is marginal and kinetic analysis is appropriate. I t

appears, however, that l i t t l e difference arises between col l isional and

collisionless models of plasma flow along the SOL, at least for most of

the quantities of practical interest, see Sec. 3.2.

As wi l l be shown, Sec. 3.3, the plasma flow velocity along the SOL is

typical ly at the ion acoustic sound speed c - [k(T + T . ) /m- ] 1 / 2 . Thus the

SOL par t i c le confinement time Tfl = Lc/c is very short, typical ly < 1 ms,

see Table 3.1. SOL energy confinement times are similarly short. The
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Table 3.1 Representative SOL Conditions

T CeV]

n Cm-3]

l imi ter

Lc Cm]

B CT]

a Cm]

R Cm]

VBp
e = a/R

(Te /me)1 /2 LVSJ

xe M

v* e

xi (D+) frs]

ee' n * etr

cs Cm/s]

Tn = Lc / Cs ^ m s ]

JET

50

4x10is

toroidal

40

3.5

1.5

3.0

10

0.5

3x10*

1.4

10

35

6

7x10"

0.57

DITE

15

3x1018

one poloidal

4

2

0.26

1.17

10

0.22

1.6x10^

0.3

52

18

0.8

4X101*

0.1

ALCATOR C

7

1019

two po lo ida l

1

10

0.16

0.64

10

0.25

l . l x l O 6

0.03

388

2

0.05

2.6x10'*

0.04

limiter sink strength is therefore very strong and it often dominates over
all other sink terms in the SOL such as impurity radiation, ionization and
excitation. This makes for comparatively simple modelling of the SOL with
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cross-field transport as the only source, and the limiter the only sink of

importance. The SOL is therefore easier to understand and model than the

Radiating Layer, RL, just inside the LCFS where atomic processes are

dominant and where, of course, no limiter sink action exists.

3.2 Plasma Flow Along B to a Surface

Since we are modelling the SOL one-dimensionally, the magnetic field

does not appear explicitly in the model. This case is thus the classical

one of free plasma flow to two planar surfaces separated by 2L with a

stagnation surface mid-way, see Fig. 3.3. This situation has been modelled

many times employing different assumptions. Virtually all models, however,

share a number of basic features which were first clearly elucidated in the

1929 classical paper by Tonks and Langmuir [9], Before attempting an

explanation of these features, we first state briefly what they are:

(i) The solid becomes negatively charged while an almost equal, positively

charged layer, the sheath, forms just in front of the surface. The

charge cancellation is imperfect and a small electric field, the

pre-sheath, penetrates the plasma all the way to the stagnation point,

Fig. 3.3.

(ii) The electrons thus find themselves in an electrostatic potential

trough out of which they leak only slowly to the solid surface; i.e.,

the drift velocity of the electrons is very small compared to their

random velocity. Therefore to a good approximation the electron

density n satisfies a Boltzmann relation:

n = noexp(eV/kTe) (3.1)

where n = density at the stagnation point,

V = electrostatic potential, which is taken to be zero at the

stagnation point,

T = electron temperature, which is taken to be spatially

constant in the "Simple SOL", see Sec. 3.6.

(iii) Throughout the bulk of the space between the surfaces quasineutrality

obtains; n = n.. Thus Eq. (3.1) also gives the plasma density,

(iv) The ions find themselves in an accelerating field which causes their

drift velocity to reach the ion acoustic value c - [k(T + T.)/m.]1/2

just at the plasma/sheath interface. The potential drop in the

plasma, i.e., from stagnation point to plasma-sheath interface, is
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-0.5 kT /e while the plasma density drops to ~0.5 n , Fig. 3.3.

(v) The ion density drops further in the sheath but not as rapidly, in

space, as does n - thus a net, steady-state positively charged sheath

exists dynamically. The potential drop through the sheath to the

solid is ~3 kT /e for hydrogenic plasmas (assuming equal ion and

electron currents to the solid, i.e., an electrically floating

surface). The latter condition must hold for the simplest arrange-

ments; however, a small object can, of course, be electrically biased

so as to collect net ion or electron current. (A large object such as

the limiter which controls the plasma-surface interaction

automatically floats, on average, relative to the plasma. Frequently,

the limiter potential is fixed relative to the outside world, and

therefore the plasma floats with respect to the limiter(s), in fact.)

In that case, and provided the solid is not biased extremely

positively relative to floating potential, all of the foregoing

features remain unchanged, except for the potential drop within the

sheath which is less than ~3 kT /e for net electron collection and

greater for net ion collection. The sheath thickness, for floating

conditions, is of order a few Debye lengths [10] \Q - (eQkT/ne
2 ) 1 / 2

and is thus extremely thin; for example: T = 20 eV, n = 2><1018 m"3,

\Q - 10"5 m.

We turn now to the quantitative explanation of the plasma part of the

foregoing features. The sheath aspects are considered in the next section.

Since the electron behaviour is fully specified by the 3oltzmann relation,

Eq. (3.1), the task becomes one of modelling the ions. As mentioned, many

different models for the ion transport are available. Probably the simplest

capable of reproducing the principal features of the SOL is the isothermal

fluid model [11-15]. Steady-state, 1-D, inviscid, isothermal flow is fully

specified by two equations in the two unknowns n(x) and v(x) where v is the

ion fluid velocity and x is the space coordinate. The two equations

represent conservation of mass and momentum:

57 (nv) = S (3.2)

dp.
nm1viix * - dT" + enE " V s (3 '3)

where pi =
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E - -dV/dx,
S = source rate due to cross-field transport or ionization,
Z = 1 ions assumed.

When S is due to ionization then

S = n n av. (3.4)
n iz

where n = neutral density and ov. = ionization rate averaged over the
electron distribution. When S is due to cross-field transport by diffusion
then

0 n
s ay l ° i ayJ ' . 2Kn

where X is the characteristic scale length for plasma density variation in

the direction perpendicular to the flow, e.g., the SOL width.

The Boltzmann relation, Eq. (3.1), gives

enE = -kTfi ^ (3.6)

The simplest closure condition is that the ions are isothermal:

P i _ t T dn n 7 .
T - k T £ ( 3 7 )

asOne may therefore write the ion momentum equation (3.3)

velocity is c and we may define the Mach number M(x) - v(x)/c . Combining
where c = [ U T - + kT J /m. ] 1 ' 2 . The natural normalization for the ion
velocity is c and
the foregoing gives

dM _ S (1 .
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We may note that as H • 1, dM/dx * », i . e . , the ions are abruptly

accelerated to very high velocities and the plasma solution fa i ls ( i . e . , the

quasi neutral assumption f a i l s ) . This corresponds physically to the

termination of the plasma and the start of the sheath with i ts high ion

acceleration and large electr ic f i e l d . Thus we have obtained the key result

that the ions (hence the electrons also, assuming an electr ical ly f loating

solid with zero net current) flow at the acoustic speed from the plasma.

This is a very general conclusion since i t is independent of spatial

variations in S, and whether the ion flow is assumed to be isothermal or

adiabatic.

I t may be pointed out that the foregoing only demonstrates that M

cannot exceed unity in the plasma. In the next section, however, i t is

shown that the sheath analysis requires that the entering ions must have M

of at least unity. Thus at the plasma-sheath interface we wi l l conclude

that v = c , the so-called Bohm cr i ter ion [16].
For either the local ionization source, Eq. (3.4) or the cross-field

diffusion source, Eq. (3.5) one has that S « n. In this case the solution
to Eq. (3.9) is given by

( | - 1) * = -M+ 2tan-iM

where L = system length.
For the case of S - constant the solution is

x = M
U 1+M2

These two results for M(x) d i f fer l i t t l e . The more physically

r e a l i s t i c approximation for the c ross - f i e ld source, Equ. (3.5) , namely

D,(n -n)A 2 would give a value of M(x) between the two solutions,l ™ n
We may also rewrite the equations to give the distribution of density

n(M) and potential V(M):

P-±-r (3.10)
no 1 + M2

and
kT

V(M) = - - ^ J l n ( l + M2) (3.11)
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independent of spatial variat ions of S, etc. We thus have obtained the

f u r t h e r key resu l t s tha t at the sheath adge n = 0.5 n and V = -0.69

kTe /e, i . e . , -0 .5 kTg /e.

As indicated, many other models of 1-0 ion transport to a surface are

avai lable. One might query the isothermal assumption, for example, or the

assumption of a f l u i d formulation at a l l . In fact , changes in these

assumptions do not substant ia l ly af fect the basic conclusions, i . e . , n =

0.5 n and v = c , as w i l l now be discussed,
o se s
The f i r s t co l l i s ion less k ine t ic analysis, that of Tonks and Langmuir

[ 9 ] fo r cold ions (T. = 0 ) , gives v = 1.144 c and n = 0.425 n for the
I se s se o

case of plasma production proportional to local electron density, i . e . ,

S <= n. For S = constant, they obtained v = 1.227 c and n = 0.397 nQ.

Of more in terest are comparisons with models which do not assume T. = 0

since one of the def ic iencies of an isothermal assumption is that the

natural ion cooling associated with flow acceleration is not allowed. Of

course, in the actual SOL appl icat ion such cooling is at least pa r t i a l l y

suppressed by c ross - f ie ld heat transport which is generally characterized by

a high value of x. (> D ) , see Sec. 3 .4 . Nevertheless, we consider next

several recent 1-0 ion transport models for T. * 0:

( i ) Emmert et al [17] (hereafter EWMD) have developed a co l l i s ion less

k inet ic model where the ions are assumed to be created with a veloci ty
distr ibut ion:

m.v m.v2

£ K ' s

where T is the "ion source temperature".

( i i ) Bissel l and Johnson [18] (hereafter BJ) have developed a s imi lar model

to that of EWMD but assume

m. 1 / 2 -m.v2

S(v) - (^_) expf-glf-) (3.13)

Although these two models appear to be very similar they lead to at

least one major di f ference, namely the strength of the e lec t r i c f i e l d

in the plasma near the sheath. The EWMD ion source has the

in tu i t i ve l y sat is fy ing property that i f the e lect r ic charge of the

ions is "turned o f f " , then the ion velocity d is t r ibu t ion is Maxweliian
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everywhere. On the other hand the BJ source is the one which would

actually result i f ions were created by electron impact on Maxweliian

neutrals.

( i i i ) Zawaideh, Najmabadi and Conn [19] (hereafter ZNC) have published a set

of f l u i d equations, allowing for f in i te T . , and employing the closure

condition that the derivative of the ion heat conduction is everywhere

zero, dqVdx = 0. Bissell and Johnson [20] applied the ZNC equations

to the 1-0 problem.

In comparing these three models with the isothermal f lu id model we

focus on the case of T = T , that is , the ion temperature at the stagnation

plane equals T (which is assumed constant in space for al l models). Of
e i i

course at the sheath edge T is lower, where T is the p a r a l l e l ion
. 1 1 >

temperature (T is spatially constant for al l models). For example, at the

sheath edge TJ/T = 0.16 for the BJ model and 0.18 for the ZNC model. We

wish to know what conditions are at the sheath edge in terms of remote

conditions, e .g . , at the stagnation plane. Thus we may define the reference

ion acoustic speed as c $ r = [ k ( T g + 1. ( 0 ) ) / m . ] i / 2 . Results for vse are

indicated for the four models [21] in Table 3.2. As can be seen the

calculated values of v
s e / c s r only vary about ±10% from the isothermal f lu id

r e s u l t . The sheath edge density n /n also varies only slightly among the

models, except for the EMWD result which is ~3Q% higher than the others.

D i r e c t l y re lated to n /n is the plasma potential at the sheath edge

V /(kT /e) which shows similar variation,
se e

Scheuer and Emmert [22] have reported comparisons of other 1-D plasma

models. Results are also given in Table 3.2.
i

( i ) A co l l is ion less f l u i d (T = constant) model using e i ther the EWMD

source, Eq. (3 .12) , or the BJ source, Eq. (3.13). The f luid equations

employ no collision terms in the momentum or energy equations but use

the closure condition dq1/dx = 0, which is not str ict ly correct for

collisionless flow and therefore implias some col l isional i ty.

( i i ) A collisional f luid (T^ = T^) model using either of the two sources.

These authors reach the same conclusions, namely, the variation of the

model assumptions - even regarding col l is ional i ty - have l i t t l e influence on

the results.

The effect of cross-field viscosity has been included in 1-D plasma

flow modeling by Chung and Hutchinson [109], assuming the value of
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c ross - f ie ld viscosity r\ - mnD . Results, given in Table 3.2, are also not

greatly different than for the inviscid models.

We may thus conclude that, as regards the principal quantities of

practical interest for the SOL application, there is l i t t l e difference among

the models for these particle flux quantities (or for heat f lux quantit ies,

see next section). The isothermal f lu id model would tnerefore appear to be

a valid and convenient approximation. I t may be noted that the actual

s i tua t ion obtained in the SOL is neither f u l l y co l l i s i ona l nor

col 1isionless. In real i ty there is a region distant from the surface where

col l is ional i ty may hold and where, therefore, f lu id models should be

appl icable. Typ ica l ly , however, the mean-free-path, Xmf , greatly exceeds

the sheath thickness so that there exists a transitional region in front of

the sheath where the ion motion changes to col 1isionless behaviour.

Therefore models are required which allow for this t ransi t ion, i . e . , allow

for f i n i t e \ f /L . Preliminary results have been presented on this topic

and show l i t t l e change in v and n , at least for the moderate levels of

co l l is ional i ty X. , > L , so far analysed [23].

I t should also be borne in mind that in real plasma flows to l imiters

and probes other effects should be considered such as 2- and 3-dimensional

effects, cross-field heat transfer, local energy losses, momentum loss due

to neutra ls , e tc . For hydrogenic plasmas, the complex col l is ion processes

involving ionization, charge and exchange and molecular dissociation may

also be important [110]. These effects may cause changes to quantities such

as n g r e a t e r than the d i f f e r e n c e s among the 1-D, i n v i s c i d ,

adiabatic/isothermal (self) col l is ional/col l is ionless models considered

above.

3.3 Role and Properties of the Sheath

Following Bohm [16] we now consider the modelling of the sheath and
look for a sheath constraint on v . Within the sheath there is charge
imbalance with

n i = nse£Vse /V ]1 /2 ( 3 * 1 4 )

ne = nseexP[e(V - V^J / kT j (3.15)

where n . , n and V are the densities and potential at any point within the

sheath. In Eq. (3.14) |V s e | = \ m i v se / e ( r a t h e r t h a n a factor 0.69); the
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ions ire assumed to have al l originated from the same point; they are also
cold, T. = 0. Inserting n. and n into Poisson's equation,

- £ - (n. - n ) (3.16)
eo ' e

giving for the region just inside the sheath:

-V ) ( J - . ^ i - ) (3.17)
0
 e se M e

Thus for monotonic potential one has the constraint,

k T e
|Vse| > j ~ (3.18)

or vse > (kTe/mf)i/2 = cs for T. = 0 (3.19a)

Since we have from the plasma analysis that v < c , the final result is
v = c , the Bohm cr i te r ion [16, 24, 111]. (Bohm's or ig inal analysis
involved integration of 3.17 to obtain E, plus the constraint of real E.)

When the ions have a distribution of velocities, fMv), then i t can be
shown [25, 26] that the constraint becomes

/ ~^~ nf- (3.19b)

the Generalized Bohm Cr i ter ion. Consider, for example, the simple d r i f t i ng
ion d is t r ibut ion [15]:

. (2c. ) "1 for v - c < v < v + c,
f ' (v) = { s e ' se } (3.20)

3 e 0 otherwise

with c. = (kT^m. l i / s . Then Eq. (3.19b) gives
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The f.~(v) distributions calculated by Enmert et al and Bissell and Johnson

also satisfy Eq. (3.19b) [27].

We thus have the important practical result that the ion flux density

out of the plasma (thus also the electron flux for a floating solid) is

r = nse vse= ° ' 5 nocs ( 3 ' 2 1 )

We can now calculate V- , the f l oa t i ng potent ia l of the so l id by

obtaining an expression for the electron flux and equating the ion and

electron fluxes to the surface. Since secondary electron emission, s.e.e. ,

i s g e n e r a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t f o r Tg > 30 eV th i s e f f e c t should be

included [15, 28-31]. We have the secondary electron flux density,

rsec = 6r6tot = 6( rnet + rsec) ( 3 ' 2 2 )sec 6 r tot 6( rnet + rsec

where 6 = s.e.e. coefficient,
r t o t = t o t a 1 e l e c t r o n f 1 u x striking the surface,

rnet = rtot - rsec - {1 ' 6 ) r tot ( 3 ' 2 3 )

We thus have

r net = T nse5e { 1 " 5>exp(eVfw/kTe) <3.24)

where c f i = (8kT /icme)W2. Mote that Vf in Eq. (3.24) gives only the

potential drop across the sheath i t se l f . The actual wall potential relat ive

to the stagnation plane is lower s t i l l by the amount of the pre-sheath drop,

~0.69 kT /e. Equating the electron and ion fluxes, (3.21) and (3.24), gives

the sheath voltage drop [15]

eV m T.

K l
- 6)"2] (3.25)

Examples of V are shown in Fig. 3.4. As can be seen the often-quoted
estimate that V, = 3kT /e can be significantly in error i f T. > T and/or
s.e.e. is significant.
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The value of Vfw in £q. (3.25) assumes the isothermal f lu id model value

for n$ e and v s g . In Table 3.2 the values of 4>w for the case of T = T., H+

ions and 6 = 0 for the various 1-D models are shown for comparison (<fr is

defined as the f loating wall potential relative to the symmetry plane). The

variation among the models is very small, < ±5%.

We t u r n next to the energy t ransmiss ion p roper t i es of the

sheath [14, 15, 28-30, 32], and consider the electrons. Because of the

height of the potent ia l ba r r i e r , eV, , the electron distr ibution is not

s i g n i f i c a n t l y d is tor ted from Maxwellian; equivalently c>> c . Since the

electrons are in a retarding conservative f i e l d , the electron distr ibut ion

at the solid-sheath interface is s t i l l Maxwellian, but of reduced total

density with respect to the rest of the sheath and plasma. The power flux

associated with a Maxwellian distr ibution is 2kT (1/4 nc). In calculating

Q , the electron heat outflux density, i t should be noted that the escaping

electrons actually possessed a higher kinetic energy as they were removed

from the plasma, namely, one higher by the amount eV, . Thus

4 = (2kTe - eVfw)rtot + ^ s e c (3 '26>

N o t e ; - e V , > 0. The l a s t term in Eq. (3 .26) represents the energy
fw

in jected in to the plasma by secondary electrons accelerated through the
sheath drop; t he i r thermal energy, a few eV, is neglected here. Thus

For purposes of modeling the energy balance of the SOL electron

poulation is is useful to define Qc, the energy flux density of cooling the

plasma electrons where Q® = Q® + of! and Q**l is the power transferred from
c se ps ps .j

the e lec t rons to the ions in the pre-sheath ( ion a c c e l e r a t i o n ) . Q «
O.5kT r . Results are given for the various models in Table 3.2.

e se

The electron energy transmission coe f f i c i en t Y s n is defined by

n = v kT r '
^c ~ Ysh e net l >
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eV
Thus Ysh • J-TJ ' FT* + ~ °*5kTe (3>29)

The exact values for the various models are given in Table 3.2.

We next consider Q . Since the ions are accelerated this quantity is

harder to calculate [14] than Q̂  . Were f ! e (v ) actually a Maxwellian of

temperature T̂  d r i f t ing at c then

<4= ( f k T i + 1 mics2^rse = 3 '5 k T f se ( 3 '3 0 )

Thus Y j h • 3.5 (3.31)

Such an ion d is t r ibut ion, however, does not satisfy the Generalized Bohm

Criterion since i t has ions with v < 0 (this would also be in tu i t i ve ly

unacceptable, since the solid is assumed to absorb a l l ions). As mentioned

a col l is ion transit ion model has not yet been developed which completely

covers this situation but we may again consider the various 1-0 models for

the example of T = T^. Results are given in Table 3.2 for Qse, Qc and y .

and indicate a somewhat wider range than for the part icle-f lux quantit ies,

partly because higher moments of the ion velocity distribution are involved

and partly because of different source assumptions. In the absence of a

complete theory i t is suggested to take an average value of y . for the

models; for T = T̂  this gives y1^ = 2.39.

One should note that

(a) Q1 includes both the o r ig ina l ion energy from the source (an amount

3/2 kT.r for the BJ source, Eq. (3.13), and 2kTi>r for the EMWD source,

Eq. (3.12), plus Q*J.

(b) Q1 includes both parallel and transverse ion energy.
se .j .j .j

(c) These values for Q , Q and y ^ are calculated in terms of the plasma
conditions, such as T., far from the solid at the stagnation plane. For
more sophist icated SOL modelling [2] the value of Qge is required as a
function of conditions at the plasma-sheath interface.

I t may be noted that the total heat transmission coeff icient, Table

3.2, varies l i t t l e among the various models. The experimental values of

Y s h , on the other hand, span a much wider range, as discussed below.
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Evidently, modelling questions of col l is ional i ty vs. non-collisionality,

viscid vs. inviscid, kinetic vs. f l u i d , etc., are of rather slight

consequence compared with other factors, which remain to be better

identi f ied.

I t is evident that the existence of the electrostatic sheath,

separating the plasma from the solid, has both beneficial and detrimental

effects with regard to plasma-materials interactions. Compared to the

situation which would obtain in the absence of a sheath: (a) the ion

sputtering is increased due to the higher ion impact energy resulting from

the sheath potential drop, but (b) the total heat flux density is decreased

since the increase in heat carried per ion pair is more than offset by the

reduction in electron flux density.

The existence of the sheath also tends to bring about non-equality of

T and T. in the SOL. This occurs because the sheath acts as a "high energy

pass f i l t e r " for SOL electrons while ions of just average energy are

removed. Thus, there is a tendency for T. > T in the SOL [33] although

equipartition collisions can cause T = T..

The choice of l imiter material affects the SOL properties directly

through the s.e.e. coefficient 6. The value of 6, in fact, can vary for a

given material as a result of plasma exposure - and thus i t is important to

use values for material exposed to plasmas in calculating sheath drops, heat

transmission coef f ic ients , etc [34]. The value of 6 also is dependent on

the incident angle of the electrons. Since, in practice, exposed surfaces

tend to be microscopically rough, i t is not evident whether a Maxwellian-

averaged value, or normal incidence value, should be employed. Experimental

measurements of f loat ing potent ia l , as a function of T using a gridded

energy analyser in the DITE SOL [34], have shown a decrease in eV /̂kT with

increasing T , as would be expected since 6 increases with T , Eq. (3.25).

In practice, the surface of the limiter is often inclined at a shallow

angle to B in order to decrease the deposited heat flux density. The sheath

analysis [35-40] for such oblique ion incidence indicates that the total

potential drop between the plasma and the (floating) surface is l i t t l e

changed from the case of normal ion incidence. Ion sputtering yields are

dependent on the angle of incidence; calculations [41] have been carried out

which average this effect over the ion angular distribution, also allowing

for an oblique angle between 8 and the surface. For example, for a surface
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with tangent 10° to t , T i = Tg = 100 eV, ng = 1018 m-3 the average D+ ion

impact angle is ~60°; for a pyrolytic graphite surface the y ie ld of ~300 eV

D+ ions would be increased by a factor of -4 for this incidence angle [42];

for technical grade graphites the enhancement factor is less, ~2* [43] ;

roughness effects may result in further reductions of enhancement as has

been calculated for the related effect of ion backscatter [44] . At shallow

angles of incidence, the effective secondary electron emission is expected

to be reduced due to re-capture on the f i r s t Larmor orbit [38].

For surfaces which are almost exactly parallel to ci (angle of incidence

<< (m / m . ) 1 / 2 ) i i t is calculated that the f l oa t ing sheath potent ia l

reverses, and the surface becomes electron-attracting; flux densities are

computed to be about 1% of n c [45] . Experimentally, however, i t has been

found that cross-field part ic le and heat fluxes onto parallel surfaces of

probes is about 10% of the flux onto the normal surfaces [107, 108]. This

lat ter result implies interpretation problems for probes whose collectors

are at shallow angles to 8.

Reported values of YS obtained experimentally span a considerable

range: Microtor and Macrotor [46] , 25-100; JFT-2 [47], 3.5-20; TFR [48] ,

-15; DIVA [49] , 7-20; DITE [50-52], 10-20; ISX [53, 54], -4 -6 ; PDX [55] ,

2-40; ASDEX [ 5 6 ] , < 6. Since the inference of YS requires three
separate measurements (of i £ f l T , P and T ), errors can be s i g n i f i c a n t ,

pa r t i cu la r l y regarding T , Sec. 2 .2 .1(5) , and P. where the ion energy

reflection coefficient has to be allowed for, Sec. . 1 . High values of

Y probably i n d i c a t e the presence of fas t , non-thermal ions or

electrons [32, 46, 57, 58] , A proper test ing of models for Y requires

measurement of the ion and electron energy distr ibution and of the secondary

electron emission and the ion reflection coefficients of the contaminated

and roughened surface. Such detailed experiments have not yet been carried

out in tokamaks.
SOL SOL

3.4 Scrape-Off Lengths and Evaluating D. , x,
In this section we consider the relation between the scrape-off lengths

of the SOL and the connection length, L , etc., for the "Simple Scrape-Off
Layer", i.e., the situation where cross-field transport is the only source
term and the limiter is the only sink term. As shown in Sec. 2.2, radial
scale lengths in the SOL are short, \ = of order centimeters or less. This
is a matter of considerable practical consequence since it means that heat
fluxes to edge structures are highly concentrated. For purposes of
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predicting this cr i t ica l aspect of future devices, i t is thus of the

greatest importance to know the X's - and the (anomalous) cross-field

transport coefficients (D. , x, - . x, ,•) which control them.

A f i r s t estimate of the density scrape-off length, X , is obtained by

equating the total c r o s s - f i e l d p a r t i c l e flux into a SOL of length L and

(poloidal) depth w:

D, £\ L w - D, ~ L w (3.32)
1 dr|LCFS c 1 xn c

to the particle flux reaching the limiter:

wall
w / n (r) c (r)dr - 0.5 n c w\ (3.33)

LCFS e s ° s n

where n is the average density along the LCFS and the radial variation of

c has been neglected. Thus [59, 60, 61]:

(3.34)

Probes, and other SOL diagnostics, provide measurements of X and T

(from which one can estimate c * (2kT / m . ) i / 2 , assuming T = T.) thus

permitting D to be estimated. Figure 3.5 shows res ' t s [62] from a variety

of tokamaks, comparing D with the empirical Bohm [16] dif fusion value

0 = 0.06 T [eV]/B[T], [lir^/s]. As can be seen, SOL values of 0 are often

close to the Bohm value [46, 63] .

A somewhat more refined treatment [64-67] yields estimates of the

ion and electron temperature scrape-off lengths, x^, Xg. We assume

ng(x) = nQexp(-rAn) (3.35)

J
a i ( x ) " T n e x Pf- r / x

a ,•) (3.36)

where r is measured here from the LCFS outward, and i t is arbi t rar i ly

assumed that T = 1 \ at the LCFS.

The values of x , x . are given by the three conservation equations
if € j 1

for mass and e, i-energy:
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( 3 -3 7>

"*i - d F ^ + I kTeDi $ " 2 " V ! kTe (3'38>

Lc i ( ! kTiDi $ " I "Vsh kTe (3'39)

where electron (anomalous) convection and conduction is included but ion

conduction is assumed here to be neo-classical and is neglected. The use

the factor 3/2 is uncertain; factors of 3/2 or 2 may be appropriate.

Assuming y$i) = j , then X^ •*• » since each ion entering the SOL brings
with i t -x kTQ while -̂  kT-(r) is removed per ion at the sheath, thus 7-lr) =
T . Me may therefore make the convenient approximation throughout most of
the SOL that

Cs(r) - (kT./m.) l /2 = c^ = ( k T ^ ) ! ' * (3.40)

The equations (3.37-3.39) are integrated from the LCFS to » , i . e . , the
wall is assumed to be at a position rw » X, giving:

c \
^ i ! (3.41)

Dio (5
 xio \ _ Ysh cso f 1 . 1 , - i n

Thus \n is again given by the simple relation, Eq. (3.34), while \Q can be
obtained from combining Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) to give:

c x \ x
f z ^ D T x I ^ 1 *5T) = Y sh (3-43)

Results are displayed in Fig. 3.6. As can be seen, the value of X is
strongly dependent on both the sheath electron heat transmission coefficient
Ysh an(* ^ e r a t 1 ° o f x i o ^ l ' ^^e ^ a t t e r quantity is often found to be in
the range 1-10 for the main plasma [66, 68, 69].
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Experimentally i t is in fact often found that X^ > \ in the SOL [33].
e ~ n

Measurements of T. and X. in the SOL are very sparse but tend to show

X. > X [33 ] . One may note the tendency of the sheath sink to drive Tg and

T. apart in the SOL.

Electron-ion equipartit ion coll isions in the SOL can be important. We

may par t ia l ly relax the defini t ion of "Simple SOL" to allow for such

internal plasma heat transfer, while s t i l l excluding al l net sources and

sinks. We consider f i r s t the extreme case of T = T., thus

c s ( r ) = (2kT(r) /m f )
1 / 2

I t is readi ly shown that this gives the following two relations for K and

( 3 ' 4 4 )

(1 * 3kn/(2kj))(5 + 07^x7) { 3 ' 4 5 )

Results, Fig. 3.6, indicate that neither X nor X are signif icant ly changed

by strong e-i equiparti t ion while X., of course, is greatly affected. Since

the change in the ion behaviour is so dramatic i t is of interest to consider

f i n i t e values for v . , the e-i equipartit ion frequency. The analysis, now

somewhat cumbersome, gives the results in Fig. 3.6 showing that T = T. for

P = 2L v . / c > 3. This resul t is a useful one for Langmuir probe

interpretation of 1+ in terms of ng since, generally, values of T. are not

measured. Inser t ing the value of vg .and cSQ for a D+ plasma with some

contaminat ion, Z ff > 1 , gives the resu l t [66, 70] that equ ipa r t i t i on

occurs, T = T^, when

c e e f f > 6xl0i7 [m-2 eV-2] (3.46)

for Lc [m], ne [m- 3 ] , T [eV].
For the SOL data examples of Table 3.1 we find for the LHS of (3.46)

for JET, DITE, ALCATOR-C the values 2, 1.5 and 6*1017, respectively,

assuming Z . . = 3. Thus the attainment of equipart i t ion in the edge is
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generally marginal - at least when the sheath is the dominant sink.
As indicated ear l ier , the inference of 0 from measurements of X. can

be carried out using Eq. (3.34) and as can be seen from Fig. 3.6 this is not

signif icant ly dependent on uncertainties about the value of y . and/or the

degree of equipart i t ion in the SOL. Inferring the value of x. from

measurements of \ and X , however, encounters a problem i f there is

uncertainty concerning y^ since this signif icantly alters the relation

between \ and x.» F ig . 3.6. One source of uncertainty in y . is the

effectiveness of secondary electron emission when the l imiter surface is

nearly tangential to B, as is often the case for heat-load reasons. I f the

angle is small enough then the secondaries return to the l imiter after

completing only part of a Larmor orbit and are recaptured. The fraction

which does this is d i f f i c u l t to calculate, thus introducing uncertainties in
g

^effective* Ysh an(1 t h u s a^ s o t h e i n f e r e n c e of X, • A n experimental approach
to the problem would involve measurement of y^ for the actual surface by
separately measuring T , r ard Q. At present there is l i t t l e reliable

SOL

experimental information on this c r i t i ca l l y important quantity, xT -•

Further experimental data is urgently required.
Turning to the ion heat conduction coeff ic ient x, • . there is

essentially no experimental information at a l l . In many tokamaks i t has
been reported for the core plasma that x?°^e = a x!16?. with a = 1-5 and x ? ?
the neo-classical value [69, 71, 72]. Assuming this also holds in the SOL,
then x, • would generally not be an important term. There i s , however,
recent evidence from JET, TFTR, etc. , that x " [ e * x " g 6 [73] , a situation
which therefore cannot be ruled out for the' SOL. ' i t is d i f f i cu l t to

e s t a b l i s h x, • exper imen ta l l y fo r two reasons: (a) the lack of T.
1 , 1 1

diagnostics, (b) the weak sheath effects on ions. There have been few

T.-diagnost ic measurements reported for tokamaks, and no systematic studies

at a l l , as there have been for T . The most reliable probe T.-diagnostic,

the Gridded Energy Analyser [34], is considerably less robust than the

Langmuir probe. As discussed earl ier, the sheath tends to strongly cool the

electrons, making for a short X. . This is offset in proportion to x, a/D, -
e j . , e j .

which therefore makes i t possible, in principle, to infer values of x, /D
I »e i

from measurements of \ A . The sheath does not, however, cool the ions in

the simplest model, therefore X. -»• ». In th is s i tua t ion , there is no
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comparable way to Infer x, ,-/D, from the measured X,A_. One could, In
principle, obtain x • by measuring T. at various points along the length of
the flux tube, since the io;, acceleration tends to reduce T̂  along a. This
cooling wil l be offset by finite values of x - - which could therefore be
inferred.

In practice a number of complicating effects can influence the

inference of 0 from x . I f the SOL is not simple, Sec. 3.6, then various
processes, such as local ionization of neutrals within the SOL, can affect
X , independent of D . Non-symmetry of limiters and non-circularity of the
plasma poioidai cross-section can also significantly alter the relation
between xn and 0L [74-76].

(Detailed analysis [74] of the JET limiter configuration, including the

effect of (a) non-circular plasma cross-section and (b) discrete rail

limiters, yields the relation between x and D :

C X 2(0) V 0 ) ^ QS (0)

s n r
lTDTitTR + aT
q*{0) for q_(0) < q*(0)

5 5 5>

where X (0) is measured at the outside mid-plane ( l imi ter ) location (6 = 0 ) ,

f is a shape factor of order 0 .5, qs(0) is the normalized pitch of § at the
l i m i t e r : q (0) H r ( 0 ) B J 0 ) / R ( 0 ) B J 0 ) , q*(0) = 2na/h N, h is the wetteds 4> os w w
height of each of the N rail limiters. This expression gives values of D
which are, typically, a factor of 4 higher than the simple expression, Eq.
(3.34). I t should be noted that Eq. (3.47) makes no allowance for certain
plasma effects such as 2-0 effects, ionization within the SOL, etc. Results
for 0 for a range of ohmic discharges in JET are shown in Fig. 3.7. For
medium to high density operation the SOL values of 0 are not greatly
different than the INTOR-ALCATOR value, 0± = 1019

 e (although based on ng,
not local n ( r ) ) ; these values are also not gn tly different than those
measured [68] in the central part of the plasma, see Fig. 4.9. Finally,
since i t is observed on JET [78] that T (a) decreases with n , these
results for D are also Bohm-like, D * T.

Particle and heat flux density scrape-off lengths, X and X are
d i rec t ly related to X , x . , e.g. Eq. (3.75) One expects x = x ,

n 6 f I i n
approximately and as indicated by the JET examples of Fig. 3.7, the H

a
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footprint values of \ are in fact close to the Langmuir probe values of \ n .

H -viewing of the inside (column) l imiter on TFTR [79] provides a direct,
a

rather precise and convenient measurement of X_ since the small difference

in the poloidal radii of curvature of the plasma and column makes the wetted

height quite sensit ive to the value of \ . Infrared thermography of the

l i m i t e r s , Sec. 2 . 1 , provides measurements of \Q. In some cases, PLT [80] ,

T10 [81] , non-exponential power profiles have been reported.

3.5 Relating Core and Edge Plasma Conditions

How are edge and core plasma conditions linked? The Lawson criterion

specifies the core conditions which must be achieved. What edge conditions

wi l l this create? Indeed, since the edge conditions may well have a strong

controlling influence on central conditions, the question is perhaps best

put as: What central and edge conditions are mutually compatible? Unless

we can explain observed conditions our abi l i ty to predict reactor conditions

wil l be uncertain.

Such an analysis can be carr ied out at d i f fe rent levels of

sophistication and self-consistency. In this section we consider the

conceptually simplest approach in which the particle and energy confinement

times, x , x , of the main plasma are taken as given. In rea l i ty , the edge

conditions in fact influence the confinement times - particularly x p , but

a l s o x_ th rough the r a d i a t i v e loss r a t e P , - and t h e r e f o r e a
c ra Q

sel f -consistent analysis is desirable. In Sec. 4.4 xp and in Sec. 6, P ,

are related to edge conditions.

Values of T_ for the main plasma are deduced from measurements of the

density and temperature in the main plasma and the total power input. xp is

deduced [82] from measurements of the main plasma density plus either (a)

the r e - . " e l i n g rate given by H measurements or (b) the ion flux to the

limiters measured by edge probes or (c) charge exchange neutral fluxes to

the edge. For many tokamaks x is found to follow the Goldston empirical

(L-mode) scaling [83]:

xE = 3.7x10-2 I P - i / 2 Ri'75 a-o-37 e i / 2 [ s e c ] (3.48)

where e = b/a = plasma elongation. Values of x have not been scaled as

systematically, but have been measured on several machines as a function of

n"e [ 6 2 , 8 2 ] . For JET ohmically heated, deuterium, limiter discharges, for
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example, i t is found [84] that

T (s) = 1.26x10" Ra2 n-°*8 (3.49)

from both H a^d SOL probe measurements [77].
With the exception of deep fueling, e.g., by neutral beam or pellet

injection, the method of measuring x makes it clear that this quantity is
not purely a central plasma property, and it is therefore not fully

consistent to relate edge quantities to central ones, with x taken to be
one of the latter. Nevertheless, as a first approach we make this
simplifying assumption.

Total particle flux out of the main plasma in steady state:

x p x p £ O S O L T

where A = X w, the l imiter wetted area for part icle f lux. Total heat into

the SOL, allowing for radiation loss to the walls, ?r . is given by

( . JVajLj / M H s (i . p*L) inkTV . 1 kT (3 51)
p to ta l TE p total TE 7 ° s 0 s ° LQ

where A,Q = \Qw, the wetted l i m i t e r area for heat f l ux . In this f i r s t

s i m p l i f i e d t rea tment , P d is treated as a speci f ied central plasma

parameter; in Sec. 6 i t is made part of a self-consistent relation between

edge and central conditions.

Equations (3.50) and (3.51) thus constitute two equatiois relating the

two edge quant i t ies nQ, TQ ( i . e . , ne(a) and Tg(a)) to the central plasma

quantities n, T, x , xE>
 p

r a d / p
t o t a T T h e values of x r > \Q c "e functions of

n , T ( a l s o of x , 0 and 0 which must be assumed as known or,

alternat ively, the measured values of \ n or \ .are taken as input). We
r ,1/ n,e, i

thus have the simple relation [49, 85, 86] between edge temperature T and

the average temperature T in the main plasma:

4

(3.52)
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Typical ly Aj, - AQ and P r a < j /p
t o t a i - ° - 5 on JET [87], yielding for ys = 10.

Sec. 3.3:

T P x
^ = 0.3(1 - p-1^-) -* (3.53)
T total XE

For example: ng = 2xlO19 m"3, P £ o t a l - PQ - 2.1 MW, x = 0.2 sec, and
x_ = 0.65 sec, then T / f = 0.05, which is close to the observed rat io for

E o
such a discharge, where T « 100 eV and peak T = 3 keV [77, 78J. We may

also write

Thus using Eq. (3 .49) f o r x and assuming y = 1 0 and P . = 0.5 P we
p s rad

obtain
TQ = 3.2x1011 P n- l ' 8 (3.55)

Results shown in Fig. 3.8 give the comparison with experimental measurements

of T on JET and show not only that the trends cf the T -dependence on rtp
and I , i . e . P, are reproduced, but that ti i magnitude is .nodelled

p
to within a factor of two or better.

Turning to n the edge density at the (3.50) and (3.51) may

be grouped to give

n • 4 * 2 R 1 8 (3.56)
1.26* 101-CSQAL

Using Eq. (3.55) for T provides a value for c . For the JET limiters

A, * 0.1 m2 , a l though there is some var ia t ion of ALr with ne> I ,

part icularly at the lowest ng and I [77, 78, 88]. Thus

-31 -0-5 .2-7
nQ = 1.6x10 P ne (3.57)

This resu l t is compared in F ig. 3.9 with the experimental [78] resu l t s .
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Again both the absolute magnitudes and the trends of nQ-dependence on n ,
I ( i . e . , P) are approximately reproduced.

These strong, comprehensible relations between edge and central

condit ions observed on JET are rather a ra r i ty . On DIVA [49] T was found

to scale in a similarly explicable way, but for most tokamaks no

comprehensive surveys of these relations have been published. A large

number of l imited surveys have been published, however, and for the most

part they do not exhibit simple, readily explained trends. For example, on

many tokamaks the SOL temperature remains in the 10-20 eV range v i r tual ly

independent of central conditions including heat input, Sec. 2.2. With

regard to the re la t ion between ng{a) and ng: in some cases a square-power

dependence is found but in other cases l i t t l e variation is seen, and in

s t i l l others the dependence varies from linear to ~ fourth power depending

on conditions, Sec. 2.2. Comprehensive surveys of edge-centre relationships

on other large, long-pulse tokamaks are required for progress in this

c r i t i ca l matter.

3.6 Simple vs. Complex SOL

The Complex SOL [14, 66] may be defined to be one in which cross-field

transport is not the only important source, or the l imiter is not the only

sink, or para l le l - f ie ld gradients Are strong. The processes introducing

fu r ther complexity now considered are (a) neut ra l - re la ted , (b)

impurity-related, (c) para l le l - f ie ld temperature gradients. Neutral and

impurity effects are dealt with in detail in Sees. 4 and 5. In the

following they are considered only with regard to the influence they have on

the par t ic le , momentum and energy balance of the SOL plasma. Other effects

which introduce "complexity" to the SOL are: asymmetries, possibly due to

78 d r i f t s e x i s t ; the SOL scrape-off lengths vary along B due to flow

acceleration (rarefaction) and other effects. These are reviewed in Sees.

10.

3.6.1 The Effects of Neutrals in the SOL

For tokamak pulse lengths greater than T the plasma is generally
re-fueled in a quasi-steady-state way by neutrals re-cycling from the
l imi t f r c . and walls, Sec. 4. Thus the neutral density is highest in the SOL.
A simple estimate of edge atomic and molecular densities for the simple SOL
can be made assuming toroidal and poloidal symmetry and that a l l the
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par t i c les re-cycle as molecules. The incoming flux of neutrals rn is given

by

r n = % % " ° i n e ( a ) A n ( 3 - 5 8 )

where the right hand sHe is the ion flux density out of the main plasma

which, for the simple SOL, is the only source of ions; vn = (8kT /UHL )1 / 2

where T is the wal l / l imi ter temperature. Take an example for JET: 0 = 1

nrVs, X = 0.03 m [88 ] , T • 0.1 eV then n /n (a) = 10"2. This simple

estimate compares well with the results from sophisticated 3-D Monte Carlo

neutral codes such as DEGAS [89] and NIMBUS [90], Sec. 4, as can be seen

from a NIMBUS example for JET, Fig. 3.10, giving the poloidal/toroidal

average n and n radial p r o f i l e s . The atoms are largely created by

Franck-Condon dissociation of the molecules producing ~3 eV atoms, thus the

nn dens i ty is smaller than nn by « vn / v n = 0.15, which is also in
DQ U 2 U2 fg

reasonable agreement with code results, Fig. 3.10. One may note that for

smaller, colder machines, e.g., DITE with T = 0.03 eV and X - 0.01 m one
W 11

has a predic t ion of re la t i ve l y higher edge neutral densities, n /n (a) ~
10"1 which is confirmed by DEGAS [91] calculations.

Neutrals in the SOL can influence the plasma mass, momentum and
energy balance. Consider mass balance. Ionization within the SOL is
insignif icant when

n nav. L « n c (3.59)
e D iz e si .e . , when

which, using Eqs. (3.34) and (3.58), can be rewritten as the in tu i t ive ly

obvious cr i ter ion [62]

Xn « xj z (3.61)

where X°2 = V V ^ i z * " 1 '
The reaction rates for the most important neutral processes are given

in F ig. 3 . 1 i . As can be seen for Tg < 20 eV, Franck-Condon breakup of D2

into atoms is as important as molecular ionization while above 20 eV this
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d i r e c t i o n i z a t i o n dominates. Thus for a f i r s t estimate of \^ one can use

vQ = 2*10* m/s (F-C Do) f o r Te(a) < 20 eV and vQ = 2xlO3 m/s (thermal D2)

f o r T (a) > 20 eV. We take the JET example [ 7 7 ] , r» (a) = 3*1018 m"3, T (a)
e r, e e

= 100 eV, then \ . - 0.024 m which, being comparable to X. * 0.015 m at the

l imi ter , implies that ionization is not negligible in the JET SOL.

Comparison with NIMBUS code results [92] show that this simple approach

somewhat over-estimates the importance of SOL ionization: for this JET case

the code calculates that only 20% of the total ionization in the plasma

occurs within the SOL. DEGAS code calculations for a smaller machine, DITE

[93] give: case ( i ) nfi(a) = 6xlO18 m"3 , Tg(a) = 13 eV then 86% of the total

ion izat ion occurs inside the LCFS; case ( i i ) n (a) = 1.5*1018 nr3 , T (a) =

20 eV, 93% inside. A collection of code c a l c u l a t e s are given in Table

3.3.

The SOL ionization cr i ter ion, Eq. (3.61), has been applied to edge

data reported for a wide range of tokamaks [62] , Fig. 3.12, and shows that

generally SOL ionization is not an important influence on part ic le balance

for l imiter tokamaks operated to date. Also shown in this f igure, however,

are projected cases for high power JET operation which indicate signif icant

SOL ionization. We therefore consider the properties of SOL's where

ionization is an important particle source. The principle effect is to

increase \ n [59, 67, 85, 94] since a weaker radial density < radient is now

required to bring in particles from the main plasma to supp y the l imiter

sink. For the case of significant ionization in the SOL i t can be shown

[94] that

\ - ( 2 L D ioVcso ) 1 / 2 ( 3 ' 6 2 )

where F. is the re-cycle fac tor , i . e . , for each ion pair entering an

elemental volume of the SOL via cross-field dif fusion, there ire (FD-1) SOL

ionizations/volume, e.g. , i f 20% of the total ionization occurs within the

SOL then F = 1.25. Equation (3.62) assumes F_ constant throughout the SOL,

which is not generally rea l is t ic , see below. At the same time \j decreases

since the energy removed by the l imiter is now y FR per ion pair leaving the

main plasma. The variations of \ , \j, \_ and \ - are given in Fig. 3.13.

On the basis of this simple approximation one would not expect

s ign i f i can t changes to occur in the SOL widths unless Fo » 2, i .e . , much

more than 50% of the total ionization occurred in the SOL. In real i ty ,
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however, FR varies greatly with radius in the SOL and even i f F_ = 2, there

are regions where local ly FR >> 2 can occur, causing the SOL width to

increase substantially, according to both code [95] and analytic [94]

calculations.

Such SOL broadening would be most beneficial from the viewpoint of

heat load concentrations at the l imiter and would also improve impurity

screening, Sec. 5. Present l imiter design is not optimized to enhance SOL

ionization since, precisely owing to heat concentration problems, l imiters

are generally shaped to be nearly tangential to 1$. This geometry, in

contrast with straight slab l imi ter geometry, projects re-cycling neutrals

directly into the main plasma, reducing the probability of ionization within

the SOL.

Consider next the influence of SOL neutrals on plasma momentum balance.

In flowing toward the limiters the plasma suffers f r ic t ional drag due to

charge exchange [96, 97]. Since the sheath condition s t i l l requires that

the d r i f t speed reach c the result is that an extra pre-sheath potential

drop, eAV , develops. This addi t ional potent ia l drop can be estimated

from

* V c x " mi cs vcx L

or
"ex =" V * - 2LnD<"cx

The significance of this effect can be gauged by comparing this normalized

drop n with the basic pre-sheath drop of ~0.5, Eq. (3.11). We take as an

example the same JET (NIMBUS) case [92]: LnDo = JnDoctt integrated along the

LCFS gives LnoO = 1.6*1017 m-2 , thus TICX = 0 . 1 . DEGAS DITE [ 9 1 , 93]

examples as before: case ( i ) LnDo = 3.7*1017, TI = 0.25; case ( i i ) LnD0 =
7.4* 101 6 , TI = 0.05. Thus i t would appear that ex f r ic t ion may sometimes

ex
play a significant role in l imiter tokamak SOL's. Such an extra pre-sheath

potential drop, concentrated near the l imiter, would be beneficial since i t

would constitute an enhanced impediment to the escape of impurity ions

released at the l imiter, i . e . , would aid impurity screening of the central

plasma (c. f . Sec. 5).

Turning lastly to the influence of SOL neutrals on energy balance,

consider first the ex energy loss to the ions. The ratio of the ex energy

loss to the ion heat flow to the limiter is
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f kT iLnD Ong c
Ecx 2kT1n1-cs

 = LV°cx ( 3 - 6 5 )

Using the same values of Ln 0 as above one has for the JET example: Ecx =

0.05; while for the DITE examples: case ( i ) E = 0.12; and case ( i i ) =
C A

0.024. I t would thus appear that ex energy loss may not be signif icant in

the SOL. Turning to electron heat loss due to ionization: the energy loss

due to excitation and ionization is ~50 eV per ionization at T = 10 eV, and

~30 eV at T = 100 eV [98] . Each new ion pair, however, carries yskT ~ 10

kT of energy to the l imi ter . Thus, except for very low edge temperatures,

SOL ionization cannot re-direct signif icant amounts of energy away from the

l i m i t e r , no matter how large the re-cyc le , Fo. (A code analysis of a

strongly re-cycling INTOR divertor SOL [99] , for example, found FR = 103 but

since the temperature at the plate remained above 10 eV, the sheath was

s t i l l calculated to remove most, ~85%, of the SOL energy.) Ionization in

the SOL can affect the electron energy balance i f the SOL density is so high

that the SOL temperature drops below ~10 eV. At 5 eV, for example, the

energy loss per ion izat ion event is ~100 eV [98] and thus, for FR » 1, a

substantial fract ion, ~ 2/3, of the SOL energy would be converted into

photon energy {wall loading) rather than appearing as l imiter loading. The

achievement of such a desirable regime, however, may not be attainable for

l imi ter tokamaks.

In conclusion, i t appears that neutrals have not played a major role in

the mass, momentum or energy balance of most l imiter SOLs to date. I t would

be very beneficial from the viewpoint of reducing sputtering, reducing

l imi ter heat loading and increasing impurity screening i f the role of SOL

neutrals could be enhanced. I t may be that high power, high density

operation of large tokamaks such as JET w i l l allow this advantageous regime

to be reached by using high edge densities, n (a).

3.6.2 Effect of Impurities in the SOL

Impurities in the SOL can affect the mass, momentum and energy

balance of the SOL plasma. However, because of the strong radiative power

of impurities, the principal concern may be for their influence on energy

balance. Unfortunately there are v i r tual ly no direct measurements of the

impurity density in the SOL and bolometers (total radiation power)

measurements are generally of inadequate spatial resolution to distinguish
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SOL radiation from that generated by plasma just inside the LCFS. An
e s t i m a t e of ",-mD may be made assuming d i f f u s i v e c r o s s - f i e l d
impurity transport at a rate proportional to the impurity density gradient:

imp . imp SOL. , . cc.
• to ta l = Ap V n in,P

A imP
 ( 3 ' 6 6 )

where • to ta l = t o t a 1 impunity i n f l u x , \ . = impurity density e-folding

length in the SOL. Also ^™£a l - Ytot*D* w h e r e *D 1S t h e t o t a l h y d r ° 9 e n i c

f lux str ik ing the l imiters and walls (other sources of impurities may also
be impor tan t , Sec. 5) and Yfc . i s the e f f e c t i v e y i e l d , inc lud ing
self-sputtering and other impurity sputtering (Sec. 5).

Assuming

" { a ) A ( 3 ' 6 7 )

then the impurity fraction in the edge may be estimated as

I f we assume

Va>
ne(a)

o i m p \

~ Y
' Y tot

) K x n '

^ i p - ~

thenp p l a ' ) - y
t o t which is

typically 0.02 - 0.2, Sec. 5. I t is thus evident that the mass, momentum
and Z ef of the SOL can be appreciably influenced by the presence of
impurities- Consider also the energy balance: electron cooling by impurity
radiation w i l l be signif icant when

nimP
nePzL I Ys k T necs ( 3 ' 6 9 )

where P = radiat ive cooling rate which attains a maximum value of ~1Q~31

Wnr3 for l ight impurities (C and 0) at low temperatures [100, 101]. Using

this extreme value the cr i ter ion [62, 66, 70] becomes

n.mp(a)L/Te* (a) > 5x10" [m"2 eV-1.5] (3 .70)

Examples calculated from reported edge conditions [62] for a range of

l i m i t e r tokamaks and assuming carbon impurity n. = 0.1 n are shown in

Fig. 3.14 indicating that for high-f ield high-density tokamaks, such as FT
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and ALCATOR, impurity radiative cooling of the SOL can be signif icant.

Large (thus large L) tokamaks, part icularly when operated at high density,

may also access this attract ive region where distributed heat loading of the

walls replaces highly localized l imiter loading. The effect of charge

exchange between impurities and neutral hydrogen can also increase radiative

cooling [102].

With regard to the influence of impurities on other aspects of the

SOL consider the example of n 0.1 n , a rather strong level of

contamination and assume that a l l the C ions are C^+, see Sec. 5. In this

case the deuterium di lut ion in the SOL is not negligible, nn/n = 0.714 and
SOL

the Z ec is appreciable, Z g ~ = 3.28. Assuming the ions are suff ic ient ly
co l l is iona i ly coupled so as to 'nave a common f lu id speed, then i t can be
shown that the acoustic speed c is given by [103]

c s 2 = (k T j I n j + kTe I Z j n j ) ( I "ijij)"1 (3.71)
J J J

where the sums are over a l l ion species. For T = T. and the foregoing

example one obtains c = 0.88 (kT/mu)1/2 compared with a numerical value of
S H

unity for a pure 0+ plasma. Thus the plasma momentum is not greatly

altered. The C**+ current to solid surfaces, however, is 40% of the D+

current posing implications for interpretation of Langmuir probes.

3.6.3 Paral lel-Field Te Gradients

Because of the great strength of the l imiter heat sink for electrons,

Y® > 5, and the considerable length of the SOL, there is the possibi l i ty of

substant ial T -gradients developing along the SOL (even for compact plasmas

Tfl drops along the flow direction due to acceleration, see Sec. 3.2). Such

a development is generally very advantageous since i t w i l l lead to low

plasma temperatures at the l imiter surface and hence reduced sputtering ( i t

w i l l be shown that the SOL conditions which lead to substantial T -gradients

also lead to equipart i t ion, T = T., so that the temperature of al l species

near the l imiter would tend to be low). In addition, assuming pressure

constancy along 1$, a low temperature at the l imiter implies increased plasma

density thus fac i l i t a t ing the development of a high re-cycling regime; this

results in increased volume energy losses at low temperature leading to a

further reduction in T and an increase in n, etc. Such a desirable state
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has been achieved in divertor tokamaks, Sec. 7, but, for some of the same

reasons given in Sec. 3 . 6 . 1 , is i t hard to achieve in the l imiter

configuration and has not been reported to date. The presence of

p a r a i l e i - f i e l d T -gradients can also lead to complex, 2-0 and 3-D, SOL

phenomena such as MARFE's, Sec. 6.

When the electron scatter ing mfp is smaller than L, then

para l le l - f i e ld temperature gradients can occur in the SOL. Assuming

uniformly-distributed energy input into the SOL, one can show that the

di f ference between Tm, the value of Tg midway between l imiters, and T $ , the

value of T at the sheath is given by [28, 64, 66]

m I x ) = 7 L c P e ( x ) / 4 K o (3>72)

where

x is measured from the LCFS radially outward,

K j5 /2 = coefficient of electron thermal conduction,

Xn = power scrape-off thickness,

1 p
P e ( x ) = inocsoYSek Tsoe {3-73)

Mow the difference between T (x) and T (x) wi l l not be great provided

T m ( x ) 7 / 2 = 7L c P e ( x ) / 4< o . For example, i f Ijy) > 1.1 (7LcPe (x) /4<o ) , then

1 > T (x)/T (x) > 0.5. Thus gradients may be m glected provided

> 1 (3.74)
(7Lc /4<0) \ nocsoyselcToexp[-xAQ]

For i l lustrat ion we assume

\ = [x'1 + 1.5X*1]"1 (3.75)

and \ = x_. Relation (3.74) then becomes
n T

~ , 5 / 2 r , ,
Sf^T. exp|-xA_l

0 g, " v
 n \ > 1 (3.76)

c o so'se
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Thus throughout the f i r s t e-folding thickness of the SOL relation
(3.76), for hydrogen, gives

Zeff L c n / T 2 ~ 1Ol? { 3 < 7 7 )

where L is in m, n in nr3 , and T in eV. One may note that the cr i ter ion

for the existence of s i gn i f i can t T -gradients in the SOL, Eq. (3.77), is

approximately the same one as for the existence of equipart i t ion, Eq.

(3.46).

Results for SOL data published for a variety of l imiter tokamaks [62]

are given in Fig. 3.15 and show that the high-f ield tokamaks are most

susceptible to the formation of para l le l - f ie ld T -gradients, although the

large tokamaks are also rather susceptible. The results in Fig. 3.15 assume

Z f , = 1 and so clearly, even at moderate contamination levels, most l imi ter

tokamaks can develop T -gradients. Generally, however, the gradients dre

not as strong as can be achieved in divertor tokamaks, Sec. 7.2, and the

other requirements for achieving a high re-cycling regime are not readily

achieved (c . f Sec. 3.6.1). Thus the benefits of T -gradients have not been

major ones in l imiter devices to date.
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Table 3.2

Predictions
for the case of T o =

of the principal quantities of interest by four models
T^(0) = Tl(0) = To, temperature at the symmetry point. H

+ ions.

Model (see footnote)

Quantity
Normalization

Factor 1

0.50

1.41

0.69

3.19

0.71

2.49

3.20

5.69

2.08

3.60

2.93

5.07

8.0

2

0.49

1.60

-0.72

-3.08

0.78

2.40

3.40

5.80

1.95

3.85

2.50

4.96

7.46

3

0.66

1.35

-0.41

-2.91

0.89

2.08

4.00

6.08

1.78

4.30

2.00

4.83

6.83

4

0.52

1.27

-0.65

-3.26

0.66

1.33

3.04

4.37

0.99

3.38

1.50

5.12

6.62

5

0.50

1.49

-0.69

-3.13

0.75

2.04

3.33

5.37

1.88

3.50

2.72

4.44

7.26

6

0.50

1.46

-0.69

-3.15

0.73

2.01

3.26

5.27

1.83

3.44

2.75

4.47

7.?2

7

0.43

1.24

-0.86

-3.45

0.54

1.24

2.46

3.70

0.81

2.91

2.30

4.55

6.85

Average

0.51

1.40

-0.67

-3.17

0.72

1.94

3.24

5.18

1.62

3.57

2.39

4.78

7.18

1. Plasma density at sheath edge nse

2. Plasma flow speed at sheath edge v s e

3. Plasma potential at sheath edge *se

4. Potential of electrically floating solid *w

5. Particle outflux density r s e

6. Ion heat outflux density Q*e

7. Electron heat outflux density q|e

8. Total heat outflux density Q s e

9. Ion cooling rate Q£

10. Electron cooling rate ()£

11. Total heat transmission coefficient

12. Electron heat transmission coefficient y|h

13. Total heat transmission coefficient v s n

kT0/e

kT0/e

Models: 1. Isothermal, fluid [21]
2. Adiabatic, fluid [21]
3. Kinetic (Eminent et ai) [21]
4. Kinetic (Bissell and Johnson) [21]
5. Fluid, colllisionless [22]
6. Fluid, collisonal [22]
7. Kinetic, viscid [109]



Table 3.3 Fraction of Ionization Occurring Within SOL of Limiter Tokamaks
(Multidimensional Neutral Codes)

Tokamak

PLT (rail limiters)

DITE
(poloidal limiter)

JET (8 rail limiters)

no

Authors

N. Ruzic

et al [105]

6.P. Maddison

et al [91,93]

R. Simonini

et al [92]

A. Pigarov

and

V. Vershkov

[106]

Code

OEGAS

DEGAS

NIMBUS

TNG

ne

1019 m-3

5.5

2

2

1.4

1.6

2.1

2.1

2.6

3.25

1.79
2.6

3.05

3.63

3.95

2.6

(1.8)

( )=ECH

nLCFS

1018 m-3

5

5
2

1.2

1.7

2.2

2.2

3.0

4.1
2.8
4.0

5.5
7.5

10

4.5

(14.5)

Ionization
fraction
in SOL

31%

14%

7%

21%

26%

30%

25%

25%

24%
28%
30%

31%

31%

36%

43%

63%

case, others ohmic.



POLOILIM I I I.IX CONTOURS IN THf PLA'5MA

Fig. 3 . 1 : Example of JET poloidal f l ux surfaces.

Scrape-Off
Width

B

Cort Plosmo

: Plosmo

Lrmiter

///////////////////////////////77/77/ wan
2 1 -

Conntction

Fig. 3.2: Schematic of the plasma flow from the core plasma into the
scrape-off edge plasma by cross-field diffusion and the rapid
parallel-field flow of the plasma to the scrape-off surfaces
(limiters in this case).



Fig. 3.3: Schematic of the variation of electric potential, ion dr i f t speed
and ion/electron densities in the plasma between two
semi-infinite planes. The thickness of the sheath is exaggerated
for clarity.

Fig. 3.4: The voltage difference between a floating surface and the
potential at the plasma/sheath interface (normalized), i .e. ,

excluding the pre-sheath voltage, Eq. (3.25). Dotted line from

Emmert et al [/7].
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Fig . 3.5: Comparison of experimentally measured density scrape-off lengths.

\ n , w i th the t h e o r e t i c a l value \ 3 o h m = (2DJ[ 8 o h m L c / c s ) i / 2 where

= 0.06 T [ e V ] / B [ T ] , j V / s ] . JET and TFTrt po in ts are

average of va lues g iven in Table 2 . 2 . 1 . For JET \ n = 0.5

\ . has been used
n probe

Fig. 3.6: Theoretical values for the density scrape-off length \ , the
elect ron temperature scrape-off length X. , and the ion
temperature scrape-off length X.. as a function of the ratio of
cross-field electron heat conduction to diffusion coefficient
x /D at the LCFS, the sheath electron heat transmission

10 10
coefficient y , and the normalized e-i equipartition collision
frequency P = 2L v
xref 5 (2LcDlo/csC

./c . The reference scrape-off layer length

= ° is a s s u r n e d«



Fig 3.7

Fig. 3.7: Values of 0, obtained from measurements of Xn on JET

data: 0 1 MA, A 2 MA, * 3 MA, X 4 MA, • 5 MA. H

Probe

camera

viewing of l im i te r^ wavy l ines, four 5 MA discharges." Solid

l i n e : ^ = 1019 n" , INTOR-ALCATOR scaling (but for average n ,

not local n g ) . Highest four density points for He discharges,

otherwise 02. Error bars: a factor of 2-3.

Fig. 3.8: JET experimental values of electron temperature at the LCFS for
ohmic heating as a function of nQ and I [78]. a 1 MA, • 2 MA,
0 3 MA, + 4 MA, A 5 MA. Sol id'lines: Eq. (3.55).
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Fig. 3.9: JET experimental values of ng at the LCFS [781. As Fig. 3.8.

Solid l ines: Eq. (3.57).

Fig. 3.10: Neutral code (NIMBUS) calculations of neutral density, atomic and

molecular, radial profiles for a JET case [92]^ Profiles give

density integrated for poloidal flux surfaces, see Fig. 3 .1 ,

whose i n te rcep ts wi th the mid-plane are Rmid p l a n e - JET

discharge 17280 at 11.6 sec, 3 MA, B t - 3 . IT, ohmic heating,

n - 2.2xlO19 m-3. F r o m probe data: TLCFS = 35 eV, L

0 . 9 4 * 1 0 1 8 m - 3 , X. = 0 .65 cm, \ T = 1.0 cm (X's at mid-p lane) ,
n i
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Fig. 3.11: Rate coeff ic ients for volume processes involving atomic and

molecular hydrogen, from Oones U04].. Numbered reactions are:

() H 2H0( 1 ) : e + H2 * H2 + 2 e , (2): e + Ĥ_ * 2H0 + e,

(3): e + H, • H° + H+ + e, (4): e + H2 * 2H0,

(5) : e + H2 > H° + H+ + e, (6 ) : e + H° * H+ + 2e,

and charge-exchange (7) : H° + H+ * H+ + H°.

Fig. 3.12: Penetrat ion distance of neutral deuterium molecules (case of

T (a) > 20 eV) or atoms (case of T (a) < 20 eV) compared to SOL

thickness \

SOL. Ref
n

[62]

When \. < \ , ionization and recycle occur in the
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Fig. 3.13: Normalized values of the density, temperature, particle flux and

heat f lux e- fo ld ing lengths as a function of recycle factor FR

for the case of x./D. = 4. Ref.

Fig. 3.14: Impurity radiation cooling of the SOL is significant when i (a)L
> 5xlO17T * (a). Assumes SOL carbon/oxygen impurity density of
0.1 n (a). Ref. f62j.

Fig. 3.15: T -gradients along § in the SOL are predicted to be substantial

when ne(a)Lc > 1017 Tg (a). Z f i f f (a) = 1. Ref. [621.



4.0 EDGE REFUELING AND RE-CYCLING

Chapter 4 deals with plasma particle behaviour, particle confinement

time and plasma density profiles, etc. Section 4.1 discusses the generally

substantial difference, conceptually, between particle confinement time and

energy confinement time; also discussed is the recently identified strong

influence of the density profile and ionization spatial distribution on

energy confinement for several high performance modes of tokamaks. Section

4.2 deals with measurements of the particle replacement time x and its

distinction from the plasma decay time x*. Since hydrogen largely recycles

as a molecule and also because it has a high charge-exchange cross-section,

hydrogenic recycling behaviour is rather complex; the basic atomic/molecular

processes are reviewed in Sec. 4.3. This complexity necessitates the use of

multi-dimensional neutral-transport codes which are described in Sec. 4.4.

Direct neutral-wall interactions occur due to the charge-exchange process;

implications are discussed in Sec. 4.5. A simple model can often describe

the basic characteristics of particle balance; this is discussed in some

length in Sec. 4.6 including comparisons of the model with experimental

measurements of t on a number of tokamaks. The chapter concludes, Sec.

4.7, on the sharing of particles between the wall surfaces and the plasma

volume, i.e., the issues of fueling efficiency, wall pumping and tritium

inventory.

4.1 Introduction

Generally less attention has been paid to particle balance than to

energy balance, to particle confinement time x , than to energy confinement

time Xp, etc. Superficially, this would appear to be justified since net

energy production is the objective of fusion research. Particle behaviour,

however, strongly influences the overall properties - including the energy

confinement properties - of the plasma, and thus the achievement of net

energy production conditions may be as dependent on understanding and

control of particle flows, as it is on energy flows.

The (fuel) particle "confinement" or, more properly, "replacement" time

x is defined by [1)
xp = N/4> (4.1)
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where N is the total fuel particle content of the plasma and $ is the total
fuel ion outflux. It is important to note that confinement times - whether
of particles, momentum or energy - are strongly dependent on the source
location (the sink is assumed to be fixed at the edge). Since energy
sources tend to be near the centre of the plasma while particle (neutral
ionization) sources are often near the edge, this implies that x and x can
be quite different even if the cross-field transport coefficients 0 , x are
the same. This point is illustrated by the following simple example.
Consider slab geometry and heat transport due to conduction only with x =
D = constant, and T(a) = n(a) = 0. Let the power P [W/m2] input per unit
length toroidally occur at r = 0 while the neutral particle source influx $
[nr2 s"1] is ionized at r = a - \ . : for simplicity we assume X iz « a.
Then the plasma n(r) profile is flat inside r = a - A.- , dropping linearly
to zero at r = a while the T(r) profile is triangular:

'n(O) = \ . <t»/D for r < a - X.

n(r) \
n(0) , , r. ,
r a(l - -} for a - x_._ < r < a
x iz a 1Z

T ( r )

Thus particle confinement time:

x = n (0) a /<t> » ax.. /D
p iz 1

while energy confinement time:

3a2

xE = 3n(0) (0.5 kT(O)) a/P » ^ ~

and the ratio "tr/TD =
 a/*-j 2

 >:> *•

One thus also notes that "particle replacement time" is perhaps a

better term for x since a typical particle actually in the plasma, say at

r = 0.5a, will have a dwell time in the plasma of about a2/D., i.e., » x .
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As discussed in the next section, typical x values range from 10~3-l

sec, which are always short times compared to the respective discharge

times. Thus any fuel part icle must be replaced many times during a

discharge and the mechanism of re-fueling is therefore c r i t i c a l .

The simplest re-fueling situation - and a rather common one - is where

the edge structures quickly attain an equilibrium where they return neutrals

to the plasma at the same rate as they receive ions. Thus external neutral

sources, such as a gas in le t , can be turned off and a re-cycling coeff icient

of unity maintains a constant plasma density. This is the case of complete

edge re-fuel ing.

As indicated, edge re-fueling tends to result in rather f l a t plasma

radial prof i les. Achievement of fusion conditions in the core plasma can be

fac i l i ta ted by creation of peaked n and T profi les [2 ] . Core refueling is

therefore of great importance. This can be achieved using fast pellets of

frozen hydrogen or by Neutral Beam Injection, NBI. For steady state, strong

edge pumping is required in order to maintain constant density, i . e . , an

edge recycle coefficient < 1.

Before proceeding to a detailed consideration of refueling and

re-cycling, we consider several examples of the influence of these processes

on overall tokamak performance.

(a) Influence of Recycling on the H-Mode

For divertor tokamaks subject to strong auxiliary heating, Sec. 7.3,

two confinement times can exist at about the same operating conditions (L

and H modes for "low" and "high" energy confinement), i .e . , a bifurcation

exists. The mechanism for achieving the H-mode is s t i l l not entirely

understood but there is considerable evidence that edge recycle can play a

c r i t i ca l role. On PDX [3 ] , for example, the H-mode was achieved when the

divertor was configured to minimize the amount of the fuel recycle which

occurred within the main plasma chamber. Apparently, recycling at the edge

of the main plasma cools i t , thus compromising the H-mode which requires

high temperatures at the edge of the main plasma [4 ] , possibly for reasons

related to magnetic shear stabi l izat ion [5 ] .

(b) TFTR Super-Shots and Edge Recycling

A high performance mode, x = 2 * the L-mode %_, has been achieved in a

l imiter tokamak, TFTR, by increasing wall pumping together with NBI core
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fueling [ 6 ] . The toroidal graphite l imi ter is pre-conditioned by low

density deuterium and helium discharges [7 ] . This reduces the recycling

coeff icient from 100$ to <50* for the discharge which follows and results in

discharges characterized by highly peaked plasma density profiles and high

Tn. While the peaked p r o f i l e s are in contrast with the f l a t H-mode

prof i les , there is a common element in the need to suppress edge recycling

to obtain high u^.

(c) Peaked Profiles to Achieve Energy Break-Even

Assuming an L-mode expression for the T_ dependence on a, R, e tc . , then

i t can be shown [2] that the central fusion parameter n T v is given by

* * I Q 2 1 . 2 6 0 . 5 2 2 - 2
n T y 3xl0i8 Y ^ Y a R e B q (4.2)

A _ A -

where Y = n/n, Y_ = T/T are the p r o f i l e peaking factors and Y = * E A r i

allows for enhancement due, e.g. , to an H-mode. This indicates that for a

given device configuration improvements in fusion conditions can only be

achieved by ra is ing the Y-values. With regard to Y , this appears only to

be achievable by a combination of core fueling and strong wall pumping. In

this context i t may be noted that the ALCATOR-C record m value required the

use of pel let fueling [ 8 ] ,
(d) Fuel Recycle and the Density Limit

Experimentally i t is known that when n is increased a l im i t can be

reached resulting in a "density disruption" of the discharge [9, 10], see

Sec. 6. This density l im i t is generally thought to be due to edge energy

loss associated with impurity radiation [11-13]. However, for very clean

discharges this l imi t is only a l i t t l e higher, and i t has been suggested

that the energy loss due to fuel re-ionization [14] at the edge may then

impose the density l im i t . Manipulation of the gas-puffing toroidal

distr ibut ion on JFT-2M [15] has been found to influence the density l im i t ,

although marginally. On T10 [16, 17], at high values of n , the power flow

to the l imiters abruptly f a l l s , an effect which has been attributed [18] to

strong localized re-cycling at the l imi ter ; a similar observation was made

on D i l i [19]. (These observations may, however, indicate detached plasmas

or Marfes [20], c.f. Sec. 6.)
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(e) Improved Ohmic Confinement (IOC)

In ohmic discharges a most advantageous t^ « ng scal ing exists

[21 , 22], but unfortunately this regime saturates [23] (Saturated Ohmic

Confinement, SOC) at higher n . On JFT-2M [15] i t was shown that this

degradation could be diminished by optimization of gas puff fueling, keeping

low peripheral gas pressures. A clear-cut IOC regime has been reported on

ASDEX [24], achieved by reducing the gas-puff early in the discharge; the

tp « n dependence could be fu l ly restored to n levels twice as high as the

SOC l im i t . I t is suggested [24] that the linkage between particle and

energy confinement in such high performance modes (IOC, pellets, supershots,

etc.) may be as follows: for some reason high neutral density levels at the

edge, such as occur for gas~puff fueling where fueling efficiency is low

(see Sec. 4 .6 ) , changes plasma par t i c le transport properties (D , v- ).

When neutral densities are kept low, plasma transport changes to make v. /D

larger, thus giving more peaked n (r) profi les - a s observed in IOC, pel let ,

supershot modes; these density p ro f i l es are thought to s tab i l i ze

ion-temperature-gradient modes which may be the cause of high cross-f ield

heat conduc t i v i t y and low T_ . An apparently related e f fec t has been

reported on T10 [25] where reduction of the gas inflow caused a transit ion

to an enhanced impurity confinement regime.

4.2 Measurements of xp

The total part icle content of the plasma, N, is generally obtained from

microwave measurements of n (r) in the main plasma. For a pure hydrogenic

plasma this also gives the ion content. For impure plasmas appropriate

correct ions are made, generally on the basis of measured values of Z f f .

When external fuel sources such as a gas inlet are turned off , then N(t) is

observed to decay as exp(- t /x*) . However, edge re-cycle fueling continues

and the true confinement/replacement time T is given by [1]

•cp = (1-RhJ (4.3)

where R = global recycling coff ic ient.

Experimentally i t is often observed that N(t) scarcely decays when

external sources are turned o f f , T * > 10 sec not being uncommon, implying
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R * 1 [7, 26, 112]. In order to precisely establish the value of R, and of

t , it is necessary to measure <t> as well as N, Eq. (4.1). Typically, the

method of measuring the neutral influx 4>..n is based on counting the Ha

photons released at the walls, limiters, etc., which is proportional to the

neutral influx [1, 27, 28]. Typically, the ionic outflux is measured using

Langmuir probes or other edge diagnostics which give ng (r), T g (r), X.R,

\j and thus by calculation, the total ion flux out of the plasma [29, 30].

The H method of measuring <t>. requires absolute calibration of the
a i n

spectroscopic instrumentation together with calculations of the number of H

photons produced per neutral entering the plasma [27, 31, 32], The latter

quantity is generally given in the inverse form, as the "ionization events

per photon", Fig. 4.1. This result only accounts for H photons produced by

electron impact on neutral atoms. While some of the recycling hydrogen

actually leaves the solid already as atoms - (the backscattered fraction),

many of the recycling particles ire molecular. Two types of correction are

required for molecules [28]:

(a) some molecules undergo dissociative ionization:

e + D2 •* D
+ + 2e + D+ + D° + 2e (4.4)
2

rather than dissociation first:

e + D2 * 2D° + e (4.5)

and so part of the influx never has an opportunity for Ha emission from

(isolated) atoms;

(b) both of these ionization and dissociation processes have a finite

probability of creating H photons promptly at the time of molecular

breakup. The H yield for each of the breakup pathways has either been

measured or estimated [28, 32].

The Langmuir probe technique of obtaining $ j. [33] uses

where ^ ( a ) * ^SAT^' '•e>» tne P r o b e i°n saturation current at the LCFS,
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and \ r is the e- fo ld ing length of l^j, w is the total wetted length of
l imi ter .

In long pulse tokamaks such as JET i t is found that [26, 29] R a 1 and

$. = $ . Thus values of x measured on JET [34] by H or by Langmuir

probes give agreement to within experimental error - about a factor of two

for each technique. Values of x measured in several tokamaks [34] are

given in Fig. 4.2. As can be seen, there is a tendency on some tokamaks

f o r x to decrease w i th increas ing n , however, there are numerous
exceptions: the case of TFR as shown in Fig. 4.2; TEXTOR [35] shows x «

n ; TEXT [36] shows T at f i r s t increasing with hQi then decreasing.
O v e r a l l , i t is d i f f i c u l t to iden t i f y a consistent pattern of T

D ( n e )
dependence; see, however, Sec. 4.6. For JET ohmically-heated deuterium
plasmas i t is found that [37]

x [sec] = 2xlO3 R [cm] a [cm]2/n [cm3]0*8 (4.8)

4.3 Atomic and Molecular Processes

The recycling processes for hydrogen are rather complex since both

atomic and molecular states must be followed. These processes are briefly

reviewed in the following. For a more extensive discussion the reader is
90

referred to the recent review by Harrison.

The probability that an impacting ion will be directly reflected from a

surface is R.., see Fig. 4.3, which is dependent on impact energy E ,

incident angle and mass of the substrate and reflected particle. The

backscattered particle is generally neutral and has energy = R-E • Figure

4.3, giving calculated results for low energy impact, is for illustration

only. More extensive tabulations of R.., R- are given in Refs. [39 and 40],

For flat surfaces R,. is a strongly increasing function of the angle of

incidence a. Since limiter and divertor surfaces are, for heat dispersal

reasons, often arranged to be at shallow angles to the magnetic field,

shallow incident angles for the impacting ions are implied (even allowing

for the tendency of the electrostatic sheath to force the ions toward normal

incidence [41]). It appears, however, that in practice angle of incidence

effects may not be very important since working surfaces are highly
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roughened. Calculations using the TRIM reflection code together with

realistic simulation of surface roughness through the use of fractals,

indicates [42] little dependence of R*. or R^on a.

Those particles which are not directly backscattered are assumed to

recombine on the surface leading to their eventual release as a molecule.

Upon entering the plasma the molecule is subject to a variety of electron-

impact processes. The reaction rates for the most important processes are

given in Ref. 43 and Fig. 3.11. As can be seen, for low edge temperature

tokamaks, the first step is molecular break-up into two Franck-Condon atoms,

while at higher edge temperatures direct ionization to form a molecular ion

is the more likely first step, rapidly followed by breakup.

The two main paths for creation of FC neutral atoms have different

fragment energies [43] E^:

e + H2 * e + H(ls) + H(ls), E f « 3 eV (4.9)

e + H2 * e + H(ls) + H*(2s), E f = 0.3 eV (4.10)

with the first reaction being the more likely for low edge temperatures.

The principal molecular ionization reaction

e + H2 -> e + H2 (4.11)

is followed by prompt breakup either into H+ + H(ls) with E^ = 4.3 eV or

H+ + H* (n=2) with E f = 1.5 eV, with approximately equal probability.
Thus hot edge tokamaks can be expected to have less extended or tighter

ionization and H distributions around limiters than cold edge devices since
a

(a) direct ionization of (slow) molecules is more probable than FC atom

formation, and (b) such molecular breakup into FC atoms as occurs tends to

produce slower atoms, Eq. (4.10). The tokamaks with hot edges also happen

to be the large devices such as JET and TFTR, which have very large limiters

with surfaces at shallow angles to H. As a consequence of all of these

factors, the H distributions on the limiters of these large tokamaks rather

faithfully reproduce the footrints of the impinging ions - thus providing a

diagnostic method for measuring the ion flux density scrape-off length \

[44, 45], from which D can be derived [45]. This technique is generally

not useable on smaller tokamaks with cooler edges and smaller limiters which
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are less tangential to $; in such cases, the H clouds around the limiter

are rather diffuse and no clear-cut correlation with the incident ion

footprint is evident [46].

For modelling neutral particle behaviour in the plasma edge, i t is

necessary to know the backscatter or sticking probability for the FC atoms

with energies in the range 0.1-10 eV. This information is particularly

important for assessment of the gas pumping capability of pumped limiters

and divertors. Unfortunately there is l i t t l e experimental data in this

energy range [47]. A number of rather sophisticated theoretical treatments

are available, however [48-51]. I t is probably important that surface

roughness [42] and contamination effects be allowed for.

4.4 Neutral Transport Codes

Because hydrogen can exist in both molecular and atomic form, and

because atomic hydrogen has a large charge exchange cross-section, it is

particularly challenging to model neutral hydrogen transport in a plasma.

The incentives to do such calculations reliably are, however, substantial:

(a) The spatial distribution of the ionization source must be known with

some precision in order to establish the plasma transport properties,

0 and the convective ion drift velocity, v . . . Since half or morej. p *ncn
of the electrons can be produced from impurities, one should also know

this source.

(b) The prediction of the capability of divertors, pumped-limiters,

and wall-pumping to remove neutral hydrogen (for density control)

requires detailed modelling of neutral transport.

(c) Charge exchange neutral losses to the walls can constitute a

significant power loss for the plasma, a major source of impurity

generation by wall sputtering and a route for tritium loss.

(d) The absolute magnitude and spatial distribution of H radiation as well

as the H line shape constitute diagnostics of major importance in

understanding the plasma. Interpretation of such measurements is

dependent on detailed modelling of the neutrals.

Ideally a neutral transport code should include [52]:

(a) all neutral-plasma interactions for hydrogen, e.g., those of Eqs.

(4.9-4.11), but including many others and especially charge exchange;
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(b) as (a) but for impurity neutrals;
(c) neutral-neutral and neutral-ion elastic collisions;
(d) realistic wall reflection coefficients over the entire energy range of

interest, lO^-lO1* eV, and allowing for surface roughness and
contamination;

(e) wall sputtering by fast neutrals;
(f) ful l geometrical effects, at least 2-0.

To date, i t appears that while no neutral code completely satisfies to
this ideal, a number of Monte Carlo codes, using techniques from neutronics
codes, have reached very advanced levels. DEGAS [52, 53], the 3-D Princeton
code developed by 0. B. Heifetz, is perhaps the most sophisticated and has
been the most widely applied. In some versions the complex breakup pattern
of CHi, is also included [54, 55]. Many of the applications of DEGAS have
focused on the pumping capability of divertors, pumped-limiters, etc [52].
I t has also been combined with 2-D plasma codes for fully self-consistent
solutions. NIMBUS [56], a 3-D code developed for JET has been employed both
in a stand-alone mode [57] (where, as with the DEGAS code, the plasma
density and temperature profiles are provided as input), and also
incorporated in a plasma code. A number of other Monte Carlo [58-66] and
non-Monte Carlo [67-78] models have also been employed.

Although neutral codes executed on supercomputers have attained a high
level of sophistication with regard to their abil ity to follow multiple,
complex pathways, the rel iabi l i ty of their results is limited by significant
uncertainties in basic input assumptions. Some of these relate to the basic
reactions within the plasma. Most of the uncertainty, however, relates to
neutral-wall interactions where there is virtually no experimental data for
low energy impact [47]; the effects of surface roughness and of impurities
are also di f f icul t to assess. The implication of this situation is that
neutral code results are probably more reliable, the less wall-interactions
are a factor. Thus calculations of ionization sources, H patterns, etc.,
for conventional limiters are probably more reliable than pumping
calculations for relatively closed geometries such as pumped-limiters, etc.,
where multiple wall-interactions are important. Even regarding code

in te rp re ta t ion of H patterns on l i m i t e r s , the re l i ab i l i t y of the
a

sophisticated neutral code results is often undermined by a deficiency -
sometimes extending to total absence - of plasma measurements of n , T in
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the H emission zone. I t thus appears that there is often a mismatch in the

sophistication and power of the neutral codes and the relative weakness of

the basic data upon which their reliable use depends.

4.5 Charge Exchange Neutral Fluxes

Neutral hydrogen atoms charge exchange with hydrogenic ions throughout

the volume of the main plasma. The energy distribution of the charge

exchange (ex) neutrals reaching the wall provides information on T . ( r ) , and

diagnostic techniques based on this effect are widely used in tokamaks

[79-82]. Typically, ex neutral detectors do not have sensit ivity in the low

energy range, < 100's eV, where the distr ibut ion peaks, Fig. 4.4a. Cohen

[ 1 , 83-86] and co-workers on PLT and Verbeek [87-89] on ASDEX have developed

low energy ex neutral detectors extending measurements down to - 10 eV. On

PLT [86] the energy spectrum, Fig. 4.4a, the total outflux density, and

average energy, F ig. 4.4b, are found to be dependent on ng . Since the
detector measures the outflux at a particular poloidal/toroidal location i t

is necessary to take 0, $ variations into account to reach global

conclusions. This was achieved [86] by using the DEGAS code with the

absolute levels being set by the ex neutral measurements at the specific

detector location, Figs. 4.4a,b. In this way a number of important

quantities were deduced:

( i ) The particle confinement time was obtained, x decreased from 0.3 sec

at n = 0.18*1019 m"3 to 0.1 sec at 5.5* 1019 in"3, showing the same

tendency to decrease with n as observed in some other tokamaks, Fig.

4.2.

( i i ) Both the to ta l ion f lux to the l im i te rs , Ht, and the total neutral
f lux to the wal ls , fty, increased with nQ: R£ = 0.15, 1.5, lOxlO20

s " 1 , while Nw = 0.18, 0.88, 1.8xlO20 s"1 for the three values of n"e.
The wall fluxes were thus seen to be of diminishing importance with
regard to sputtering and recycling as n increases,

( i i i ) The to ta l ion fluxes to the wal l , foy, were small compared with either
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( iv) The to ta l neutral fluxes to the l imi ter , &, , were small compared with

&£, but at high ng were l a rge r than &w, ind icat ing the strong

localization of the ex processes.

(v) The power deposition on the walls and limiters due to ex neutrals was

deduced to be negligible compared with measured powers, e.g. , at the

highest n the l i m i t e r ex neutral power was 800 W, the wall f lux

140 W. The discrepancy in power balance observed on PLT, also

observed on many tokamaks, could therefore not be accounted for by ex

neutrals.

(v i ) Physical sputtering of the carbon limiters was 94-97% due to ions,

with ex neutrals contributing the small residual. Sputtering of Fe

from the walls was entirely due to ex neutrals with negligible ion

sputtering.

4.6 A Simple Model for Particle Balance, T
Engelhardt and Feneberg [90] have presented a simple but powerful one-

dimensional model for re-cycling, refueling and the resulting density

pro f i le . Neutrals launched inward from the boundary at r = a are assumed to

penetrate a distance X. before i on i z ing . The ions then diffuse outward

with a f lux density -0 dn./dr giving, in slab geometry, a linear density

p r o f i l e w i th in fa-*-jz> a ] . Inside r = a- \ . the plasma back-f i l ls up such

that in steady-state n.{r) = n.(0) = constant there, see Fig. 4.5. One thus

has the simple result:

n.(0) • • i n X f z / D i A p (4.12)

where 4>^n is the total neutral inf lux and A = 2*R 2ita is the plasma surface

area. [This re la t ion also assumes the hard boundary condition n^(a) = 0.]

I f one assumes that the neutrals a l l have radial inward velocity vQ then \ | 2

• v / (0 .5 n^(0) ^Vj z ) where <JVJZ is the average ionization rate in the

radial region £a-\. , a ] . This then gives two simple and valuable results:
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where x = na2 2uR n.(0)/4>. is the particle confinement time. We thus have

the predict ion that the recycling flux (thus also, for example, H Tight)

varies as the square of the plasma density and x varies inversely as n

(assuming 0 , e t c . , constant ) . Such observations have in fact been

reported, at least on large tokamaks such as TFTR [44] and JET [26] .

The simple model has been extended in a number of ways:

(a) n . ( r ) is often observed to be peaked and generally a small anomalous,

inward pinch velocity is implied, v. = -SD r/a2 being typical , with

S - 2, a shape factor . The pinch simply forces up the n.(r) prof i le

into a Gaussian shape imposed on top of the "plateau" density given by

Eq. ( 4 . 1 2 ) (p rov ided \ j z << a ) , see F i g . 4 . 5 , i . e . , n - ( r ) =

n .exp[ 0 . 5 S ( l - r 2 / a 2 ) ] where n • = n . ( a - \ . ) is the "plateau" density

given by Eq. (4.12). Thus n .̂/n . = f(S) = 2(exp(S/2) - 1)/S and so o t n ,

Eq. ( 4 . 1 3 ) , is divided by f2 while x , Eq. (4.14), is multiplied by

f2 .

(b) The hard boundary condition (which assumes an inf in i te ly strong sink

strength in the SOL) can be relaxed [ 9 1 , 9 2 ] , i . e . , n.(a) * 0 . By

equating the perpendicular flow across the f ie ld with the parallel flow

in the SOL, the value of ng(a) can be obtained. Then the ion outflux

density becomes r = 0,(n . - n.(a))A.-_= D. n, (a)A c n , where \ c n i is the1 1 pi 1 1Z 1 1 SOL SOL
SOL d e n s i t y decay l e n g t h .

Thus , assuming n . ( a ) << n . , one has the use fu l r e s u l t :
i pi

(4.15a)
0

that i s , we now have the edge density predicted to vary as n2 . Such

behaviour has also been observed on JET [93] and also on some smaller

tokamaks such as T-10 [16] . A number of other refinements of the simple

model have been made [91] , including relaxation of the assumption of a

delta function ionization source [92] . The same result has also been
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developed independently and in a somewhat different form by Alexander et

ai [94] .

The most extensive testing of this simple model to date appears to be

the one recently reported for JET [93] . In Fig. 4.6 are shown a collection

of measured JET n f i(a) values (from Langmuir probes) as a function of line

averaged density n and plasma current I . The results are taken for ohmic,

deuterium plasmas with discrete limiters on the outside mid-plane,

approximating a quasi-toroidal l imiter; further experimental details are

given in Ref. 93. The dotted line is Eq. (4.15a) with ov. z = 3*10-11* m3/s,

v = 3x10* m/s, x = 3 cm, S = 2. The edge conditions in JET [93] are
0 J U L

hotter than in most tokamaks, T = 25-250 eV, and so ionization tends to
d

occur at nearly the maximum value of 57 . , i . e . , = 3xlO- l l + m3 /s. The

measured JET scrape-off lengths [95] vary somewhat with I , although l i t t l e

with n: ( I [MA], XSQL [mm]) = (2 , 4 0 ) , (3, 30), (4, 24), (5, 20) where

\ S 0 L are the poloidal ly-averaged values. Due to the non-circular JET

poloidal cross-section the magnetic f ie ld line compression at the outside

mid-plane reduces X^Q, there to about half X^Q. . The value of v = 3x10**

m/s is not firmly based; i t was proposed originally on the basis of

estimates obtained by considering DEGAS Monte Carlo neutral code modelling

r e s u l t s for DITE [ 9 6 ] . A value of v = 4.4x10* m/s (20 eV) has been
o

estimated employing a 1-D Monte Carlo neutral code and T10 conditions [97]

and a value of 2x10'* m/s has been measured spectroscopically (Doppler shift )

for TEXTOR [46] (although the charge-exchange particles were not included).

In the formulation of Alexander et al [94] , the problem of evaluating

vQ is dealt with by assuming that
X.z = (En)-1 (4.15b)

where

(4.15c)
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an expression similar to that employed by Lehnert [98, 99] and Harrison et

al [100]. Alexander et al point out that Z only varies by a factor of ~3

for 10 eV < T < 1000 eV, and so they take E = 3xlO-19rn2, constant for

hydrogen. This then leads to the result

n. (a) = 0.5 E \SQL nf (4.15d)

where n. is the central plasma density. Not only is the quadratic relation

the same as that of Eq. (4.15a), but the numerical factors are fa i r l y close

also: in Eq. (4.15d) the factor is 1.5xl0"19 while in Eq. (4.15a) i t is

5xio~19 (for S = 0, i .e. no pinch so that n . = n = n; for the more typical

S = 1 case , one has the even closer correspondence with the factor [34] in

Eq. (4.15a) becoming 1.7xlO"19).

Since one of the principal tasks of edge modelling is to relate edge

conditions and central ones the results shown in Fig. 4.6 make an

encouraging contribution. At least for these JET conditions there does

appear to be a simple and readily understandable link between edge and

central density. A number of questions and problems, however, are evident:

(a) As ind icated, the value of v = 3*10** m/s is weakly based. Presumably

the ef fect ive penetration velocity of the neutrals is dependent on (nQ,

I ) in some way.

(b) Why don't a l l tokamaks obey simple relations such as Eq. (4.15a)?

Clearly i f ionization were actually quasi-uniform throughout the plasma

- as might occur for small devices - then a model, which assumes

localized ionization, would not be expected to apply very wel l .

A number of further problems also require addressing: (a) Frequently,

impur i t ies contribute about half the main plasma electrons (e .g . , at Z ee =
D e r r

3.3 for C), thus central n̂  * 1/2 ng (SOL di lut ion should be less, assuming
lower charge states of the impurit ies), (b) Var ia t ion of S and x with

I should be allowed for. (c) The plasma may be non-c i rcu lar , e . g . , JET,

OHIO, (d) I f a signif icant fraction of the total ionization occurs within

the SOL then the simple model fa i ls in several respects.

In order to deal in a rel iable way with these questions - and

par t i cu la r l y to put vQ and \-z on a properly quantitative basis - a fu l l

neutral code such as DEGAS, NIMBUS, etc. , must be employed. Results [57]
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obtained using NIMBUS and the JET geometry and measured plasma conditions

are summarized in the following.

For a spat ial ly distributed source of ionization the effective

ionization depth is defined to be that depth where, i f a l l the ionization

occurred there, the central density would be the same as for the distributed

source. Consideration of Eq. (4.12) then shows that in slab geometry the

effective \^2 is

where X1? is the ion iza t ion depth of a poloidal ring volume j wherein the

to ta l ion iza t ion f rac t ion is (S<|>./*. ). A number of ohmic JET discharges

were analysed to give values of X. , F ig . 4 .7 . A reasonable f i t is

provided by \ i z = 0.11 (ne)-o*7 for X f z in [m] and ne in [1019 f i r 3 ] . From

E q . (4.15a)

n(a) = " P ^ / ^ ) 46 ^

in convenient uni ts, n [1019 m~3], X_Q, [m]; the factor 2 is due to impurity

di lut ion assumed to be a constant 1/2 for a l l conditions. Using f = 1 one

can see that Eq. (4.17) gives a good agreement with the data in Fig. 4.6.

Even the tendency for n(a) to increase somewhat less steeply than the square

of h for fixed I is reproduced,e p
The values of 0 and S for each discharge were obtained using the

measured n ( r ) p ro f i l es and the NIMBUS-calculated local ionization source

I . (R), together with the continuity equation. The values of 0 are shown

in F ig . 4.8 compared with measurements made in JET using X-o, measurements

[ 4 5 ] . These values are also quite close to the INTQR-ALCATOR scaling D =
1019/n [although based on na rather than local nAr)]. They are also verye c e
close to the values measured in JET based on localized Dmeasurements [101]

for discharges where aux i l ia ry heating caused n to change temporally; see

F ig . 4.9 where the present D values are compared with those obtained from
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temporal var ia t ion experiments on JET [101]; since operationally ng and I

are coupled the present D results appear to scale either with n , Fig. 4.8,

or I , F ig . 4.9. Inserting the specific values of f , averaged for each I ,

into Eq. (6) gives the solid lines in Fig. 4.6, in good agreement with the

experimental results.

S ign i f i can t contr ibut ions \] to *•,-,. Eq. (4.16), come from deep
zones. Let X 1 / ? = depth for which half the contributions to \. are deeper

than X-wo' n a ' f 1 e s s deep. Then i t is found [57] that X ^ = 0.46/ne [m].
I f we de f ine "edge r e f u e l i n g " to imply \ , / 2 / a _< 0 . 1 , say, then th is
c r i t e r i o n , n a > 5*1019 m~2, can only be sa t i s f ied by the very large
tokamaks and the high-f ield tokamaks.

Turning f i n a l l y to v which is defined v = n 57. \- / ( 2 f ) , values
are given in Fig. 4.7. The best correlation, for this limited data set, is

again with n . The average value of v = 1.55x10"* n^/s (2.5 eV) is almost
precisely half the value estimated in the earl ier work which, when the

impurity effect is accounted for (as here, but not ear l ier ) , gives the same

result as before. This explains the good f i t of the broken line (simple

model) in Fig. 4.6 with experiment. The following conclusions may be

drawn.

1. With regard to part icle balance, the relation between edge and central

density conditions appears to be quantitively explained - at least for

large, long-pulse tokamaks such as JET operated in the simplest mode,

(ohmic heating, no l imi ters, pel lets, etc).

2. While a tendency for x « n"1 and for i - rp^ « $ = H «= n | exists,
ddEqs. 4.13, 4.15a, these dependencies on n can easily be obscured since

generally D± , vQ, v i n , ^SQL' a n d xiz a l s o h a v e n
e " d e P e n d e r 1 c i e s '

when these simple n -relations for % , i i r c c . etc. , are observed, as on
JET [93] , TFTR [44] , JT60 [102], etc. , they are to some degree a
coincidence. There is no a pr ior i reason to anticipate any particular
dependence on n and the deta i ls have to be worked out in each case
using a neutral code to f ind v , etc.
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3. I t is c r i t i ca l l y important to establish the ionization source

dis t r ibut ion, I . (r) for each case. Without this information i t is not

possible to arrive at useful conclusions about particle behaviour, T ,

D , v. , e t c . , or to make meaningful comparisons of t (ne)» etc. ,

between different tokamaks.

4. Since impurities sometimes contribute half or more of the electrons

this source must also be modelled or measured with some precision

also.

5. With regard to medium/small sized tokamaks, nga ,< 5xlO19 or2, an extra

complication is encountered so far as the applicabil i ty of simple

formulae such as Eqs. 4.13 and 4.15a is concerned. The effective

ionization is then so deep that there is no longer a meaningful

dist inct ion between "edge" and "core" plasmas as far as refueling is

concerned. In this case one would not necessarily expect to see even a

tendency to the simple trends, T . « n"1 or nLCFS <= n|.

6. I t appears that D may not vary great ly across the plasma from the

centre to the SOL, e .g . , the cases of JET [57] , TEXT [103, 104], and

ASDEX [105, 106]. On some tokamaks, however, D varies signi f icant ly,

e . g . , TFTR [107] , with D^O) = 0.1 m2/s and D^a) « 2 mVs for ohmic

condit ions also FT-1 [108] where D increases from =0.1 nr\'s * t the

centre to =1 m2/s at the edge (ohmic heating, ne = 2.3*1019 n r 3 ) .

There is also some evidence that D varies inversely as the average

density, rather than as the local density [57, 103, 106, 109].

7. This area of re-cycle ionization remains in an early state of

development and firm conclusions would seem to be premature. More

detailed assessments of various tokamaks operating under a wider

variety of conditions, employing fu l l neutral transport codes to

establ ish I . ( r ) , properly accounting for impurity effects, are called

for.

These caveats notwithstanding, we may attempt to correlate and

approximately explain quant i ta t ive ly the t (ng) relat ions reported for

various tokamaks. Wootton et al [110] have pointed out that the ^AnQ)

results from JET, ALCATOR-A, JT60 and TEXT can be superimposed using certain
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arb i t ra ry normalizations for x and ng . Fig. 4.10. The empirically- found

normalizations are given in Table 4 .1 . I t may be noted from Fig. 4.10 that

for small n /n , x/xnn tends to increase to a maximum and then fa l l s . On
6 60 p pO

the basis of the JET analysis we may quantitatively explain the change of

regime which occurs at n /n = 1: edge fueling requires x.j/2 << a» an<*

thus a transit ion from distributed to edge fueling could be considered to

occur when \ 1 / 2 = 0.5a, say. Taking ?4/2 = 0*46 n~i then gives n [ 1019

m"3] * a"1 Cm"1], which values agree well with the empirical values of neo

found by Wootton et a l , Table 4 .1 . We assume a typical value of S = 2, thus

giv ing x = 3*1018 a / (n g D )̂ for the high nQ branch. Defining x = 0.3

a2/D then gives the prediction

for the upper branch, which agrees well with the results, Fig. 4.10. The

values of x = 0.3 a2/D are also in fa i r agreement with the empirically-

established ones, Table 4 .1 . The D values were calculated in Ref. 34 based

on SOL X measurements. For JT6O no \ values are available and the value

of D = 1 m2/s is an estimate. The good quantitative agreement between this

simple model and measurements of tp(ne) must be, in large part, fortuitous

cons ide r i ng that undoubtedly Dj^, S, Z e f < ! , e t c . , vary with ne and the

re la t i on X 1 / 2 ( n e ) must depend on l imiter shape. Nevertheless, i t appears

that the " 0 ^ ) behaviour observed on a wide range of tokamaks, can be at

least approximately explained quantitatively.
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Table 4.1

Dependence of p a r t i c l e conf inement t ime x on plasma dens i t y observed by

Wootton e t a l [ 1 1 0 ] , and r e l a t e d t o the s imple model o f Sec. 4 . 6 .

JET ALC JT60 TEXT

Machine parameters:

a [m]

\ [m2/s]
Empirically-found normalizations [110]

xpo [ms]
n [1019 m-3]eo

Model results of Sec. 4.6:

x [ms]

"eo C l ° 1 9 m'3]

4.7 Fueling Efficiency, Wall Pumping,

1.2

0.5

:

950

1.1

1000

0.8

Inventory

0.10

0.2

7.8

1.4

15

10

0.8

(1)

140

1.0

(220)

1.2

0.27

2.6

7.3

3.9

8

3.7

Up to this point i t has been assumed expl ic i t ly or impl ic i t ly that a

steady-state exists with <j>. = <b for the walls and l im i te rs . Such

conditions can exist during the f lat- top (n"e, I , Vj ) part of discharges

with a global recycling coefficient of about unity [26]. During start-up

and ramp-down of the discharge, however, 4> n̂ * <t>out generally [26]. In

addi t ion, i t can be very advantageous ( for high T modes, Sec. 7.2) to

suppress wall recycling during the f lat- top by net wall pumping, <|> > <t>. .

We are therefore interested in the ab i l i ty of wall materials to pump and

retain hydrogen. This is also a matter of importance as regards tr i t ium

inventory.

An earlier generation of tokamaks employed metal walls and l imiters.

The hydrogen retention/release properties of metals appears to be reasonably

well understood [111] and wi l l not be further considered here. The current

generation of large tokamaks [112] employs carbon extensively for l imiters,

divertor plates, and walls; TFTR and JET, for example, each contain more

than two tons of graphite, and the majority of the plasma-exposed surface

area is carbon-covered. Table 4.2 indicates the C-coverage in a number of

devices [112]. The hydrogen retention properties of carbon are quite
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complex and are s t i l l imperfectly understood [37, 112].

When large areas in TFTR and JET, > 20 m2, were covered with carbon

t i l es , a most valuable effect was discovered: the graphite can strongly

pump the hydrogenic plasma. Pumping rates of order 100 tf/s have been

measured in TFTR with saturable capacities of order 100 U [113].

Considering the importance of edge pumping for density control in the

presence of auxiliary heating and pel let injection, and the cost and

complexity of pumping with divertors and pumped-limiters, such pumping is

most valuable. In both tokamaks the rather small outboard l i miters, < 1 m2

wetted area, generally have near unity recycle. The inner walls, ~20 m2

area, however, can be operated for a few seconds at about 100 U/s pumping

speed in ohmic discharges. In TFTR [7] the inner wall normally runs in a

saturated mode with R * l and x* _> 10 sec, Fig. 4.11. R can be lowered to

~0.3 by conditioning the graphite by a series helium discharges, Fig. 4.11.

(Subsequent fiducial discharges in deuterium then achieved super-shot

condit ions of record high T . , and " g T ^ I 3*1020 m"3 keV sec, Sec. 4.1).

In JET [37, 112] the pumping power of the inner wall becomes available

simply by f i r s t operating the plasma on the outer, small area l imi ters, then

abruptly moving i t to the inner wal l , Fig. 4.12. The inner wall pumping is

greater s t i l l after He conditioning.

The TFTR wall pumping has been quantitatively explained [113] by the

simple process of depletion of the saturable layer: under hydrogenic ion

bombardment carbon saturates at a level of about 0.4 H/C, down to the depth

of ionic penetration [114, 115] (on a longer time scale migration to greater

depths also occurs, see la ter ) . Assuming a D+ impact energy of 200 eV, an

implantation depth of ~10 nm is calculated giving a saturation level of

about 100 t l for 20 m2. The helium conditioning discharges are highly

contaminated wi th carbon, Z - * 6, and so most of the D removal is
err

apparently by C-ion impact desorption (this would seem to explain why low

density hydrogen conditioning discharges can also be used to deplete the

hydrogen in the t i l es ) .

The JET wall pumping does not appear to be explicable by the same

saturable mechanism as for He-conditioning since i t is not saturable. A

number of hypotheses [37, 112] have been advanced to explain the JET case

and the matter remains in an evolving state. The basic problem is to

explain the abi l i ty of apparently hydrogen-saturated surfaces to absorb

further hydrogen while being exposed to plasma. One would expect that the
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fueling ratio F = N^/N1" , where N£ is the number of electrons in the plasma
inand Ng = total external electron input e.g. gas puff, would quickly settle

to a value of unity. Values of F measured on JET [112], however, show F can

be well below unity, particularly for large Ng", Fig. 4.13. TFTR [116] and

JT6O [117] show similar results. By contrast, He discharges on JET [112]

show F near to unity for al l but the lowest values of H^, Fig. 4.14. The

pumping abi l i ty of the JET inner wal l , Fig. 4.12 also points up this same

problem since i t would again be expected to be saturated; He JET discharges

[112] do not show any change in pumping at the inner wall similar to Fig.

4.12. I t is thus evident that there is an unidentified mechanism for

temporary i .e. "dynamic" rentention [118] of hydrogen by carbon under

plasma exposure. I t is also known that this retention abi l i ty differs

between plasma exposure and post-exposure conditions [37, 112, 118], since

the wall retention time TW, as deduced from the pumping experiments of Fig.

4.12, is ~ 1 sec , while the hydrogen desorption time after the discharge in

JET has a time constant at least an order of magnitude larger [112].

Co-deposition of C and H constitutes a plasma-activated pumping mechanism

which can explain part of the observations, but the reversibi l i ty of the

inner wall pumping on JET, evident from Fig. 4.12, is not explained since

co-deposition would cause permanent loss [112].

Despite the lack of in explanation of the basic mechanism of dynamic

trapping of H in C, the pumping processes can be modeled phenomenologically

using values of x deduced from experiments. Such modeling has provided a

number of valuable results:

( i ) On JET the inner wall pumps more strongly than the outer l imiter, Fig.

4.12, while when the plasma is moved onto the graphite t i les at the

top/bottom of the vessel, the pumping is stronger s t i l l . Using the measured

value of x^ i t has been shown [112] that these diferences can be at least

part ial ly explained by the different fractions of SOL ionization which are

associated w i th the d i f f e r e n t values of \ at the three locations

(non-circular plasma shape.)

( i i ) With regard to achieving high values of ng/ne in order to maximize

fusion power, the model has been used to calculate [118] density profiles

for JET at fu l l power operating with pellets, NBI (20 MW) ICRH (20 MW), a

pump-limiter, and a conditioned inner-wall for re-cycling control. Results,
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Fig. 4.15, show achievable n /n values as a function of the ratio of core

fueling rate, Sc, to edge re-cycle rate, S£.

( i i i ) The phenomenological model [37, 112, 118] gives that the fueling

efficiency

eff
F =-3

erf

where xe is the effective particle confinement time of the plasma allowing

for ion reflection, charge exchange losses and SOL ionization. For JET the
eff

pumping experiments show that typically x = x » 0.2 sec. In an attempt

to explain the form of the F vs Nln curve, Fig. 4.13, four hypothesis were
P

tried [112] regarding the N dependencies of x amd x :
D eff(a) x = constant or x a 1/j where ja N£/x is the particle outfluxw w s p

density. The former hypothesis would be appropriate for diffusion-limited

release of hydrogen from the carbon, the latter recombination-limited

release [115].
off pff n

(b) Xp = constant or X* a 1/ir, as in the model giving Eq. (4.14).
The ca lcu la ted dependencies of F on N̂  are shown in Fig. 4.16.

Comparison with Fig. 4.13 indicates that only the case with x a 1/N£ and

x = constant re-produces the observed functional dependency. A similar

conclusion regarding x was reached in TFTR refueling studies [116].

With regard to the key question of how carbon wall pumping wi l l behave

in the presence of auxiliary (NBI) heating and pellet injection, the

capacity under NBI on TFTR [113] is substantially increased, to more than

1000 tt, presumably due to the higher edge temperatures and therefore

greater penetration depths, also perhaps due to greater co-deposition; the

capacity during pellet injection is also substantially above 100 tt/s.

Moller [122] has provided a recent comprehensive review of hydrogen

trapping and transport in carbon, with focus on the implanted layer, i.e.

the depth range where the injected atoms are deposited. Turning to other,

generally slower and saturable, mechanisms of hydrogen retention and the
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implications for t r i t ium inventory, three important mechanisms have been

identi f ied [119]:

(a) Co-deposition of t r i t ium and carbon

Carbon sputtered from l imiters and walls traps hydrogen as i t

re-deposits. H/C ratios are found to be of order 0.5, however, unlike the

conventional saturable layer, there appears to be no l imi t to the thickness

of co-deposited layers and up to 1019 D/cm2 has been found in JET and TFTR

deposits. I t is believed that up to 25$ of the hydrogen let into TFTR is

lost in co-deposited layers. The implied t r i t ium inventory is therefore

signif icant - about 2.1 gm estimated for TFTR [119], compared with only 0.3

gm for the saturated layer. Co-deposited tr i t ium is Calculated to represent

the bulk of the f i r s t wall t r i t ium inventory in TFTR and in future devices

such as CIT.

(b) Tritium retention on pore surfaces

Technical grade graphites have substantial internal porosity, 0.25-1.0

n^/gm, and up to 109 pores/cm3, with pores from 1 nm to 1 mm in diameter.

Hydrogen slowly migrates through this porous graphite via internal surface

dif fusion; Causey has measured a diffusion coefficient of 1.2 exp(-0.9

eV/kT) [cn^/s] for POCO AXF-5Q. An absolute upper l imi t of capacity can be

estimated assuming monolayer coverage of a surface area of 1 nrVgm, thus

2xlO19 atoms/cm3. For 20 m2 of graphite a t r i t ium content of 2 gm is

indicated to a depth of 1 cm, however, experimentally such high levels of

retention have not been possible to achieve.

(c) Solubi l i ty and trapping of t r i t ium in graphite

Hydrogen diffuses through the graphite la t t ice with an estimated

di f fus iv i ty [119] of

D = 0.93 exp(-2.8 eV/kT) [cn»2/s]

and a solubi l i ty of

S = 6.44x10-5 exp(0.2 eV/kT) [atom fraction/atm*'2]

Diffusion eventually f i l l s the 4.3 eV traps which are present in

unirradiated graphite at a level of about 20 appm. Thus the 2 tons of

graphite in TFTR or JET could eventually retain about 5 gms of t r i t ium by

this process. For neutron irradiated devices such as ITER, where traps
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might be 500 times more abundant, greatly increased tritium inventories are

indicated; with regard to safety design this very strongly trapped tritium,

however, might not be counted as being vulnerable to accidental release.
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Table 4.2 Amount of carbon on tokamak walls [112].

Tokamak

JET (1987)

TFTR (1987)

TEXTOR (1987)

Dili D (1988)

JT6O (1987)

limiter/Divertor
Plate-Material

C

C

c

c

c

Wall-material

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Inconel

Proportion of C
on Walls

55% - 100%
after

carbonization

10% + 10* TiC

100% after
carbonization

50%

40%
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Fig. 4 .1 : Ionization events per photon for some impurity lines used for
f l u x measurements in JET as a function of T . The starred
transitions are those predominantly populated from a metastable
level [120].

Fig. 4.2: P a r t i c l e confinement time. Straight l ines are T = 3xio1 9

a/ i^ f ig) where values of D̂  are obtained from measurements of \ .

Experimental points : JET O H , • edge probes; T10 Q edge

probes; TFR edge probes; ALCATOR A A H . For JET, T10,
1 "

ALCATOR A, n = 0 during measurements; for TFR n * 0. Ref. [34].
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Fig. 4.3: Calculated particle and energy reflection coefficients, RN and

R , versus the incident energy, E Q , for bombardment of C and W at

normal incidence and a surface binding energy £g = 1 eV

[39, 40]. Solid lines: RN- Broken lines: R£.

Fig. 4.4a: PLT. The measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines)

charge exchange spectra (dr/dE)dQ for the cases (a) nQ = 1.8*10
18

(ir3, (b) 1.0*1019 m"3, and (c) 5.5*1019 m"3. The spectra were

measured by the LENS detector at the toroidal position of the

active limiters. Ref. [86].

Fig. 4.4b: PLT. (a) The total ineasured_ fluxes,r, and (b) average energies

of the detected neutrals, E, as functions of n"e> for BT = 1.6T

(open dots) and B = 3.2T (closed dots). Ref. [86].
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Fig . 4.6: Experimental JET values of n ((a) from Langmuir probes. A 1 MA,
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[34 ] w i th estimated v . So l id l ines , model with calculated v

[57 ] .
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Fig. 4.8: Values of D calculated by method based on calculated ionization

source [57] (circled points) compared with values obtained from

Langmuir probe meausrements of \^Ql on JET [45] . Solid l ine :

INTOR-ALCATOR scaling = 1019/n"e (but based on average, not

loca l , n ).
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Fig. 4.9: Average d i f fus ion coef f ic ient D i(r/a > 0.5) vs. plasma current

I .OGondhalekar et a l , Dubrovnik[ioi]\$-Static prof i le analysis

[57].
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Fig. 4.11: Plasma density and gas input behaviour for three operational

cases in TFTR [ i i 3 ] : (a) Standard conditions on the movable

l imi ter or the bumper l imiter when recycling is close to one and

the density decay constant %* is > 10s. (b) 1.4 MA discharge on

the bumper l imi ter (R/a = 2.45 m/0.80 m) after the i n i t i a l

conditioning with ten low density helium discharges, (c) 0.8 MA

discharge on the bumper l imiter after extensive conditioning,

(d) Lowest observed value of x * (0.15s) fo r the 0.8 MA

discharge.
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Fig. 4.14: JET He discharges. Fueling rat io Ne/t
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again sequence numbers [ i l l ] .
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Fig. 4.16: JET. Calculated qualitative dependency of the fueling ratio on
the total electron input for different combinations of x and x .
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5.0 Impurities
This chapter deals with the two principal elements of impurity

behaviour - impurity sources and the transport of the impurities into the
main plasma and subsequently to the sink at the edge. Section 5.2 reviews
the experimental information on measured impurity influxes and out fluxes.
Section 5.3 discusses the principal impurity production mechanism, i.e.,
limiter and divertor plate sputtering, particularly focusing on the case of
carbon. Section 5.4, extends Sec. 5.3, considering the requirements for
further progress in explaining observed impurity influxes more reliably.
Section 5.5 describes models for one and two dimensional impurity transport
in the plasma. Section 5.6 deals with the implications of how the
impurities return to the edge surfaces, i.e., net erosion/deposition
patterns and the co-deposition pumping of hydrogen (tritium inventory).

5.1 Introduction
Plasma-surface interactions produce impurities which contaminate the

plasma. Unfortunately, this process is generally multiplicative, and even

run-away since the plasma impurity ions have higher sputtering and

desorption yields than the hydrogenic ions [ 1 , 2, 199, 200, 201, 202].

Contamination is seriously deleterious to the achievement of net fusion

energy conditions since:

(a) impurities in the core of the plasma, particularly mediurn/high-Z

elements, generate strong line and bremsstrahlung radiation [33, thus

reducing the central temperature and hence the fusion power Pp,

potentially preventing ignition [ 4 ] .

(b) impurities in the outer part of the main plasma, particularly low-Z

elements such as 0 and C, generate powerful line radiation (the

"Radiating Layer") which appears to de-stabilize the magnetic

equil ibrium [ 5 - 7 ] . The radiation power increases as ngnz and so

density limits arise associated with MARFEs [8-12], detached Plasmas

[13-15] and finally a disruptive density limit [16], see Sec. 6. This

therefore also sets an upper limit to Pp for the high density approach

to net fusion power.

(c) in addition to this density l imit , there is separately a pressure

limit for a given field By, for example, the Troyon p-linrit [17],

5 <. 2.8 I [MA] , (t.
P < R I T I a I m l * I 5 'B LTJ a LmJ
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due to MHD i n s t a b i l i t i e s , where J3 = rat io of average plasma pressure to

magnetic pressure. The presence of impurities in the core plasma thus

adds uselessly to the total plasma pressure and reduces the core f u l l

density nDT> thus also P_ through fuel d i lu t ion . The fuel d i lu t ion

also reduces the heating power available to the DT ions.

Values of Z f f (= £n .Z . 2 /n , summed over a l l i ons ) , general ly

decrease with n [18-20] , Fig. 5 . 1 , approaching unity for some but not a l l

tokamaks. The fuel d i lu t ion problem is generally seen as part icular ly

serious; for example, 4% carbon {"c /n = 0.04) implies Z g f f = 2.2 and nOT/f»e

= 0.76, thus reducing the fusion power by (0.76)2 = 0.53. The high density

d i s rup t i ve l i m i t can also be related to Z »- £21]. This density l im i t is

displayed on the Hugill diagram [22] , example of JET [23] in Fig. 5.2. Here

q . is defined as

qcyl S T ( 5 > 2 )

where A = cross-sectional area of the plasma and the units are m, T, MA.
The Murakami parameter [24], defined as M = nR/B where n = average electron
density [10 1 9 m " 3 ] , indicates the upper density limit. On JET [23] values
up to M ~ 7 have been achieved at low q while the design for NET [25] is M a
16 and for economic reactors [23] M - 30. It has been shown [21] that the
disruptive limit associated with p

3 5 PIN Rq W 2
M = -t f (2eff-D ab(q-2a/b)J

 {5'3)

Thu •'mprovements in reducing (Z -^-1) are as effective as increasing the
input power to the tokamak, and probably less expensive.

What controls impurity behavior? It is intuitively obvious that the
edge plays a key role in certain aspects of this problem such as the
impurity influx rate. It is perhaps less obvious that the edge can be the
dominant factor with regard to impurity behaviour altogether. As with the
other two primary quantities of interest in fusion plasmas - the fuel
particle and the energy balances - the impurity behaviour is set by (a)
source, (b) sink, and (c) the transport mechanism linking the two:
(a) Source. Generally the impurity source is purely an edge effect arising

from plasma-surface interactions [26], most typically sputtering [2] of
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the limiters/divertor-plates.
(b) Sink. Most impurities eventually return to the limiters/plates where

they are re-deposited. Some reach the walls. Only a small portion is
permanently removed by the pumps.

(c) Transport. Often impurity transport is dominated by the edge plasma
and the core impurity density can be largely set by processes occurring
within a few em's of the LCFS. First, there is the prompt screening
effect of the SOL: impurity neutrals originating from the wall or
limiters can be ionized within the SOL and as a result of friction,
they flow to the limiters with the fuel ions. Second, for those
impurities which are ionized inboard of the LCFS, the exact ionization
depth is critically important since the core density is proportional to
this depth [27], see Sec. 5.5. Because ionization distances are
typically a cm or so [28, 29], the edge plasma conditions also govern
this aspect of the transport.

5.2 Measurements of Impurity Influx and Outflux
Clearly the first and principal quantity that must be measured in order

to understand impurity behaviour in a fusion plasma, is the impurity
source(s). One needs to know:
(a) the locations of all significant sources - walls, limiters, wave

antennas, divertor plates, etc.,

(b) the impurity species,

(c) the absolute magnitude of the influxes,
(d) the location of first (neutral) ionization.

Traditionally, such impurity measurements have not in fact been
made in tokamaks and spectroscopic impurity studies have focused on the
central plasma to measure impurity densities there. Such impurity
information is essential but it provides limited information on the cause of
the impurity problem and little indication of how to solve it. Starting on
ASOEX [30], and subsequently on JET [31], Behringer has developed the
technique of measuring impurity influxes based on visible wavelength
emission spectroscopy; this powerful technique is employed in a number of
tokamaks: ASDEX [32, 116], ISX [33, 34], TEXTOR [13, 35], OITE [36-41], JET
[42, 43]. The method involves absolute measurement of the photon intensity
I of specific lines of CI, CII, ..., 01, Oil, ..., CrI, etc., in the
immediate vicinity of the sources. The particle influx of impurities • > is
then given by [34, 44, 45]
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y
*. = 4K - I (5.4)
10 X(Te)8

where S(T ) , X(T ) are the average ionization and excitation rate
coefficients and B is the branching ratio. Examples of calculated photon
efficiencies, S/XB, given in Fig. 4.1, emphasize the importance of knowing
the local electron temperature in the emission zone. The technique can
require sophisticated corrections when metastable state densities are
comparable to ground state densities; for Bel, for example, 50-70% of the
population can be in metastable states [33]. Table 5.1 gives examples of
aeasured influxes of Be, Cr, Ti, 0, 0 from both walls and limiters in the
ISX-B tokamak [33] using Be limiters. One may note that the limiters are,
not surprisingly, the main source of Be influx although the walls are
significantly contaminated with Be, causing some influx; the wall influx
increased by over an order of magnitude after the limiters suffered melting,

indicating large wall Be coverage. One may also note that the ratio
Be D+ . /•- ~ 7X10"1* for the limiters corresponds to the physical sputtering

yield for BeO at 40 eV D+ impact [33]. The wall is seen to be the dominant
source of oxygen. Examples of spectroscopicaiiy measured Ti influxes from
the ASOEX divertor plate [31] ire presented in Fig. 5.3; the influxes can
be explained as resulting from sputtering due to (a) the local, "thermal",
plasma at the plates and (b) fast, collisionless "epithermal" ions which
penetrate to the divertor from the main SOL; influxes and yields were
calculated using local measurements of Tgand T^.

In ASOEX, iron is a critically important impurity since the H-mode,
(Sec. 7.2) can be terminated by radiation collapse due to high core levels
of metals [32, 46-48]. The inconel walls were the evident source and a
comprehensive effort was made to establish the actual source mechanism by
measuring *. and • . by several methods. Table 5.2 gives results [32] for
measured (from Fe XVI and Fe XVII) central impurity densities, ry , and the
calculated influxes tp which would give rise to these densities (Eq. 5.4,
assuming 0 = 0.4 m V s , v. s -2D r/a2, X-Q, = 2 cm, and ionization near the
LCFS, c.f. Section 4.6). One may note that the Fe influxes for H2
discharges are about 1/3 of those for D2 discharges as expected from the CX
sputtering ratio. As to the absolute values of •_ , these have been
explained in the case of the H and D discharges on the basis of the measured
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CX flux density to the walls and the measured CX energy distribution [49,
50]. The calculated sputtering rates are also shown in Table 5.2 and
generally agree well with the (indirect) spectroscopicaily-measured *pe; the
discrepancies for He are evident in Table 5.2, and have also been explained:
a small fraction of the ions, about 5%, in the flow to the divertor strike
the protective plates at the divertor entrance; in the case of He 2 + the
sputtering yield is sufficiently high to explain the extra influx.

While spectroscopic techniques for measuring • . are, in principle, of
general applicability, other techniques can be employed in special
circumstances. Staudenmaier and Wampler [50] have demonstrated the use of
an Erosion Probe on ASOEX for discharges similar to those just discussed,
Fig. 5.4. The wall metal which is CX-sputtered onto the collector was
subsequently measured by electron induced X-ray analysis. Results, Table
5.3, give excellent agreement with theoretical sputtering yields based on
the 0(He) CX fluxes and energies measured by a Resistance Probe [50]. Due
to the low erosion rates, the effect had to be integrated over a number of
discharges. Thus the Fe wall influx in the H and D discharges is confirmed
as being due to CX sputtering.

Turning to the measurement of impurity out fluxes, •out; this is one of
the most pursued diagnostic techniques in edge physics and impurity
deposition probes have been deployed in virtually all tokamaks [51]. These
probes readily provide qualitative information, e.g., identification of
species, correlation with auxiliary heating, the phase during the discharge
(start-up, flat-top, ramp-down) asymmetries, etc. A considerable array of
surface analysis techniques are available [26, 51] capable of identifying
very small surface deposits, even down to sub-monolayers. With regard to
time resolution, deposition "probes" vary from post mortem analysis of
portions of limiters [52-54], walls [55, 56], etc., long-term samples fixed
to the walls [53, 57, 58], removeable probes which integrate over several
discharges [59-66], removeable probes which integrate over a complete single
discharge [67, 68], probes which time-resolve during a single discharge
[69-82]. The extensive literature on deposition probes has recently been
reviewed by Zuhr, Roberto and Applet on [51], also by Taglauer [83] and by
Staudenmaier [84]. Oespite their extensive use, deposition probes have a
number of deficiencies and there has not been a great deal of quantitative
information published using such probes. The relation between the
(measured) deposition areal density [atoms/m2] and the impurity density in
the plasma [ions/m3] in the probe's absence has not generally been
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considered in deposition probe analysis; recently a simple probe model [85]
has been produced for this situation, including the effects of subsequent
removal of the deposited layer by ongoing plasma exposure. Oeposition
probes generally provide no information on impurity charge state nor impact
energy although Larmor radius effects have occasionally been employed to
estimate these quantities [51, 86].

The results of one quantitative study are given in Table 5.2 from the
same comprehensive ASOEX study [32] of Fe discussed above. In this work the
time-resolved deposition probe was located in the divertor where it could
receive a calibrated fraction of the entire Fe production in the SOL of the
main chamber as the Fe ions flowed into the divertor sink. As can be seen

the measured * values agree to within a factor of 2 of the *. calculated
out " in

as being necessary to account for the spectroscopically-measured core Fe

densities. I t may be noted that in this case an impurity flux rather than a

density was measured, thus minimizing interpretation [85] problems.

The ASOEX Fe study illustrates what can be achieved by a comprehensive

and quantitative examination of all sources and using complimentary

techniques for measuring • . , • . The mechanisms of impurity generation

were clearly and quantitatively established, which is the f i rst and

necessary step to finding a solution to an impurity problem. I t appears

[47], in fact, that the only solution to the impurity accumulation/radiation

collapse problem in ASDEX H-modes (and also pellet discharges) is to reduce

the impurity inf lux, part icularly the metals - since the high

-c /accumulation effect appears to be fundamentally coupled to high t_

behaviour. I t is concluded that metal concentrations oust not exceed -lO-*1

before the onset of the H-mode, while tolerable C, 0 concentrations can be

much higher, ^ 2%, since these low-Z impurities were found not to experience

accumulation in ASOEX. Carbonization of the ASOEX walls was found to

suppress the central Fe densities by an order of magnitude and counter-

injection neutral beam heating experiments could then be achieved without

radiation collapse.

Post mortem analysis of limiters and divertor plates after their

exposure in tokamaks can also yield valuable information. While i t can be

d i f f i c u l t to quantitatively relate the observed deposits to •{Jut» owing to

complex re-deposition processes (c.f . Sec. 5.6), the measurements are

directly useful since they indicate the limiter's effective material

composition for plasma-surface interactions. In a series of studies of
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limiters used in several tokamaks, Behrisch and co-workers have shown that
for graphite limiters from ASOEX [87], TFR [88, 89] and JET [53, 90, 91]:

( i ) Metal coverages of the limiters, from inconei and stainless steel

components of the vessel, can reach very high levels, 5-500 atomic

layers equivalent,

( i i ) The metal is often in the form of droplets of diameter up to lOOmn.

It appears that the droplets have agglomerated thermally,

( i n ) Because the metals are concentrated in droplets, the plasma s t i l l

mainly "sees" a carbon surface. This was confirmed experimentally by

using Auger surface analysis which is only sensitive to the actual

surface composition,
(iv) The spatial distribution of metals tends to show minima where the heat

flux onto the limiter is highest, with maxima on the surfaces radially

furthest out; see Sec. 5.6.

Similar studies have been reported for graphite limiters on T10 [92],

TFTR [93-96], TEXTOR [97], JIPP T-I I U [98] and POX [99].

Returning to the techniques for measuring • o u t : recently Matthews [39]

has developed a real-time impurity analysis probe which discriminates on the

basis of Zin)D/nNmD» details of the probe are discussed in Sec. 2.1.7. While

systematic studies have yet to be undertaken, i t has been shown in the OITE

SOL that C and 0 fluxes can constitute a substantial fraction of the fuel

(H, he) fluxes. The charge states 1-4 are approximately equally represented

in edge fluxes, a situation which has been reproduced by a Monte Carlo code

impurity model [100].

Laser Induced Fluorescence [101-106] (c.f . Sec. 2.1.6) is a powerful

technique for measuring •- . Indeed, this technique separately measures the

impurity number density in front of the source and the velocity distribution

(via the Ooppler s h i f t s ) , from which •• can be calculated. On TEXTOR Fe

densities of 3*1016 [atoms/cm3] were measured [101] at the limiter, with an

average velocity of 2*105 cm/s; at the liner the density was 3*1013 [Fe/m3]

giving a total wall influx of • ^ = 2xlO18 [ Fe /s ] , for a l iner area of

40 m2.

Although not measuring + 1 n d i rec t ly , Charge-Exchange Spectroscopy

[101] , can provide a measure of n. ( r ) across the plasma, including the

SOL. Figure 5.5 shows results for C°+ and 08"1" on PDX [107] measured with a

collimated, 25 keV, H°-beam. Densities at the limiter radius were about

1017 m"3 and estimating the edge ng to be a few 1018 m"3 indicates that
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SOL

Z^can be significant, >2.
5.3 Impurity Production Mechanisms

Although impurities can be released from limiters and divertor plates

by arcing and evaporation, ion sputtering - both physical and chemical - is

the most general cause [26]. Wall impurity release processes are less clear

but can include charge exchange neutral sputtering and desorption (c.f.

previous section} and possibly chemical processes involving atomic hydrogen

[108].

An earlier generation of tokamaks employed metal limiters. For

present, carbon-dominated devices such as JET, TFTR and TEXTOR, metals on

the limiter can be present due to contamination from rf antenna screens or

other metal wall components. Metal sputtering appears to be well

understood [2 , 26]. Figure 5.6 shows Ni concentration levels measured in OH

deuterium JET [109] discharges as a function of ne and I . The trends are
quite explicable in terms of known edge temperatures, Fig. Z.Z.Z, with lower

edge temperatures leading to reduced sputtering since the yield is lower.

The JET metal influxes have also been quantitatively explained [110] .

Studies of metal impurity production have been reported for a number of

tokamaks, and the influx rates have generally been accounted for by known

sputtering processes: Tuman-3 (Fe, Ni) [111], 1SX-B {Be, Cr, T i , Fe) [33,

103], ALCATOR-C (Mo) [112], TEXTOR (Cr, Fe) [35, 104, 113], UNITOR (Cr)

[102], ASDEX (Fe, Ti) [29, 32], Dili (Ti) [114].

Turning to the case of more current interest, i .e . , tokamaks with

graphite limiters and graphite or carbonized walls, the impurity production

mechanism is quite complex and s t i l l not conclusively established. Consider

f irst the carbon sputtering data base from laboratory experiments employing

ion beams [ 1 , 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197], Fig. 5.7:

(a) deuterium physical sputtering reaches a peak yield of -0.025 atoms/ion

for impact energy EQ * 100's eV;

(b) deuterium chemical sputtering results in a peak yield of ~Q.Z for a

substrate temperature of ~550°C; i t also contributes at room

temperature for low E , preventing the yield fal l -off associated with

physical sputtering alone;

(c) carbon self-sputtering reaches quite high levels, > 0.5, for E > 1
keV; this source can be important since multiply-charged C-ions are
accelerated to very high energies by the sheath, e.g. , for T,C(-S = 50
eV, EQ(C6+) - 1 keV;
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(d) oxygen sputtering, to produce CO and C02, has a very high yield, ~1,
virtually independent of E and surface temperature;

(e) Radiation Enhanced Sublimation, RES, occurs for all impacting species
for T > 1300 K. Yields for carbon self-sputtering exceed unity for
energies of 200 eV and surface temperatures of 1900 K.

The question is whether such accelerator-based data is relevant to tokamak
edge conditions. Effects which have to be considered are:
(a) the relation between ion flux density and yield [190, 198]; accelerator

ion flux densities are < 10 1 6 cm"2 s"1, whereas typical limiter flux
densities are 2-3 orders of magnitude greater; there is non-tokamak
evidence from the high flux PISCES facility [115, 120] that yield
decreases by a factor of about 2 at ~10 1 8 H/cm2/s, compared with 5xlOll»
H/cm2/s;

(b) metal impurities may suppress chemical erosion [96 117, 118];
(c) multispecies interactions may be significant; the role of oxygen in

particular appears to be very important, although it is difficult to
assess.

Carbon impurities, not surprisingly, dominate the Z f, of carbon
tokamaks and the resulting values, generally >2, are not acceptable
with regard to fuel dilution, etc. It is therefore of primary importance to
understand the source of carbon. Since Radiation Enhanced Sublimation can
result in yields greater than unity, this sets an absolute upper limit to
the temperature at which graphite in a tokamak can be operated. Such a
limit is effectively equivalent to the melting limits of metals, but since
RES only occurs for graphite at relatively elevated temperatures, an
operating advantage over most (low-Z) metals is still maintained.
(Nevertheless local hot-spot problems have been encountered in JET and TFTR
at the edges of graphite limiter and wall tiles resulting in high carbon
influxes, evidently due to RES.) While RES can, in principle, be controlled
by avoiding extreme operating temperatures, the H-C chemical sputtering peak
of graphite occurs at relatively low temperatures, ~600-900K, which is an
otherwise attractive operating regime. Oxygen chemical sputtering is
strong, yield * unity, for virtually all conditions. It is therefore of
particular importance to establish whether chemical sputtering (by D and 0)
is important in actual tokamak operating conditions.

The evidence from different tokamaks which bears on this question is
organized here under several categories: (a) comparisons of He and H/0
discharges, (b) quantitative accounting of absolute carbon influx/density
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levels, (c) effect of varying the carbon temperature, (d) special tests of
chemical sputtering.

(a) Comparisons of He and H/D Discharges
Such comparisons can provide clear indication for strong chemical

effects (H-C and/or 0-C). For ASOEX limiter discharges, the carbon influx
(CIII signal at 120° toroidally from the limiter) was dramatically greater
for D/H discharges compared with He discharges [1, 32, 119), Fig. 5.8;
unfortunately, oxygen levels were not measured so the role of 0-C sputtering
cannot be assessed. On TEXTOR [13] carbon influx (limiter CI) is
significantly lower for He than 0, Fig. 5.9; the oxygen influx (limiter 01)
was also measured in this case. The TEXTOR authors [13] conclude that their
results indicate 0-C chemical sputtering; Roth [1], however, points out
that the C/0 influx ratio is approximately unity for the TEXTOR 0 discharges
and proposes that oxygen sputtering is the main cause of carbon influx. It
appears that the TEXTOR results may be explicable on the basis of 0-C
sputtering plus self-sputtering together with oxygen sputtering, although
more information on T . is needed to assess this. The same TEXTOR study

edge
showed that a fresh carbonization of the walls lowered 0 and C influxes by
approximately the same amount, apparently confirming the strong role of
oxygen. On OITE [108] wall influxes (CII) were measured to be much higher
in 0 than He discharges, Fig. 5.10, as were the oxygen influxes (Oil). The
D wall influxes (the He discharges always contained some 0) indicate that
the source of the oxygen itself may be chemical reactions with hydrogenic
atoms at the wall. A suggested reaction route [203] for the production of
oxygen and carbon is:

Hj + e + 2H dissociation in plasma

2H + O(surface) + H2O reaction on the wall surface
H,0 + e + 2H + 0 dissociation in plasma
0 + C(surface) + CO reaction on graphite limiter surface

It is further postulated that the CO is ionized in the SOL and is convected
to the limiters causing oxygen sputtering and self-sputtering, followed by
oxygen re-cycling at the limiters. Evidence for the last effect may be
indicated by JET data [42] which typically shows oxygen limiter influxes
slowly increasing during the discharge, over a period of ~10 sec. Central
carbon impurity levels on JET, however, show little difference in He vs. D
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discharges [109], although the central oxygen levels are significantly lower
in He, Fig. 5.11. Furthermore, the central JET carbon levels rather
faithfully follow the measured Tfid values, Fig. 5.12 compared with Fig.
2.10, as a function of I and h"e, i.e., similar to the metal behaviour, Fig.
5.6. This is taken as evidence that physical (D-C and C-C) sputtering
dominates. (It should, however, be pointed out that H-C chemical sputtering
yields are also sensitive to ion impact energy E: at 550°C, the H-C
chemical sputtering yield [120] increases from Y = 0.025 to - 0.06 as E
increases from 50 to 200 eV. Furthermore, central density levels reflect
not just changes in influx, but transport also: impurity "screening"
improves as "edge increases.) On TFTR [121] the central carbon levels
(inferred from Z e f f . allowing for the contribution of metals and measured
C/O ratio) are actually lower in D discharges than in He.

Thus, with regard to comparisons of He and D/H discharges,
unfortunately a wide range of carbon behaviour appears to be possible;
oxygen behaviour may be critical but it is not always monitored; firm
conclusions do not appear to be possible at this time.

(b) Quantitative Accounting of Absolute Carbon Influx Rate? or Density

Levels in the Main Plasma

Superficially, a quantitative accounting of the absolute influx cr
density levels in the plasma would appear to be the most straightforward
means of establishing which sputtering processes are important.
Unfortunately, there is rarely enough data for any given experiment to be
able to reach firm conclusions, since factors of only about two are
involved. First, the preferred measurement would be of influx (C, 0, 0)
rather than central density if one wishes to avoid the uncertainties of
transport. Sec. 5.5, and of the role of other sources in the tokamak;
spectroscopic influx measurements are probably not more accurate than a
factor of two [13]; in particular, the al1-important D influxes are
uncertain since molecular effects should be accounted for (c.f. Sec. 4.2),
but often are not [109]; also, there are uncertainties in the molecular
rates [122]. Second, edge plasma conditions at the location of the source
must be known accurately - particularly T ; such information is critical to
the interpretation of the spectroscopic measurements of particle influxes
and to calculation of the D-C and C-C sputtering rates, which can be
strongly energy-dependent; such plasma measurements are rarely available.
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In a TFTR study [121], the central carbon levels were explained
quantitatively as being due to physical sputtering (He or 0) including
self-sputtering together with oxygen chemical sputtering, however, the
considerable uncertainties involved allow for other interpretations. On JET
[31], *-/*„ ratios, typically ~0.1, are only estimated to within a factor of
about two, which precludes any precise accounting of sputtering mechanisms.
On TEXTOR [13] the carbon influxes are open to different quantitative
interpretation partly because detailed edge temperature data are not
available.

Further uncertainties related to the evaluation of 0-C and C-C
sputtering rates are associated with the sheath voltage drop at the
limiters, which accelerates the ions. Secondary electron emission can
reduce the sheath drop [123, 124] significantly. The TFTR study [121]
invoked this effect in order to obtain a fit. The effective value of
secondary electron emission for actual limiter surfaces (nearly tangential
to $) is, however, uncertain, Sec. 3. With regard to self-sputtering, a
further uncertainty is associated with the charge state mix, generally
unknown, since the impact energy will vary greatly between C + and C 6 +.

It thus appears that, experiments are required with more comprehensive
and accurate measurements of influxes, edge plasma conditions, sheath
voltage drops and incident carbon charge states, in order to make progress
along this avenue.

(c) Effect of Varying the Carbon Temperature
Since chemical 0-C sputtering is expected to show a strong dependence

on the graphite temperature, Fig. 5.7, this is an obvious signal to look
for. One of the arguments that D-C chemical sputtering is not important on
JET ohmic discharges [42] is the lack of any observed change in limiter
carbon influx as the limiter heats up to ~1400 K. For JT60 NBI discharges,
however, the opposite conclusion has been reached [125], although based
indirectly (on CVI radiation and inferred graphite temperatures). On T10
[126] the limiter radiation did not rise when the measured limiter
temperature was in the interval for maximum 0-C chemical sputtering, ~800 K,
although it did show a rise in close correspondence with the radiation
enhanced sublimation above 1500 K, Fig. 5.7b.

At any given instant a complete range of surface temperatures will
exist across the face of a limiter under plasma exposure. Thus there may,
at all times, be some points at the temperature for maximum 0-C chemical
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sputtering and a simple clear-cut thermal signature therefore might not be

expected. Therefore in order for this type of test to be conclusive,

detailed mappings of the surface temperature are required together with an

assessment of the impacting flux spatial distribution and energy. Since

such analyses have not as yet been reported these tests are therefore

inconclusive.

In the all-graphite TM-G tokamak, the vessel temperature was varied

from 20°C to 350°C with virtually no change observed in the spectroscopic-

ally-measured carbon influxes [127]. The effective yields were observed to

remain at approximately 0.03 (the ratio of carbon influx to hydrogen

outflux). Although this temperature variation would not be expected to

result in significant variation of H-C chemical sputtering for lo energy ion

impact, Fig. 5.7, the authors "concluded that chemical sputtering was

apparently unimportant in the sputtering of the graphite during the

discharge" and that, to within experimental uncerainties regarding the

influxes, outfluxes and ion impact energies, the observed carbon influxes

could be accounted for by physical sputtering, including self-sputtering.

The TM-G plasma was found to be remarkably clean [54] with oxygen levels an

order of magnitude below the carbon levels, and I ff < 1.4 for the entire

density range 2 < hQ < 8xlO19 m"3. I t may also be noted that these low Z f f

values were obtained at rather low values of n e / j , 1-4* 1019 [MA"1 m-i] ,

where JET, for example, has significantly higher levels of Z f f , Fig. 5.1a.

The edge temperatures on TM-G [127], however, are rather low, ~10-15 eV at

n * 5xlO19 m"3, compared with JET, Fig. 2.10.

(d) Special Tests of Chemical Sputtering

Each of the foregoing type of tests for chemical sputtering could, in

principle, decide the issue i f sufficient experimental information were

obtained. At the present time, the most convincing evidence has been

obtained from special tests, which we now review,

( i ) DITE Heated Probe-Limiter

Pitcher et al [36] have deployed a graphite probe-limiter in OITE,

incorporating an internal heating element and surface Langmuir probes. The

probe-limiter, maintained at various temperatures, was viewed

spectroscopically during deuterium discharges, results in Fig. 5.13; heating

of the surface by the plasma was insignificant for the case shown with the

probe-limiter at the same radius as the main limiters and so the entire
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graphite head was at the same temperature. The Langmuir probes provided
information on the local plasma conditions. No change in the D or C
influxes was observed as the graphite temperature was changed over the range
where D-C chemical sputtering is found to be strong in laboratory tests.
The CD signal, presumably indicative of hydrocarbon formation, increased by
a factor of ~1.7, indicating the existence of chemical sputtering but at an
insignificant level compared with total carbon sputtering (as evidenced by

the CII signal). Metal influxes fell with increasing graphite temperature,
C 0

evidently due to some clean-up process. The calculation of 4jn/4jn is
complicated by interpretative uncertainties regarding •• but was as low as
0.02 (assuming corrections to $j n for the Ha from ex neutrals outside the
field of view) or as high as 0.08 (assuming the traditional Johnson-Hinnov
H factor).
a

The absence of significant chemical sputtering was attributed to (a)
the high fluxes compared with laboratory experiments since yield is known to
decrease with flux £120, 190], and (b) surface metal impurities; such
impurities are also known to decrease yield [1, 96, 117, 118].

In discussing this OITE study, the authors of the PISCES high-flux
chemical sputtering study [120], conclude that the OITE observation of an
increase of CD signal by a factor of 1.7 as the temperature was raised
corresponds closely with the PISCES result for low impact energy (see also
ref. 190), and that therefore H-C chemical sputtering was in fact occurring.
This still leaves unexplained the lack of change in the CII signal with
temperature in the OITE experiment. Possible explanations are that the
contribution of C-0 sputtering was underestimated or that metal
contamination suppressed the H-C chemical sputtering. A third possible
explanation is that the carbon returns to the limiter before the CDi* has
been broken down to C+. Langer and Ehrhardt [128] have modelled the CDi,
breakup for the conditions of the DITE experiment. They find that a
significant fraction of the CDi, returns to the li miter as neutrals (CO3,
C0 2, CD, C) simply due to geometry. CDi, ions are produced quite near the
li miter and although ion transport is not modelled, it is possible that much
of the CDi, which is ionized is swept back to the li miter (as CDi,, CO3, CD2,
CD+) by the SOL frictional and electrostatic forces, before breaking down to
C+.
(ii) Sniffer Probe on TEXTOR

Philipps et al [129] have deployed a special sniffer probe on TEXTOR
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incorporating a heatable and biasabie graphite element inside the sniffer
head which is placed in the SOL so as to receive a high plasma flux (~1018

cm-2 s-1) along t. The gases produced at the graphite are detected by a
quadrupole mass analysing detector. For the sniffer located just outside
the LCFS, the principal product was found to be CO - although TEXTOR is
virtually an all-carbon tokamak. Yields were 4-6*10-2 CO/O(H). Methane
production was lower: 8*10-3 CH^/H, 1.5xlO-2 CD^/0 for room temperature
graphite and at floating potential, rising by a factor of two at
temperatures around 500°C; biasing the graphite (change of ion impact
energy) decreased the methane yield at room temperature and increased it in
the maximum temperature range.

These tests demonstrate that even in a tokamak with very high internal
coverage by carbon, the oxygen level can be sufficiently high to dominate
chemical sputtering,
(iii) CI Radial Profiles in DITE

The DITE graphite fixed limiter was viewed spectroscopically [37] in CI
light from a viewing position which provided the radial distribution in
front of the limiter, Fig. 5.14. This spatial distribution was modelled
[100] assuming either (a) a Thompson velocity distribution and cosine
spatial distribution of sputtered carbon atoms, as representative of
physical sputtering; or (b) a velocity distribution with average energy 0.5
eV and cosine spatial distribution, as indicative of chemical sputtering.
That the latter energy (or lower) is in fact representative of CHi, influx
was confirmed by applying the model to reproduce the observed [38] spatial
distributions of carbon radiation resulting from CHk puffing into the DITE
SOL. As can be seen from Fig. 5.14 the assumption of physical sputtering
gives a better fit to the observed CI profile than does the chemical
sputtering assumption,
(iv) The Ha Line Profile as Evidence of

Fielding [122] has recorded the H line profiles which result from
oc

puffing of Hj, D 2 and CH^ into the DITE edge. The profiles resulting from
H2 and D2 show a characteristic "shoulder" associated with ~3 eV neutrals,
presumably Franck-Condon atoms, while the H from CH4 puffing shows no
shoulder. When viewing the graphite limiter in natural (no puff) H light,
a strong 3 eV shoulder was observed, evidence that H2 rather than CHi,
determined the line shape. It was concluded that methane production did not
dominate re-cycle. Since the chemical sputtering yield recorded in
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laboratory experiments can reach ~0.1 CHi,/H+, i.e., 0.4H/H+, Fig. 5.7, this
confirms that such high chemical sputtering rates were not present in this
tokamak experiment,
(v) Measured Oxygen Fluxes in the SOI

Matthews [39] has developed a real-time impurity ion analyser and
deployed it in the 01TE SOL. He has recorded oxygen fluxes about equal to
carbon fluxes, implying that oxygen chemical sputtering can be strong in the
OITE SOL, a point noted variously above,
(vi) Effect of Biasing Limiter

On a T-3M [130] the CIII signal from the graphite the limiter was found
to change insignificantly when the limiter was biased to increase the ion
impact energy. This observation would appear to imply that chemical
sputtering was more important than physical but since oxygen signals were
not recorded, the type of chemical sputtering (0 or D/H) is not clear.
Conclusions Regarding Carbon Production Mechanisms

It is evident that the carbon production mechanisms in carbon-tokamaks
are complex, contradictory and unresolved. A large part of the difficulty
in understanding this situation is the lack of basic data on the SOL
conditions of the different machines. Edge temperature is undoubtedly a
major factor, and may explain much of the difference between machines. For
high edge temperature tokamaks such as JET, physical sputtering is likely to
dominate - particularly since self-sputtering by highly charged C-ions will
be quite strong. The role of oxygen can clearly be a major one. Assuming
that the oxygen is initially released at the walls by some chemical process
[108, 131, 132], then considerable variation might be expected between
tokamaks operating with different wall temperatures; also, the precise form
of carbon on the wall, the degree of metal coverage and other surface
chemical variables would be important factors. The re-cycle pathways of the
oxygen will be dependent on the specific SOL plasma conditions; oxygen
released from the wall will reach a steady-state balance in its distribution
between wall, limiter, SOL plasma and main plasma - in a way which will be
largely governed by the SOL quantities ng, T , X.n, x_.

In principle all of these complexities can be resolved by the
acquisition of sufficient edge data, and the implementation of such
investigations is clearly required. For the present, one might tentatively
conclude that:
1. in most tokamaks hydrogenic chemical sputtering of carbon is not

dominant,
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2. oxygen chemical sputtering of carbon is probably important in tokamaks
with low edge temperatures, or ones which have high oxygen levels due,
for example, to poor conditioning,

3. physical (D-C and C-C) sputtering is dominant in hot edge tokamaks.
Early fears about the seriousness of the high yields due to H-C

chemical sputtering led to the use of special coatings, such as TiC on TFTR
and JT6O. The coatings were subsequently found to be ineffective and were
removed. The reasons why such dramatic effects have not been a problem in
practice include:

(i) 0+ energies at the edge are considerably less than 1 keV and therefore
even chemical sputtering yields are low [120].

(ii) In practice, limiters are not operated with surface temperatures held
at the level for peak chemical enhancement.

(iii) Metal contamination occurs, further suppressing H-C chemical erosion,
(iv) Oxygen sputtering produces further masking.
(v) Carbon self-sputtering provides further masking particularly at high

edge temperatures where C-C yields approach unity. For chemically
sputtered C, the resulting ions primarily return promptly to the
surface in a low charge state, giving lower self-sputtering yields
than for carbon initially sputtered physically, thus travelling deeper
into the plasma, attaining a higher charge; see Sec. 5.5.3.

(vi) Related to the last point, chemically sputtered carbon is therefore
also less efficient at contaminating the core plasma than physically
sputtered carbon; Sec. 5.5.3.

5.4 Explaining Observed Influxes
Much of the preceding part, of this section has already dealt with

attempts at the quantitative explanation of the magnitude of observed
impurity influxes in terms of sputtering and other release mechanisms.
Further progress will require developments such as:

1. Quantitative influx spectroscopy should be made more accurate by
calibration using known influxes of impurities (puffing, etc.) into
tokamak edges with well-measured local plasma conditions.

2. The charge state distribution of impurity ions striking surfaces should
be measured [39]. The energy of the impacting ions should also be
measured, since uncertainties exist concerning the sheath potential drop,
and the amount of energy gained by the impurity ions in the pre-sheath.
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3. Physical and chemical sputtering yields need to be established more
accurately for actual tokamak operating conditions. This requires the
use of: high flux densit ies, > 1018 cm"2 s~ l; materials samples taken
from tokamaks, thus roughened and with re-deposited layers, surface
impurities, etc; combined, measured fluxes of 0, C and 0. Angle of
incidence effects on yield need to be established under realistic
conditions of surface roughness, etc.

4. For any impurity source of interest in a tokamak i t is essential that
local plasma conditions be wel1-measured and for a distance of order 5 cm
inboard of the source. Influxes of 0, C, 0 and metals are required plus
an indication of whether steady-state has been attained, * i n = $out»
Since the incident fluxes of each species may vary spatially in a
different way across the limiter, the e-folding lengths of each species
are required.

The spatial distribution of the ionization source is as important as
the magnitude of the influx since i t controls the central impurity levels,
as discussed in the next section. The source mechanism can be expected to
significantly influence the velocity distribution of the neutral influx.

Consider, for example, the case of carbon:
1. D-C physical sputtering. Experiments [134] employing a 1.5 keV argon ion

beam bombarding a graphite target, and using laser-induced fluorescence
to measure the atom density and velocity, confirm that such physically
sputtered carbon atoms have a velocity distribution remarkably well
approximated by a Thompson [135] d is t r ibut ion with a surface binding
energy U = 8.3 eV (c.f . Sec. 2.1.6). For light ion sputtering, simple
momentum transfer considerations [2] indicate that the Thompson
distribution would be -expected to have a rather low energy cut-off of
£ = EQ (1-Y)T - ^ where EQ

 a impact energy and y = 4 mjUg/dnj-wu)2.
Thus for example, for 0* on C with T

LCF$X 5 0 eV, *T * 4 cm, Xn = 2.7 an
and assuming an ion impact of E = 2 kT + 3 ZkT, one finds a maximum
carbon atom energy of 54 eV and an average energy of 9.5 eV. For lower
edge temperatures the carbon energies can be very low indeed; example:
for H+ on C, TLCF$ - 10 eV, \T * • , \n - 2 an, then E^x = 1.9 eV and Ec

= 0.81 eV.

2. C-C physical sputtering. The Thompson velocity distribution would now be
expected to have a cu t -o f f at Emax * EQ. This can resu l t in
substantially higher sputtered atom energies; example: for C**+ on C,
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TLCFS = 50 eV' V = 4 cm> Xn = 2*7 cm then Emax = 7 0° eV and ^ ° = 34 eV*
3, Evaporation and Radiation Enhanced Sublimation. It is known [191] that

the average carbon atom release has a temperature comparable to the
substrate temperature, i.e., ~0.1 eV.

4. Chemically Sputtered Carbon as CHi,, CO, etc. The effective velocity
distribution of the neutrals is not clear in this case. To the degree
that direct molecular ionization is important, the neutral energy is
presumably very low. Simple molecular break-up would be expected to lead
to carbon energies of ~0.3 eV, in the case of methane [128]. The actual
break-up pathway, however, will to some degree involve charged radicals
which will be efficiently heated by ion collisions before their final
break-up, partly into neutrals which may therefore be quite hot.
Attempts to model these complex pathways are in progress [128].

It is evident that if the impurity generation mechanism is uncertain
then the neutral velocity distribution (and thus ionization spatial
distribution) will be as uncertain as the magnitude of the expected influx.
Nevertheless, it is of interest to compare observations of spatial
distributions with calculation. An example of a OITE CI radial profile [37,
100] has already been described, Sec. 5.3. The physical sputtering model
assumed D + on C only (no self-sputtering) and E = 4 eV was calculated for
this case (T, - „ - 15 eV, \j - », X. = 3 cm). Inclusion of self-sputtering
would increase E c, making the predicted radial distribution more extended.
The "chemical sputtering" result assumed Ec = 0.5 eV (0.2 eV gave about the
same result). It may be that chemical sputtering involves higher energies
than this; considering the important role of oxygen sputtering indicated in
OITE (c.f. Sec. 5.3), this might even appear to be a necessary conclusion.

A non-spectroscopic measurement related to the neutral velocity
distribution was carried out using the Impurity Control Limiter Experiment
on OITE [39]. In this case the carbon sputtered onto the walls behind the
ICL was measured and was found to be in good accord with model calculations
based on physical sputtering and a Thompson distribution, Fig. 5.15. Since
the discharges causing the effect were mainly in He, this experiment was
presumably not complicated by the uncertainties of chemical sputtering.
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5.5 Impurity Ion Transport
5.5.1 One-Dimensional Modelling

Impurity generation is not i tself necessarily damaging to tokamak
operation. I f the impurities are ionized near the source and return to i t
directly then there is no net erosion nor is the main plasma contaminated.
That such situations can exist is indicated in Fig. 5.16 [31]. For JET
discharge 6574 the carbon limiter, contaminated with Cr, became hot late in
the discharge and Cr evaporated from i t as shown by the CrI signal viewing
the l imiter; virtually no Cr (CrXXII), however, was seen in the centre of
the plasma. By contrast, shot 7536, a more conventional case characterized
apparently by physical sputtering only, showed low (CrI) influx throughout
the shot but relatively high central levels (CrXXII). The qualitative
explanation is that the slow evaporated atoms were ionized in the SOL near
the limiter where, subject to drag and electrostatic forces associated with
the SOL plasma flow to the limiter, they promptly returned to the surface.
The faster sputtered atoms, by contrast, penetrated the plasma to greater
distances where the limiter-directed forces were weak or absent, and the
resulting ions had a greater probability of reaching the core plasma before
eventually returning to the edge. A quantitative description of these
processes is d i f f i cu l t , but clearly necessary.

We f i rs t briefly consider the overall impurity transport picture of the
tokamak. Impurity transport within the main plasma is a much-studied
subject, and w i l l not be dealt with in any detail here [136-145]. Such
studies are based either on natural impurities or on injected ones, e.g.,
from laser ablation. These studies generally start froa a point fair ly far
into the plasma radially, i .e. , the complex processes near the edge and in
the SOL are essentially ignored, and the intensity and radial location of
successive rings of the different ionization stages are measured and
modelled. Such studies provide information on D̂  and v p l n c n for the main
plasma. In some circumstances a very strong v_ inch is measured, associated
theoret ical ly with neo-classical impurity transport [146], and
experimentally with impurity accumulation, non-steady-state conditions and
even radiation collapse. Often, however, v . . is found to be weak and the

transport is diffusion-dominated with 0x - Dj,"6 * 1 nrVs and v . h

j^ [136-145]. Whatever the form of the central transport, however, the
boundary conditions must always, in a sense, be controlling - and i t is
therefore cr i t ical to understand the latter in order to deal with the
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ultimate question of relating central impurity density n- , to neutral

impurity influx • *". For the case of weak v
D1-nch» t h i s relation appears -

in principle - to be (a) quite simple and (bf dominated by conditions near

the edge; the conditions within a few em's of the LCFS set the level of

Ii- with l i t t l e sensitivity to processes elsewhere in the plasma.

*We may consider the work of Engelhardt and Feneberg [27] which provides

a simple and powerful model for relating central impurity levels to edge

conditions. The same model was applied in Sec. 4.5 to the fuel species.

Consider, therefore, Fig. 4 .5 . Over a plasma surface area A a uniform

neutral influx of impurities, • /A , is assumed. All the neutrals are
O

assumed to be ionized at a distance x.̂ z inside the Last Closed Flux Surface,
LCFS.

Assuming perpendicular transport to be governed by diffusion then the
resulting impurity ion density profile is very simple: a linear (in slab
geometry) decay to level n. (a) at the LCFS and a profile inside r = a-X.̂ 2

which just gradually "back-fills" up to a constant value in reaching
steady-state. One thus has

• > P
 = ro+ut " Vimp< (5.5)

Using the same boundary conditions discussed in Sec. 4.6 [147] we can show

that for the impurities

V"imp " "imp

where XSQ, is the characteristic decay length in the SOL. Thus

"iimp D ^T (5'8)

and the edge plasma properties are seen to play a further role.

These simple models often give a reasonable prediction. Consider, for
example, a typical JET case where carbon sputtered from the limiter governs
• Q". Spectroscopic measurements [31] (CII, CIII light) of influx (also
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approximately confirmed by sputtering calculations based on the Langmuir
probe measurements of the JET SOL properties [110]) give *Q / * 0 of order
10"1 and thus * * n of order 1021 s " 1 . For JET Q*0L ~ 0.5 afi/s is typical

[148] and A « 200 m2. From the Langmuir probe measurements one can measure
P 0

or calculate \ . a \cO|_ = 2 cm [133] . Inserting these values into Eq.
(5.8) gives n » 4xlO17, i .e . , a few percent of n which is, in fact, of the
order of central carbon levels measured in JET [31].

As in the case of the fuel ions a number of further refinements to the

simple model can be readily incorporated. A weak, anomalous pinch,
-2fD r/a2 (with f * 1 ) , often appears to be necessary to explain slightly

peaked n. ( r ) prof i les . For a pinch of this form, the f lat part of the

profile is simply multiplied by a factor exp[f(l-r2/a2)'}, Fig. 4.5. For

stronger pinches the plasma may never attain a steady-state since the

impurity accumulation can cause sufficiently high radiation levels in the

core to disrupt the discharge. Assuming, however, that a steady-state is

reached edge processes may s t i l l establish a "base level" given by Eq.

(5.6) or (5.8) on which the inward convection builds the central impurity

density profile. This would require that the diffusive velocity at the

edge, D,A? , exceed local connective velocities which seems plausible
o

considering the small value of \^ .

5.5.2 Two-Dimensional Modelling

The simple 1-0 model is valuable and powerful. The principal

deficiency of the approach is, however, the assumption of toroidal/poloidai

symmetry of both source and sink. Consider first the sources. For a wall

impurity source, due for example to charge exchange sputtering, the

assumption of a uniformly distributed source is a good approximation. For a

limiter discharge, however, the limiter is often the dominant source and i t

is highly localized. At f i rst glance this fact would seem to exclude the

use of the simple formulae, Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8). Fortunately, ionization

of the impurity neutrals often occurs sufficiently deep that the impurity

ions have distributed themselves more-or-less uniformly along 8 before they

have significantly diffused outward to reach the SOL. Thus, a limiter

source can be effectively uniform. This is often the case for light

impurities C, 0 where X* may be 1-2 cms. The time required for the ions to
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reach the SOL is ~ ( x j 2 ) 2 / ° A ~ * msec, which is longer than, or at least
comparable to , the time required for an ion to move along $ around the
torus. There are cases, however, where the ionization is not deep enough
for this homogenization to occur, e.g., chemical sputtering of C, metal
evaporation, etc., and then the source is not effectively uniform. A
dramatic i l lustration of such a case was given above, the JET chromium case,
Fig. 5.16. -Finally, consider the divertor case and impurities generated at
the plates. This source is clearly non-uniform and while in some
circumstances there may occur such bad impurity "leakage" out of the
divertor plasma, into the main SOL and hence into the plasma inside the LCFS
that the source is effectively uniform, this undesirable case should be
rare.

Even i f the source is uniform, the sink may not be. The simplest
assumption for the sink is that the impurity continuity equation has a
constant sink term for ions in the SOL of n. /xcn, with t . . = L /c , c

(flip oUL. oUL C S S

T i
p

being the fuel acoustic speed and L the connection length. The assumption
of the simple term, t... ~ L /c , to represent the SOL sink action for such
uniform influxes has been tested using a Monte Carlo impurity code, LIM
[149]. It was found that for a wide range of SOL conditions, and for the
example of carbon as an impurity, the average dwell time of the ion in the
SOL was (1-1.5) L/c .c s

At the other extreme of complexity is the case of a divertor plate
impurity source; Sec. 7.2. Of lesser, but still considerable complexity is
the case of the limiter as a source and sink. Experimentally, as indicated
by the JET example already discussed, the simple model can, under some
circumstances, successfully relate measured n. and *0 to within a factor
of 2 or 3. At this time it is probably not possible to be more precise.
There is also the problem that for a limiter source, the plasma conditions
just near the limiter are of great importance - much wore so than for a wall
source. The region just near the limiter, unfortunately, is complex and not
well-understood:

(i) strong 2-dimensional effects arise related to the abrupt transition
from zero plasma flow velocity just inboard of the LCFS and sonic
speeds just outboard;

(ii) the ambipolar electric field in the SOL, just approaching the limiter,
is calculated to have radically different values in different models
(c.f. Sec. 3);
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( i i t ) the plasma flow to the limiters is often not ambipolar (c.f Sec. 10;
(iv) strong re-cycling of hydrogen at the limiters creates further 2-0

effects, charge-exchange recombination of impurities, charge-exchange
frict ion for the hydrogenic flow (thus changing the ambipolar electric
f ield near the l imiter), etc;

(v) the impurity ionization is highly localized to the limiter region
which can change the plasma background itself with 2-D Z g ^ effects,
impurity-impurity collisions, etc;

(vi) al l of the above effects may change the local cross-field transport

coefficients, 0 , v. .
1 in

5.5.3 Experimental Tests of Two-Pimensional Modelling
I t would appear that the best way forward may be to focus experiment

and modelling on the limiter region i tsel f , and to leave the ultimate, but
more ambitious, task of more precisely relating n̂  to $™ until impurity
behaviour near the limiter is better understood. Appropriate experiments
would include spectroscopic viewing of limiters in CI, CII, . . . . 01, Oi l ,
. . . . and metal light to establish radial, toroidal and poloidal extents of
each ionization cloud, the average impurity ion temperatures in each cloud,
the relative and absolute intensities of each cloud, etc., studies to
include natural limiter impurity influxes as well as injected or puffed
impurities from the limiter. Measurements of the charge states [39] and
impact energies of impurity ions striking the limiter would provide much
information on the limiter region, although processes occurring throughout
the entire plasma are also significant in this case.

Early experimental and modelling work in this area was reported by the
DIVA Group [151-153] applied to the case of a divector tokamak. Impurities
such as CH,, were puffed into the main chamber, Fig. 5.17a. The CII , C I I I ,
CIV and CV emission was measured in both the main and divertor chambers as a
function of time after the puff, Fig. 5.17b. As can be seen from the latter
figure, no CII appears in the divertor chamber, because the parallel
transport along the SOL requires a time longer than the ionization time of
C+. The case has been modelled using a Monte Carlo impurity transport code
[153], with results shown in Figs. 5.17a and 5.17c. As can be seen, the
experimental observations are well reproduced by assuming in the code that
the boundary temperature is T = 30 eV, the parallel plasma flow velocity is
0.3 c , the para l l e l e lect r ic f ie ld in the SOL is 0.5 T /L and the
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cross-field diffusion coefficient is 0.1 0° . This experimental/modelling
work appears to provide the f i rs t direct evidence that impurities are
transported along the SOL with velocities of order the hydrogenic ion
acoustic speed.

Spectroscopic experiments have been carried out on OITE in which
impurity radiation in the limiter vicinity has been viewed, establishing the
radial and toroidal extents of the different impurity neutral and ion clouds
both for natural [37, 39] and puffed [40, 41] impurities, Figs. 5.18.
Figure 5.18a shows the measured [37] radial distribution of natural CI, CII
and CIII light at the DITE fixed limiter for 150 kA, 2T, 5><1019 nr3 He
discharges. Also shown are LIM Monte Carlo impurity code [100, 149]
results. 4 comparison of the experiment and modelling indicates that D =
1 nrVs, a value similar to hydrogenic values found in SOL's, e.g., in JET
[148],

Helium was puffed from the tip of a moveabie Probe Limiter, PL, on
DITE, Fig. 5.18e, into He discharges and the toroidal extent of the Hel and
Hell clouds were measured, Fig. 5.18b [40]; the fixed limiters were at r =
0.26m. Plasma conditions were measured with Langntuir probes. When the PL
was at rp. = 0.23m the impurity clouds were less extended than for r̂ , =
0.255m since the local plasma density was higher for the deeper location.
Different tests were carried out using the LIM code [154]. The importance
of including in models the f in i te thermaiization rate for impurity ions was
demonstrated by assuming instant thermalization (T. = T . ^ , taken to be
the measured T ). As can be seen for the rp = 0.255m case, this assumption
results in very poor agreement with the observed Hell radiation. Allowing
for a f in i te (Spitzer) thermaiization process, and assuming a background ion
temperature (unmeasured) equal to the measured background T , gave much
better agreement for the case of r_, = 0.255m, and excellent agreement for
the deeper puffing. Since (background) ion temperatures in the edge have
often been found to exceed T , the assumption was tested in the code of
using background T. = 100 eV with T as measured and allowing for f in i te
thermaiization; the results for the r_, = 0.255 case showed a further
improvement in agreement with observation. CHi, was puffed from the side of
the DITE probe-limiter and the toroidal CI, CII, CIII radiation measured
[40], Fig. 5.18c. Reasonable agreement was obtained from the LIM code

assuming that the CH4 inflow was effectively -0.1 eV neutral carbon atoms
although this assumption naturally cannot reproduce the CI very closely.
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Different assumptions used in the code concerning the background plasma flow
velocity in the SOL and the SOL electric field showed the importance of
frictional force on the impurity behaviour, Fig. 5.18c.

Turning to the measurements of the charge state distributions of C and
0 in the DITE SOL [39], these have been modelled using the LIM code, Table
5.4. The discharges were ohmic, 100 kA, D +, n ~ 2*1019 nr3 with the probe
about 15 mm behind the limiter. The plasma conditions were not measured for
these particular discharges but from similar discharges it is estimated that
TLCFS = 19 eV) nLCFS = 2 > 4 x l ° 1 8 m"3• xn~

 1>6 cm> XT = 3*3 cm< Other P 1 a s m a

properties assumed in the LIM code were: 0 = 0.5 n^/s, inward pinch v. =
1 in

-2D r/a2 ; geometry: a = 0.24 m, connection length = 3.5 m, slab-sided

probe, cylindrical plasma shape. Charge-exchange recombination is included.

Since the sources of the C and 0 impurities are not known a number of source

options were tested in the code, Table 4. Case A is for physical sputtering

from the l imiter due to D+ bombardment (the code computed an average neutral

energy E « 4 eV); as can be seen there is a rough correspondence with the

observed flux ratios, in that the lower 4(5) C(0) states are roughly equally

represented, with the higher states being less common. Case 8 is for

sub l imat ion from the l im i t e r (E = 0.1 eV) ( e .g . , radiat ion enhanced

sublimation and possibly also representative of chemical sputtering of the

l im i te r ) ; the agreement with experiment is very poor: three-quarters of the

flux is calculated to be singly ionized. Cases C, D, E assume a uniform

wall influx of different neutral energies (1 , 3, 6 eV, respectively) -

possibly representing Franck-Condon molecular break-up of CO into energetic

neutrals; again broad agreement is found with experiment. Case F is simply

the average of Cases A and D - i . e . , wall and l imiter sources of equal

strength; this gives perhaps the closest agreement with experiment,

possibly confirming the conclusion drawn elsewhere [108] that wall and

l imiter sources are about equally important on DITE.
in A

With regard to the re la t ion between <t> and n. , LIM code results
o imp

[155] are shown in Fig. 5.18d comparing the case of physical sputtering

with chemical sputtering/sublimation from the DITE carbon l imiter. For a

given inf lux, physical sputtering is about three times more effective at

contaminating the centre than chemical sputtering/sublimation. Similar
results have been obtained on ASDEX [ 1 ] .

/s in
A simi lar LIM calculat ion was made for n̂  /<t>0 for the JET chromium



cases, Fig. 5.16. The spatial d istr ibut ion of metals deposited on the

graphite l im i te rs was allowed for [53, 90, 91]. For a value of 4»0 = 1020

s"1 (Case A: JET discharge No. 7536 assuming physical sputtering; Case B:

No. 6574 assuming E = 0.15 eV), taking plasma edge parameters from probe

measurements in each case, and assuming different values of D , the code

gave the resu l ts : Case A: n. = (7 .6 , 4.5*1Q15 m"3) for D = (0.3, 1

m 2 /s ) ; Case B: n. = (0.097, 0.39xl015 m"3) for 0x = (0.3, 1 m2/s). Thus

the observed difference in contamination efficiency of two orders of

magnitude or more, Fig. 5.16, can be quantitatively accounted for assuming a

value of D * 0.3 m2/s in the v ic in i ty of the l imi ter . The contamination

e f f i c iency is highly sensi t ive to both the value of D. and the impurity

production mechanism, thus providing a means of experimentally establishing

these two cr i t i ca l aspects of impurity behaviour.

In conclusion, with regard to impurity ion transport in the edge: the

situation for a l imiter source/sink is rather complex and the appl icabi l i ty

of simple expressions such as Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) is questionable.

Progress can be made in unravelling the uncertainties associated with edge

impurity ion transport, in addition to the impurity generation mechanism, by

coupled experimental-modelling studies which focus on the l imi ter region

i t se l f . Models available for such work [156] include analytic formulations

[157-164] test particle [165], and Monte Carlo codes [97, 153, 166 - 175];

f lu id impurity codes [176-184], developed for divertor studies, could also

be employed but their assumption of high col l is ional i ty and instant

thermalization of impurity ions is less applicable for l imiter situations.

More experimental measurements are required in well - characterized SOL's,

employing known calibrated impurity inject ions.

5.6 Net Erosion and Re-Deposition

The edge structure is gradually eroded by plasma contact, compromising

the physical integrity of the fusion device. Fortunately most of the

removed material re-deposits elsewhere in the vessel with only a small

fraction being permanently removed by the vacuum pumps. Whether the

re-deposition wil l occur where i t is needed and whether the plasma-erosion

properties of the re-deposited material are as good as the original remains

to be demonstrated.

I t has been observed on JET [185-188], TFTR [93, 94] and T10 [92] that

the limiters often suffer net erosion in the region closest to the LCFS,
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with net deposition further out, Fig. 5.19a [187]. A qual i tat ive

explanation is that the sputtering is relat ively stronger near the LCFS,

where the temperature is higher, than further out; thus, assuming a simple

re-deposition pattern, material tends to be moved radially out. A simple

quantitative model has been developed by McCracken et al [185] for this

si tuat ion. For a carbon l imi ter , the net deposition flux density r (x) at
net

distance x out from the LCFS is given by

rnet(x) n (o)
^ ^ t ( ) ) ( " rDC ( x ) e xP(" x ASOL ) (5*9)

where r +(0) is the fuel ion flux density at the LCFS, n (0)/n (0) is the
u u u

impurity fraction at the LCFS, Y,»c is the C-C (sel f - ) sputtering y ie ld , YDC

the fuel-C y ie ld , X is the deposition e-foiding length, X_o is the fuel

f lux e-folding length. One may note that other sputtering, e.g. , by 0, is

neglected. I t is not evident what value should be used for x , , perhaps

x . = X.-o, ? The equation assumes a steady-state and that a l l carbon

removed from the l imiter returns to the l imi ters, i . e . , no other C sources

or sinks in the system. Both Y~- and YDC vary with x due to T(x) variations

(the la t ter being taken from probe measurement, with the Y's then

ca lcu la ted) . The use of a density rat io nc(0)/nQ(0) assumes the impurities

move with the fuel ion speed; the actual value of this ratio is direct ly

calculated from the assumption of C-influx - C-outflux.

Results are given in Fig. 5.19b and for the values of \ 0 , » *-d » x ,T(0) shown, give rather good agreement with the JET measurements - both as
to the basic pattern (of net erosion near the LCFS, crossing over to net
deposition at about 2 cm radially out) as well as the absolute levels
(although the latter requires calculating fluences from fluxes integrated
over a year's exposure to many different discharges and is therefore subject
to more uncertainty).

Thus, a most encouraging agreement is found, at least for this case,
between measurements of net erosion and a simple model. It is clear,
however, that the situation cannot always be this simple since:

(i) oxygen sputtering can be important, even dominent;
(ii) wall-limiter exchanges of carbon should be included;

(iii) 2-0 effects such as ionization within the SOL should be included,

particularly for high values of nLC(-s and for metals;
(iv) X. will, in general, differ from X_ .
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More sophisticated treatments of the net erosion/re-deposition problem

are therefore cal led fo r . J . N. Brooks [166-172] has developed the REDEP

and ZTRANS codes for the analysis of this problem and has applied the codes

to both l imiter and divertor cases. The LIM code has also been applied to

the l imiter problem [155, 186, 188] and i t was demonstrated that the entire

carbon l imiter erosion pattern (of net erosion near the LCFS with net

depos i t i on fu r the r out) can be suppressed, then inverted as n^pps ^S

increased from l*1018 m~3 to 5*1018 m"3, due to increasing ionization within

the SOL, Fig. 5.19c shows the experimental net erosion pattern on a JET

belt l imiter t i l e removed in May 1988 after exposure to a campaign of high

power discharges. As can be seen, the pattern has indeed experienced an

inversion with net deposition now being observed near the tangency point,

followed by regions of net erosion, then net deposition again at the l imiter

edges. The LIM code results, Fig. 5.19c closely duplicate the observed

pattern using edge parameter values in the code which were characteristic of

the high power discharges. Such prompt ionization in the SOL is thus doubly

valuable: (a) i t constitutes a screening action, so far as contamination of

the main plasma is concerned, (b) i t reduces net erosion of the l imi ter .

In addition to the above-mentioned uncertainties there is the

additional uncertainty associated with any effect in a tokamak which is

integrated over many different discharges and for each discharge, over the

start-up, f la t - top , ramp-down phases. I t may be that the basic l imiter

erosion pattern is governed by non-standard discharges or by the

transit ional portions of discharges, etc. In order to c lar i fy th i s ,

time-resolved measurements of deposition are required, rather than just post

mortem analysis of l imi ters .

As discussed in Sec. 4.6, the recently identified co-deposition effect

is a c r i t i ca l one from the viewpoint of t r i t ium inventory, and possibly also

for gas pumping/re-cycle. This process is intimately associated with net

erosion/re-deposition and further progress on the two effects wi l l be

linked. I f SOL ionization is optimized to reduce net erosion of the

l imi ter , i t is l ike ly that codeposition would also be minimized, although

this remains to be demonstrated.
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Table 5.1
ISX [33]. Integrated influxes from the wall and limiter.

The electron temperature is assumed to be 30 eV.

Conditions

Before
melting
11F kA

Melting
sequence
150 kA

After

Ion

Bel
CrI(a?S)
TilKa^F)
TiII(a2F)

01

on
Bel
CrI
Bel
CrI

Bel
fluence test CrI
115 kA Bel

CrI

rj (s-l)

1.6xlQl?

1.2x1019
4.7x1018
2.0x1018
5.0x1021

2.9x1018
1. lxlOl9

5.0x1018
7.3xlO18

4.5x1018
5.5*1018

3.3x1016
3.9x10 8

rL' ( s - M
l . lx lOl 8

1.7x1018
4.7xlO17

1.6xl0l7

1.5x1021

1.2x1019
3.6xlOl?

1.3x1020
3.2xlO17

1.39x1019
8.3xlO17

7.2x1015
4.6x101

0.14
6.9

10.0
12.8

3.3
19.0

0.25
32.0
0.04

24.0

0.3
6.6
0.05
8.4

Time (ms)

280
280
280
280
280
280

150
150
340
340

150
150
290
290

Table 5.2
ASDEX [32]. Spectroscopically determined Fe densities, and calculated

and measured Fe fluxes. ASDEX divertor collector probe.

ne (cm-3) Fe central
density
(cnr3)

Fe influx
(calculated)
(cm-2 s-i)

Fe divertor
flux (measured)

(cm-2 s-i)

He

U

H

Limiter

Divertor

Limiter

Divertor

Divertor

3 xio i 3

4.7xlOi3

3 xio13

3 xlO i 3

4.7xlO13

3.6xlO13

3.6x1013

1.2x101°
1.2x101°

4.1x109

5.3X109

1.5xlO9

1.9xlO9

1.2x109

3 xlO8

1.3xlOi3

5.6x1012

1.6x1012

2 *IQ12
2.1x1012
2.4x1012

8 xlOll

8 xlO i 2

9 xlQl2

4x1012

1.1x1012
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Table 5.3
ASOEX [50]. Experimental erosion yields evaluated from simultaneous
measurements of the eroded Ni fluence and the impinging neutral particle
fluence as measured with the carbon resistance probe, CRP. The sputtering
yield calculated from the measured average particle energy and sputtering
data of [1] agree well with the experimental erosion yields.

Discharge

Gas Number

D2 #17998-18017

He #17951-75

He #17852-98

Measured
Erosion
(Ni/cm2)

8.3xl0i3

7 x lO "
6 xio13

CRP
Neutrals
(at/cm2)

1.6x1015

3.6x10^

3.7X1011*

E
(eV)

350
360

270

Erosion
Yield

Ni/D(He)

5.2x10-2
0.19

0.16

Sputtering
Yield

Ni/D(He)

3.9x10-2
0.17

0.16

Table 5.4
OITE [39]. Impurity ion fluxes of different charge state Z. Experimental
values from Matthews' probe in DITE edge plasma compared with LIM impurity
code results for different source assumptions (cases defined in text).

Impurity Case

Carbon Exp't.
Model Case

Oxygen Exp't.
Model Case

A
B
C
0
E
F

A
B
C
D
E
F

Z=l

18%
29
75
12
8
5

20

16
27
77
13
8
5

18

Z=2

24
28
16
26
21
15
27

13
20
11
20
14
12
18

Z=3

29
15
4

22
22
22
20

18
15
4

18
18
17
17

Z=4

24
19
3

28
33
37
28

31
12
3

18
21
20
17

Z=5

5
2
4
3
3
5
3

15
9
2

11
14
15
12

Z-6

1
1
9

13
16

6
14
3

14
20
22
17

Z=7

1
2

0.4
3
4
5
3

Z-8

-
1

0.2
2
2
3

Case F = average of A and D with C 6 +
8 0 8 + omitted (to compare with

experiment where these states were not measured).
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Fig. 5.1a: JET. Z .. from bremsstrahlung for shots in 1986 (unti l Apri l)

as a function of n / j [18].

Fig. 5.1b: TFTR. Z e f f versus line-average density (n"e) for high current
(2.2 MA), large .-adius (a = 0.82 m) ohmic discharges [191-

Fig. 5.1c: JT60. Ef fect ive ion charge number Z g f f versus l ine averaged

electron density n for various discharge conditions L'20] .
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Fig. 5.2: JET. Plot of operating conditions in normalilzed current,

normalized density plane, the Hugi l l diagram. qCYL = 5AB/itRI

where A is the cross-sectional area of the plasma (m2), 3.. the

toroidal f ie ld strength (T), R the major radius (m) and I the

plasma current (MA), n is the average electron density (&r3)

[23]". . ,

Fig. 5.3: ASDEX. Measured Ti-fluxes ( • , • ) in front of the neutralizer

plate versus density n for D+ ( le f t ) and H+ (r ight) discharges.

Calculated values for sputtering by thermal (A) and suprathermal

ions (0) are also shown [311 •
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Fig. 5.4: ASDEX. Erosion probe (schematic) consisting of the erosion

target (Ni) and a carbon collector (Papyex) in front of the

target. The carbon resistance probe is placed behind a

diaphragm (1.3 cm diam) and views the whole visible plasma

surface [50].
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Fig. 5.7a: Energy dependence of the sputtering yield of C at room
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Fig. 5.7b: Temperature dependence of the sputtering yield of C at different
energies for 0, 0 and self ions Ci).
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Fig. 5.8: ASDEX. Time dependence of the CIII line intensity in divertor

discharges in D2 (left) and limiter discharges in He, H2 and D2

(right) with otherwise identical parameters [ 3 2]
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Fig. 5.9: TEXTOR. Fluxes from the main limiter for discharges in helium

(experimental points) indicated by (He); curves for discharges

deuterium indicated by (D) are shown for comparison (I = 430
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Fig. 5.10: DUE. Impurity and deuterium line intensities at the wall in
DITE measured in deuterium and helium discharges with I = 100
kA, 8T = 2.0 T 11081 P
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is characteristic for physical sputtering, see Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 5.13: DITE. Integrated spectral line intensities as a function of
probe limiter temperature in successive similar deuterium
discharges at t = 210 ms. Probe limiter at rp. = 25.5 cm, where
heating by the plasma is insignificant £ 3 €

Fig. 5.14: DITE. Radial spectroscopic profiles observed at DITE fixed
limiter (solid line) in D discharge. Code simulation: physical
sputtering (E = 4 eV) (•), chemical sputtering E = 0.5 eV) (o)
[37,100].
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Fig. 5.15: DITE. The thickness of the carbon film deposited on a collector
underneath an ICL (Impurity Control Limiter) tile from a variety
of measurements and the code prediction

Fig. 5.16: JET. Cr I intensity (= chromium influx) and Cr XXII intensity
(- Cr density in the plasma for the cases of sputtered Cr (top
pair) and evaporated Cr (bottom pair)
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Fig. 5.17b: DIVA. Time development of the increase of line intensity from
ionization states of carbon ions in the burial chamber and main
plasma with the methane injection (M.I.) for diverted discharge.

, without in ject ion; , with injection [152].

Fig. 5.17c: DIVA. Temporal behaviour of C I I , C I I I , CIV, CV in divertor
compared with calculation [152].



Fig. 5.18a: DITE. Radial spectroscopic profiles observed at OITE fixed
limiter (solid lines) in He discharge. Code simulation assumes
^ = 0.5 mVs [37,100,1*91..
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Fig. 5.18b: Toroidal viewing of Hel and Hell from puffing of He into OITE He
plasmas from a Probe Limiter [40]. Two radial locations of PL:
r = 0.23, 0.255m. Fixed limiters at r = 0.26m. LIM code

results [..'̂O with different assumptions.
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6. The Radiating Layer

The total fraction of the radiated power Pn which occurs within the

SOL is generally small and although impurity radiation can be significant

in the energy balance of the SOL, typically it is not, (cf section 3). In

small tokamaks, or tokamaks dominated by metals, PR(r) can be substantial

throughout the plasma. For large tokamaks, particularly with carbon

limiters and walls, PR(r) is generally only large in a relatively thin

layer (r "vO.lm), just inside the LCFS. Thus impurity radiation is not

directly important for the energy balance of the core plasma. The edge

radiation, however, appears to determine the maximum plasma density at

which a tokamak can operate. A rather well defined upper density limit is

observed on all tokamaks at which Pn rises rapidly with increasing n ,

reaching levels near the total input power. At the density limit the

plasma usually disrupts, with Ip collapsing extremely rapidly, <. 1 msec.

At densities just below this level, the plasma may "detach" from the

limiter (cf section 6.4) or form a localized radiating zone or MARFE, (cf

section 6.5). In some cases the density limit is associated with MARFEs or

other more gentle collapse of the plasma, rather than hard disruptions.

The power loss of the radiating layer appears to interact in a rather

complex way with the MHD stability of the tokaraak. When temperature

gradients near the q=2 surface are substantially altered, due to radiation

losses, it is thought that magnetic islands grow due to ra/n=2/l, 3/2

tearing modes, and when island overlap occurs, strong radial energy losses

result, disrupting the plasma [1, 2].

Understanding the behaviour of the Radiating Layer is as important as

the Scrape-Off Layer. Unfortunately, the Radiating Layer is less

accessible for diagnostics than the SOL and the experimental data base for

this region is quite sparse. The following sections therefore review only

briefly the gross experimental observations associated with the Radiating

Layer. It is to be hoped that future edge research will give much greater

attention to this region, particularly to the detailed measurement of

plasma density and temperature profiles, and their correlation with local

radiation profiles, PR(r). The precise values of n (r), T (r), T.(r),

PR(r) through the Radiating Layer are probably critical to the
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establishment and stability of this region and control whether disruptions,

detached plasmas or MARFEs occur. Thnse quantities also establish the

boundary conditions for the core plasma, the confinement region. They are

therefore also critical for linking the conditions in the core plasma, with

the SOL plasma conditions - and therefore the linkage between fuel and

impurity influxes and core operating conditions.

6.1 Local Radiation

Radiation occurs locally in the plasma due to the excitation and

subsequent de-excitation of atoms with bound electrons and also due to

bremsstrahlung. In both cases the radiation power increases rapidly with

the atomic number of the atom so that impurities are much more deleterious

than hydrogen isotopes. The amount of radiation at any point can be

characterised by an expression of the form

P(r,z) =n e(r,z). n^r.z) L(T) (6.1)

where n (r,z) and n (r,z) are the local electron and impurity densities and

L(T) is the radiation function which can be calculated from known atomic

physics processes for any given impurity as a function of local electron

temperature [5]. The form of L(T) as a function of temperature is shown in

fig.6.1 for a number of impurities for the case of coronal equilibrium.

These values may be considerably enhanced if the product of density and

confinement time nx is low [6].

Local radiation results in local cooling, changing temperature

gradients and in general causing more heat to be conducted to the radiating

region. The general 1-D power balance equation can be written

P(r) " h (K1 S> + nenmL(T) (6'2)

where P(r) is the deposited power at radius r and K. is the cross field

thermal conductivity (neglecting heat convection, for simplicity).

It has been observed that radiation from the centre of a tokamak

discharge due to high Z impurities can actually cause a hollow temperature

profile to be produced fig.6.2 [7]. Such a profile can only occur in

tokaraaks where the central temperature is relatively low so that the high Z

impurities are not fully stripped of electrons. In large tokamaks with
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high central temperatures and mainly low Z impurities, radiation is

predominantly from the plasma boundary, cooling the edges and steepening

the temperature gradient at large radii. A typical radiation profile from

JET with ohraic heating is shown in fig.6.3 [8].

The presence of edge radiation has the advantage of spreading the

power used to heat the plasma uniformly over the wall rather than being

conducted out and deposited locally at the limiter or divertor plate.

Gibson and Watkins [9] first pointed the advantage of having a cold, high

density radiating layer at the boundary of the plasma. If all the energy

can be lost by radiation and the edge temperature can be kept arbitrarily

low then impurity production due to ion sputtering might be eliminated.

Such an arrangement has been called a "cold plasma mantle". If the product

of the edge density and the blanket thickness can be maintained in excess

of 1019 m'2 then it will also be impermeable to charge exchange neutrals

thus reducing sputtering due to charge exchange neutrals at the walls. In

practice in order to get adequate radiation it is necessary to have

impurity levels of &1018 ra~3 of an impurity of Z ̂  10 (eg neon) and this

gives rise to self sputtering which has a very low temperature threshold.

There is also the problem that there is at present no known way of

preventing the transport of the radiating impurity into the centre of the

plasma, thus causing fuel dilution.

6.2 The role of radiation in determining edge temperature

The overall energy balance in a tokamak can be stated as

PT = PR + Pc (6.3)

where P_ is the total energy input, P_ is the energy conducted and

convected to the edge and Po is the total energy radiated.
K

Pr = r ATc,,(a) n (a)kT (a) « n (a)T (a)3/2 (6.4)
L» LJ D 6 6 6 6

a
PR = 4TT*R J n (r) n (r) L(T) dr (6.5)

o

where Â  is the plasma interaction area at the liraiter, y is the sheath

power transmission factor and m. is the ion mass, j is typically 10 for
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Te » T± (sec. 3).

If we consider that a pure plasma is formed initially, then the

radiation will be due only to hydrogen and hence will be small. Most of

the power will be transported to the edge and the edge temperature will be

high. As discussed in section 5.2, a high edge temperature will result in

higher physical sputtering and other impurity processes leading to an

influx of impurities. These impurities will radiate, leaving less energy

to be conducted to the edge and so the edge will cool. Since the physical

sputtering yield increases with increasing energy a negative feedback loop

is set up, and such a process will regulate the edge temperature. An

approximate analytical description can be presented in the following way

[11]. The ion energy E. arriving at the surface of a limiter is given by

E. = 2T. + 3Q.T (6.6)

where T. is the local ion temperature, (assumed in the following to be

equal to T ), and Q is the average ion charge state. The sputter yield Y
e

is well known from experimental data (cf section 5.2) and can be given by a

number of empirical formulae [12]. One of the simplest is [13].

A(E-ET)
Y = ( F E 7 B 7 (6'7)

where ET is the threshold energy for sputtering and A and B are constants.

Using the relationship between edge density and central density from

section 4.6, we can write the total impurity influx R,

R = AT n (a) Cq(a) Y(E) (6.8)
Li 6 O

To obtain the central impurity density we use the model described in

section 5.4.

R ( X i z + *sol
nm " S 0 1 (6.9)
m A D .

P 1

where A_ = 2rrR.2Tra is the surface area of the confined plasma.
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Using equations 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 the power radiated PR can now be

expressed in terms of the power conducted to the edge.

R e A D, IZ sol
P 1

where V * 2ITR naa is the plasma volume. '

Substituting for P_ in the global energy balance equation (6.3), we

can in principle solve for P_. A numerical procedure, using trial values

of ?n is found to be the simplest method of solving the equations. It is

found that the edge temperature increases as the total power input

increases and decreases as the density increases. A comparison of this

simple model with experimental results from JET is shown in fig.6.4 [14].

The edge temperature also decreases as the atomic number of the injected

impurity increases, as expected.

6.3 The effect of radiation on stability.

It is found experimentally that when radiation exceeds a certain

fraction F of the input power a disruption of the plasma current occurs.

This is widely thought to be a consequence of the peripheral region of the

plasma radiating to such an extent that the temperature profile collapses

[15,16,17], Rewriting equation 6.5 we obtain the critical density n

F.P
n , = * (6.11)

Vnm L(T)

As the density limit is approached Po generally rises rapidly, often

tending to approach ?„. An example from JET, is shown in Fig 6.8.

For a fixed impurity fraction and an ohmically heated plasma eqn (6.11)

leads to a critical density proportional to plasma current, which is in

turn proportional to B/R for a fixed q value. This is the behaviour

derived from experimental data by Murakami [15] and which is incorporated

in the scaling laws of Hugill [19] (Fig 5.2). If the input power is

increased due to additional heating, the critical density would be expected

to rise provided the impurity content does not change. Such an increase

does occur, particularly when there are high impurity levels, but there
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appears to be an absolute limit for all tokamaks given by

p .-» (6.12)
Rq

for R in n and B in Tesla. As the density increases the edge temperature

decreases leading to reduced impurity production and the overall picture

becomes more complicated.

A 1-D model of the situation has been presented by Ashby and Hughes

[20], who point out that the temperature collapses when the local radiation

at the boundary exceeds the heat flux conducted to that radius. The plasma

is divided radially into two regions, a centre region where T >2 keV and

the input power is deposited, and a peripheral region where T <2 keV and no

net power is generated. Integrating equation 6.2 the criterion to prevent

thermal collapse is that the power conducted from the centre Q must be

given by

Q3 = («ee §)> >2 I V e
n m L ( T ) dr (5'13)

The thermal stability of this criterion depends on how the n and n

profiles change and how the temperature gradient steepens as the

temperature profile collapse. The stability is discussed at the end of the

next section.

6.A Detached Plasmas

Detached plasmas have been observed in many tokamaks [21-24]. The

name has been applied to the state where the temperature profile has

contracted in the way expected from the simple analysis of the previous

section. However the interesting thing about the experimentally observed

detached plasmas is that the contracted temperature profile is stable, the

detachment can be obtained by increasing the plasma density to near the

density limit at constant current [23], or by decreasing the current at

constant density [22]. This behaviour is what would be expected on the

basis of equation (6.11). In both cases the equilibrium is rather

delicate, a slight increase in density leading to a density limit

disruption and a slight decrease resulting in a reversion to the attached

state. It has also been demonstrated that the equilibrium can be changed
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by the application of additional heating such as ICRH or neutral beams

[24,25].

Experimentally the detached plasma can be most easily seen by viewing

the plasma tangentially in the visible region of the spectrum, eg using a

TV camera. As the density is raised the radiation from the edge of the

plasma, corresponding to the H^ light from the plasma atoms and the low

ionisation states of the impurities, gradually moves concentrically

inwards. At any arbitrary value of density the radiating layer is

spatially stable. The other characteristics of the plasma are shown as a

function of the time in fig 6.5 for the DITE tokamak. At a constant

current of 105 kA the density was raised approximately linearly to a value

of 3xlO19 nr3 at 340 ms and then kept constant until 500 ms. The plasma

detaches between 150 and 250 ms as observed with the bolometer array,

fig.6.6. Before detachment the uninverted profile is relatively flat with

a slight peak on the inside edge. On detachment the radiation profile

shrinks and moves in radially approximately 50 ram (fig 6.6). On larger

machines such as TFTR the detachment is even more striking as the plasma

can shrink as much as 300 mm from the limiter before disruption occurs

[22]. As the plasma detaches the fJQ remains constant at 0.4 while the

inductance increases from 2.0 to 2.4. This implies that the current

channel is shrinking. However the sawtooth inversion radius, as determined

from the X-ray diode array, increases from < 23 mm at 115 ms to 47 mm at

400 ms. The loop voltage increases from 2.2 to 2.8 volts and the ohmic

power increases by a similar factor. The fact that fL stays constant as

the ohmic power increases indicates that the energy confinement time is

falling.

The edge parameters are shown in fig.6.7. On detachment the edge

temperature decreases, typically from 10 to 15 eV down to 6 to 7 eV. The

profile also becomes much flatter inside the limiter radius. In DITE the

edge density does not change significantly but in other machines it has

been observed to decrease on detachment [24]. Mach number measurements

reveal the presence of strong, large-scale convection on the boundary

between the edge of the detached plasma and the limiter radius.

We have previously discussed the fact that impurity densities

decrease as the plasma density increases. Measurements of the impurity

level at different stages of detachment shows that there is no abrupt

change in the general trend of impurity behaviour on detachment.
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Measurements of impurity confinement time, using Al injected by laser

ablation show that this is not affected by detachment [23].

In general, detachment is most easily induced at high safety factor q.

As q is decreased there is a smaller and smaller margin between the density

at which detachment occurs and the density disruption limit. It appears

probable that when the low temperature region moves in to the radius at

which q = 2, the temperature gradients induce mhd activity which start the

disruption.

The stability of the detached plasma is not yet fully understood. It

appears that as the temperature profile collapses the temperature gradient

increases and the amount of heat conducted to the radiating layer also

increases. For a circular plasma of radius a , and limiter radius aT , the
P L>

energy balance may be written [26]

I>Rp(ap) + 2ir [-Cne(ap)ap-K
L p

where e is the average plasma energy density and R is the plasma

resistance per unit length. The second terra gives the radiation loss and

the third term the thermal conduction loss, TR being the temperature at

which L(T) is a maximum. Linearisation of equation (6.14) with constant I

leads to a stability equation [26] , but it is difficult to determine a

stability criterion because it is not possible to predict the behaviour of

a number of the plasma parameters, eg the density profile, during the

temperature collapse. Experimentally the detached plasma is observed to be

stable in a number of machines. However contraction of the temperature

leads to an increasingly unstable current profile and ultimately a

disruption can result fig 6.8 [26],

6.5 MARFES

The MARFE is another form of intense edge radiation first identified

on ALCATOR [27]. Although it is toroidally symmetric, unlike the case of

detached plasma the MARFE is concentrated at one poloidal position,

normally on the high field side of the tokamak. ASDEX, FT and Dili have

found the MARFE to be on the inside midplane whereas Alcator, JET and TFTR

have observed it to be above the midplane [28]. Since it was first

identified it has been observed on a number of other machines. The
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explanation of the MARFE [27-29, 31] is a temperature instability which is

induced by the T -dependance of the radiation function of low Z impurities

like oxygen and carbon. .. Above a local

temperature of 20 eV the radiation constant for carbon decreases with

increasing temperature. If there is a cool spot at one poloidal location

in the edge plasma then this spot will radiate more and so cool further.

Such a situation is unstable until the temperature decreases to the peak of

the radiation function where it then stabilises. As the volume cools the

temperature gradient increases and more and more heat is conducted along

field lines [27-30] or cross field [31] to balance the power radiated. It

is only at the edge where parallel conductivity is low that such a

phenonomen is possible. The radiation from the MARFE is dominated by the

low ionisation states of oxygen and carbon, consistent with the observation

of very low temperatures. After the onset of a MARFE the amplitude of

density fluctuations increases by 2 orders of magnitude. The density rise

within the MARFE is typically 0.5 to 1.0 times the central density. The

density threshold for the appearance of a MARFE has been found to be given

for a wide range of machines by the simple relationship [28]

n = A. I /naJ (6.15)
em p

The constant A can vary from 0.4 to 0.7, but is typically 0.55. The MARFE

normally preceeds a detachment. If the density is raised further, or the

plasma current lowered, the radiation from the MARFE spreads poloidally and

detachment starts. The reason why the Marfe occurs on the inside midplane

is not obvious. It has been suggested that it is because the cross field

thermal conductivity is greater on the low field side midplane and it is

more difficult for a cold spot to form there [27,30],
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Fig 6.1 Temperature dependence of the total radiated power for

typical impurities showing the increase with the nuclear

charge Z [5]
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Fig 6.5 Plasma parameters for a typical detached discharge in DITE
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Fig 6.6 Chord integrated total radiation intensity for a detached
discharge in DITE with 1^ = lOOkA ng = 3 x 10"m"' [23]
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7. Control of Edge Conditions

The objective of edge studies is control of boundary conditions in order to

optimize the performance of the confined plasma. For present devices, methods

are required for (a) reducing impurities in the confined plasma and

(b) controlling recycling in order to maintain the desired density. For

reactors, erosion rates must also be kept to a minimum. Methods of controlling

edge conditions are reviewed under three categories:

(i) modification of surfaces eg. by discharge cleaning, Section 7.1,

(ii) use of limiter and/or magnetic field shaping eg. pumped limiters,

Section 7.2,

(iii) divertors, Section 7.3.

Surface modification methods such as discharge cleaning, carbonisation, gettering

etc. are relatively inexpensive and effective at reducing impurities and

controlling recycling. Their effectiveness is temporary however, requiring

periodic replenishment. Reactor relevance is therefore in question. Reactor

relevant methods, capable of steady state operation, such as divertors and pumped

limiters, are more expensive and in some cases less effective than the surface

modification methods. In the following sections we will attempt to survey the

principle methods currently used. The reader is also referred to earlier reviews

of conditioning techniques [1,2].

7.1 Surface Modification

7.1.1 Discharge cleaning

Discharge cleaning in various guises is used almost universally to reduce

impurity fluxes from the wall, after exposure to the atmosphere and before

initial tokamak operation. Early work has been reviewed by McCracken and

Stott [1] and by Dylla [3]. The discharge can be of many types e.g. glow

discharge (GDC), pulsed discharge, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharge,

but in each case energetic atoms, ions and electrons are produced which bombard

the walls of the vacuum vessel. Atoms and molecules adsorbed on the wall are

removed by momentum transfer, electronic excitation and chemical interaction.
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These processes are much more effective than baking the vacuum vessel alone since

more energy can be transferred to adsorbed impurity species. In some cases

cleaning efficiency can be further enhanced by using the discharge when the

vessel is hot. Few comparisons of the relative effectiveness of the different

techniques have been made because it is difficult to get a tokamak into an

initial "reproducibly dirty" state. However comparisons of glow discharge

cleaning, Taylor discharge cleaning [4], and ECR cleaning have been made by

Matsuzaki et al on JFT2M [6]. The techniques were compared by examining the

resulting tokamak plasmas, by Auger analysis of surface samples exposed to the

cleaning process and by residual gas analysis. Taylor Discharge Cleaning (TDC)

and ECR cleaning were much more effective at reducing oxygen then GDC. Residual

gas analysis showed that in TDC and ECR cleaning, water molecules were produced

whereas in GDC mainly hydrocarbons were produced. An older summary of the

relative advantages and disadvantages of different types of discharge cleaning

has been given by Cohen [2].

The most widely used cleaning technique is glow discharge cleaning, because

it is reasonably effective and it is so simple to carry out. A variation of GDC

has been developed at KFA Jiilich [7,8] where RF radiation at 10-20 MHz is

simultaneously used to excite the discharge (RF-GDC). By providing more

ionisation with the RF, the glow discharge can be operated at lower pressures

(typically 5x10"* torr), and this causes the discharge to expand throughout the

vessel. It has been adopted on TEXTOR, JET, DITE and TORESUPRA. Evidence from

TEXT(

[8].

TEXTOR indicates that RF-GDC is effective at reducing oxygen levels to "v. 0.3%

Many gases have been used for glow discharge cleaning [1]. Using a heavy

rare gas, such as argon, results in physical sputtering of the surface. While it

is effective at removing absorbed gas it can also lead to thick layers of

sputtered material being deposited on windows, insulators etc. The trend for

many years has been to use light gases, in particular hydrogen isotopes. Here

the cleaning is enhanced by chemical action with the formation of hydrocarbons,

CH4, C,H^ etc, as well as H,0, CO and C03. Since these species are volatile, the

impurities can be pumped away by the vacuum system. More recently it has been

found that in machines where a large area of the wall is covered by carbon

discharge cleaning in hydrogen is dominated by hydrocarbons. It has been

observed empirically that discharges in helium reduce the hydrocarbon production

but still clean up the oxygen - mainly by production of CO [10]. Use of helium
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RF-GDC in JET has enabled oxygen levels as low as 0.1-0.5% to be realised. Use

of helium is less satisfactory if there are larger areas of metal walls, as

sputtered metal contaminates the carbon limiters. Helium discharges have a

further advantage in that helium ion bombardment releases hydrogen isotopes from

carbon [11,12], thus reducing recycling (cf Section 4.6).

7.1.2 Carbonisation and Boronization

Carbonisation was introduced as a method of reducing metal contamination

[13, 65], The technique has recently been reviewed by Winter [9], It

consists basically of running a glow discharge (or RF-GDC) in hydrogen or helium

with typically 20% CHk. The methane is dissociated in the plasma and carbon

atoms are deposited on metal surfaces. A layer of carbon is built up. The type

of layer produced depends on the wall temperature, on the pressure in the

discharge and on the percentage of methane used. Optimum wall temperature is

about 300°C and under these conditions a hard adherent layer of amorphous carbon

referred to as aC:H is formed [14], It typically has 0.4 hydrogen atoms per

carbon atom incorporated in its structure. The use of carbonisation together

with carbon limiters has allowed tokamaks to be operated with virtually all-

carbon walls. A marked reduction in both metal contamination (10-20x) and in the

oxygen level (5-8x) compared with RF-GDC cleaned machines is observed [9].

A drawback of carbonisation is that the high concentration of hydrogen in

the aC:H layer can lead to hydrogen release into the tokamak discharge with

uncontrolled recycling [9]. A large number of discharges is required before the

wall becomes adequately conditioned. The conditioning can be accelerated by the

use of helium GDC after the carbonisation. There are two further potential

difficulties. One is that the right substrate is necessary for a well adhered

layer. Nickel, stainless steel and inconel are satisfactory, but copper

does not form a carbide and is less good [15]. The other difficulty is that in

practice carbonisation only has a finite life. In TEXTOR after a 0.1]am carbon

layer had been deposited the iron concentration was suppressed for about 120

discharges [13]. The lifetime increases proportionally to the thickness but

layers above a few microns thick are expected to have reduced adhesion.

Boronization is a technique similar to carbonisation. When boranes (B2Ht

B,H6) are introduced into a vacuum vessel which is at a temperature of ̂ 400°C

they decompose to deposit a layer of boron on the wall. Boron can act as a
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getter, forming an oxide, and boron thin films will pump both oxygen and hydrogen

at temperatures < 100°C [16]. Boronization as a surface treatment for tokamaks

has been reported by Winter [17]. An RF-GDC discharge was used with a mixture of

boranes and methane ( %). Boronization has been demonstrated to be effective in

reducing the oxygen level in TEXTOR, and it has been found that the beneficial

effects last even after opening the vacuum vessel to atmosphere. This result is

attributed to a low affinity of boronized surfaces for water vapour [17].

7.1.3 Gettering

Gettering is the term used to describe the sublimation of a chemically

active metal onto the walls of a vacuum system to act as a pump. The fresh layer

of metal reacts chemically with many active gases (03, CO, H,, C02 etc) binding

them tightly to the surface. Sequential deposition of gettered layers results in

the gas being buried and in the case of hydrogen it is also removed by diffusion

into the bulk. There are many suitable getters, but those which have been used

most frequently are titanium [1] and chromium [19,20] because of their relatively

high vapour pressure at modest temperatures (Cr, 1300-1600K; Ti, 1500-1850K).

Both are effective at reducing oxygen levels, though titanium is more effective

than Cr for pumping hydrogen. Other getters such as Zr, Nb, Al, B, Be and Li

should be equally effective. Beryllium has been proposed for JET [21] because of

its low atomic number and its suitable evaporation rate. An experiment using Be

as a limiter showed the effects of Be gettering when the limiter was heated to

temperatures at which the Be evaporated [21b]. The alkali and alkaline earth

metals e.g. Li are good getters but their relatively high vapour pressures at

operating temperatures (300°C) may be a disadvantage. Getters do not pump inert

gases (He, Ne etc) or saturated hydrocarbons (eg CH 4).

There is some difference of opinion on surface coverage of gettering

required to be effective. Dylla et al quote data from TFTR [20] which indicate

that it is necessary to cover a large proportion of the surface. It is argued

that the gettered layer reduces the local outgassing. In other experiments

gettering of a relatively small proportion (̂  30%) of the surface area is

sufficient to produce a marked improvement and further coverage does not result

in significant improvement [22]. In PLT it was possible to reduce the plasma

oxygen concentration to s 0.5% in an unbaked machine, compared with an oxygen

concentration of 1 to 2% after T.D.C. [23]. Typically in most tokamaks using
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gettering Z .. has been reduced to Z ~~ t 1.5 [2].

The disadvantage of gettering is that it relatively quickly saturates and in

some machines it has been necessary to getter between every pulse [23]. This may

be even more of a problem in long pulse machines like JET. A further difficulty

is that the thin films of deposited metal tend to flake off when they reach

thicknesses of i 10-100 urn. This results in impurities entering the plasma in a

random manner and can cause disruptions. Thus gettering is not a long term

solution to removing oxygen, but it can be an effective short term solution which

allows reduced oxygen, better density control and access to much higher density

limits.

The reduction in impurity levels in itself allows access to a wide operating

regime [24]. Results for OITE are shown in Figure 7.1.1. However the use of

titanium, which reduces the recycling rate for the fuel ions, necessitates strong

gas puffing to increase the density to the density limit. It may be speculated

that this strong puffing reduces the edge temperature and further reduces

impurity production via sputtering. There is however a clearly defined upper

limit to the plasma density which applies to all tokamaks and which has been

given in equation 6.12.

Non-evaporable getters have also been used in tokamaks. These usually

consist of a layer of Zr-Al deposited on a metal substrate which can be heated.

They have a high effective pumping speed for most active gases. While the

pumping speed for hydrogen can be regenerated by heating to 700°C the speed for

other gases (02, CO, H20 etc.) does saturate and the pumping cartridge has to be

replaced. While they are a convenient way of obtaining a high pumping speed

their use in tokamaks has not been notably effective. A possible application of

non evaporable getters is for the pumping of tritium [25]. The fact that the

tritium is tied up locally and not exhausted into the atmosphere is clearly

advantageous.
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7.1.4 Helium Discharge Conditioning

In order to get high plasma temperatures for a given power input it is

desirable to maintain low plasma densities in the presence of neutral beam

injection. This requires high wall pumping i.e. low recycling rates. It has

been found on TFTR [26] that by operating helium discharges on the inner carbon

wall of the vessel it is possible to desorb a high proportion of the trapped

hydrogen isotopes from the wall. In subsequent deuterium discharges the walls

pump by trapping the deuterium, and low densities can be maintained. The

mechanism of desorption of hydrogen from carbon is thought to be energy transfer

to the lattice atoms by the incident ions. Both helium and carbon ions have been

shown to be effective using ion beams, [11, 12]. The desorption efficiency

increases with mass and with ion energy consistent with calculated energy loss to

the lattice. Unfortunately the technique is time consuming requiring more than

100 discharges in TFTR to fully condition the wall. It is also very short lived

as after a few deuterium discharges the walls are again saturated.

Similar results have been obtained in JET [27], but because of the longer

pulse length, conditioning with helium does not take quite so long. It has been

found advantageous to use long pulse ICRH heating to increase the efficiency of

conditioning [28]. This mechanism should not be confused with the more long term

pumping observed in JET which is attributed at least in part to erosion and

redeposition of carbon with codepositions of hydrogen and carbon [29].

7.2 Limiter and Magnetic Field Shaping

7.2.1 Role of Limiter shape: the Impurity Control Limiter

Conventional limiters are usually curved so that field lines intersect them

at grazing incidence, Figure 7.2.1a. This allows the heat flux to be spread out

over a larger area than for normal incidence, and minimizes the possibility of

cracking, melting or evaporation. However, such a limiter geometry causes

impurities released from the surface to directly enter the plasma since they tend

to come off in a direction normal to the limiter surface. A proposal to change

the geometry in order to reduce the impurity flux from the limiter was put

forward by Bieger et al [30]. A similar design was put forward by Schivell [31].

A more detailed design for an Impurity Control Limiter has more recently been

published by Matthews et al [32]. The field lines intersect the limiter on
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surfaces which face away from the plasma Figure 7.2b. This results in impurity

trajectories being predominantly towards the wall. Some atoms will reach the

wall without ionisation. That fraction which is ionised will be in the SOL and

thus have a lower probability of entering the confined plasma. The disadvantage

of this geometry is the requirement for a narrow leading edge which receives the

maximum heat flux at normal incidence. In order to maximise impurity control

this edge has to be small compared with the power scrape-off length and of the

order of the ion Larmor radius. Such a design is satisfactory in short pulse

machines and its value in reducing the influx of impurities due to limiter

sputtering has been demonstrated on DITE [33]. It was shown that in helium

discharges where liraiter sputtering is the dominant impurity process, the total

radiation from the plasma could be reduced by a factor of 2 over a wide range of

plasma densities. The operation of the Impurity Control Limiter also

demonstrates the value of the correct shaping of divertor plates to minimise

ionisation of impurities. However, because of the high local power loading it is

unlikely to be usable for limiters in steady state operation.

7.2.2 Pumped Limiters

The objective of pumped limiters is to achieve density control and possibly

to achieve pumping of helium in a tokamak reactor with limiters [34]. A

schematic view of a pumped limiter is shown in Figure 7.3. It is superficially

similar to the Impurity Control Limiter, but the leading edge is shaped for

glancing angle of field lines to minimize the heat flux and the surface at normal

incidence is removed approximately one or two power e-folding lengths behind the

LCFS. This is possible because the flux e-folding length is larger than the

power e-folding length and with such a design it is still possible to obtain

5-10% of the total particle flux into the throat of the pumped limiter. An

earlier review of pumped limiters has been given by Mioduszewski [35].

To make an estimate of the fraction of the total particle outflux which can

be removed by a pumped limiter, we consider exponential radial profiles for

density, temperature, power and particle flux in the SOL (cf Section 3). Let us

assume that the value of the power flux at the radius where the limiter surface

is normal to the field lines must be 2 power e-folding lengths behind the LCFS.

(This corresponds to 86% of the total power to the limiter being deposited on the

front facing surface). From the relationship between power, density, temperature

and flux e folding lengths (X , X ,X_ and X_, see Section 3) we can calculate
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A A_ if we know A_,A . Typically A_A varies from 1 to 5 and over this range
p f T n T n
A /A- * 0.67 to 0.85. Let us take A A - = 0.75.p r p r

The fraction of the total flux entering the pumped limiter throat, termed

the exhaust fraction F, is given by

(- f~) dx

exp (- f-) - exp ( - £-)A A

where W is the poloidal length of the limiter and T is the flux density at the

LCFS ie where x = 0, (fig 7.3). From the above discussion we have a = 2A =1.5.

Ar. The value of b will be determined by the width of the throat required for

optimum trapping efficiency. Choosing b = 3A = 2.25 A™ we obtain F = 12%.

The trapping coefficient e is defined as that fraction of the flux incident

on the limiter throat which is actually pumped. In the simple case where we can

neglect plasma effects, ie at low plasma densities, the trapping coefficient is

equal to the ratio of the applied pumping speed to the back conductance into the

plasma chamber. Under these conditions e = 0.5 can be realised [36]. The

overall exhaust efficiency E of the pumped limiter is

E = et F.

For the examples quoted F = 0.12 and e = 0.5, E = 0.06. At higher densities,

ions which are reflected or thermalized at the neutralizer plate have a finite

probability of being ionized in the plasma of the throat. They are then subject

to frictional effects of the arriving plasma ions and the pre-sheath electric

fields (cf section 3). The physics involved is complex and whether the

backstreaming particles escape from the throat or return to the neutralizer plate

('plasma-plugging1) has not yet been fully resolved [35].

Initial experimental measurements were carried out with small passive
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'pumped limiters'; the pressure in the plenum was allowed to rise until the

backflow equalled the incident flux. Early experiments en Alcator A, Macrotor

ISXB and PDX have been reviewed by Mioduszewski [35] and Conn [37]. More

recently pumped liraiters have been used on T10 [38], TEXTOR [39], TFR [40],

PLT [41] and DITE [42]. Pressure rises in the range 10"3 to 3 x 10'3 torr were

observed with the pressure rise being proportional to some power of the density

n between 1 and 2. It was observed that the power dependence was higher with

pumped limiters in which there was a longer throat. This was attributed to

•plasma-plugging1.

Later designs have used pumping in the limiter heads to control the density.

Two designs on ISXB have demonstrated a reduction in the average plasma density

n for a given gas flow rate when the pump was turned on. Results with pumping

on and off are compared in fig 7.4. The presure in the pump plenum falls by a

factor of 5 and the average density is reduced by nearly a factor of 3 [43]. The

ALT I limiter has also demonstrated significant density control [44,43]. The

density fall in the plenum is similar to ISXB. Using measurement of the pressure

and of the incident flux from Langmuir probes it is deduced that between 6.5 and

13% of the plasma outflux enters the ALT I throat. Of this 60% is pumped,

leading to an overall exhaust efficiency between 3.8 and 7.6% and an exhaust rate

of 7x10l9 ions s~l. The different pumped limiter geometries shown in fig 7.5

have been compared on TEXTOR [45]. The particle removal rates vary markedly with

the highest rate of 8 tls'1 being obtained with the single sided "variable

geometry" head at high density. The FG1 head, fig 7.5, had a typical removal

rate of 0.8 tls"1 and the FG II a removal rate of 2 tls"1. Suprisingly, the

material of which the pumped limiter head was constructed also affected the

removal rate, indicating surface pumping. A change from a double sided to a

single sided pumped liraiter in TFR also resulted in increases of a factor of 2 in

the particle removal rate [46] and a reduction of the recycling coefficient from

0.91 to 0.68 with active pumping.

In many of the double sided pumped limiters marked asymetries in the

particle removal rate between the two sides have been noted [38,45]. In T10

these asymetries were attributed to plasma rotation at low densities and to a

poloidal asymetry in the cross field transport at h±g.. density. Because cross

field diffusion is largest on the low field side mid plane of a tokamak [47] the

side of the pumped limiter which is most directly connnected by the field line
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geometry to the region will receive the larger flux. The flux asymmetry reversed

when the nagnetic field was reversed, as expected.

Most pumped limiter experiments have been carried out with relatively small

limiters, typically 10-20% of the poloidal extent of the plasma circumference.

However a complete toroidal limiter ALT II has been installed on TEXTOR [48].

Experimental data indicate that, so far, the pumping capability is similar to

that of smaller limiters [49]. This is at least partly due to the flux e-folding

length being rather small when operating with ALT II. This illustrates a general

point that as the limiter area increases the connection length decreases and

hence the particle e-folding length decreases. The available flux increases only

slowly with limiter size.

As can be seen from fig 4.14, exhaust efficiencies of 10% or better ie edge

recycle refuelling < 10 times core fuelling (by pellets, neutral beams) can

result in peaked plasma density profiles which are effective in increasing net

fusion energy production, and possibly also for improved energy confinement (cf

section 4.1c).

Detailed design studies have been carried out for pumped limiters on

INTOR [50]. Although pumping appears to be adequate for density control, major

difficulties are expected to arise in the control of impurities due LO sputtering

and with evaporation due to disruptions.

7.2.3 Ergodisation of the Boundary Layer

One of the most promising ways of reducing the effects of plasma wall

interaction is to divert the outermost field lines of the confinement system into

another chamber. There are a variety of ways in which this can be done, and

these systems are described in Section 7.3. It was pointed out by Karger and

Lackner [51] that under some circumstances the use of helical poloidal coils

could produce magnetic islands and divert poloidal field lines outside the main

confinement region, Figure 7.6. They proposed that a Resonant Helical Divertor

could be formed using currents which are a small fraction ("vl%) of the plasma

current. This looked a very attractive way of forming a divertor with the

minimum of engineering complications. However their analysis used an infinite

aspect ratio, circular cross-section model. Subsequently it was shown that the

symmetric picture of Figure 7.6 is at least partially destroyed by finite
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toroidal curvature and non circular cross-sections [52]. Under these conditions

the pitch of the field line becomes nonuniform, the q value at a given radius

varies with plasma pressure and the structure of the helical flux surfaces become

"ergodized", i.e. there is a random walk of field lines in the radial direction,

crossing the previously unperturbed flux surfaces. This effect tends to destroy

the divertor action. However, small islands of finite size are present and

experimentally some evidence of divertor action has been observed using a small

scoop limiter in TEXT [53] and in JIPP T-IIU [54], fig 7.7. It is difficult to

increase the island size since the current required increases quadratically with

the spatial extent of the islands. Thus it is unlikely that this approach will

be able to provide any significant effect other than to deflect the field lines

around snail limiters.

The ergodic layer produced by a set of helical coils which are deliberately

designed to break up the magnetic surfaces has been proposed as an alternative

approach to controlling the plasma surface interaction [55, 56]. The

ergodization of field lines is caused by overlapping islands produced by

superposition of the field of a resonant helical winding on the toroidal field.

The principles of the design of the helical coil system to produce the ergodic

layer has been given by Saraain et al [57].

Engelhardt and Feneberg have used a simple model of impurity transport (see

section 5) to show that by enhancing the cross field diffusion in the boundary

outside the last closed surface, a significant reduction in the central impurity

concentration would be produced. The proposed helical winding with m=6, n=2 was

predicted to produce a diffusion coefficient perpendicular to BT of 9 m
2s~J,

possibly an order of magnitude higher than the usual anomalous cross field

diffusion. Because the particle confinement time in the layer is short, any

impurities which are ionised in the layer go rapidly back to the wall. Such an

arrangement has been called an Ergodic Magnetic Limiter. It is important that

the plasma density and temperature in the ergodic layer is maintained at

sufficient level for ionization of the neutral impurity influx. Theoretical

estimates indicate it should be adequate [55, 56] but there is as yet no good

experimental data. A detailed design has been presented for a large ergodic

limiter on TORE SUPRA [58, 59]. Experimental studies on the TEXT tokamak have

demonstrated changes in the heat load pattern on the limiter, reduction in the

confinement of the boundary layer and shielding of impurities [60].
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It was also initially thought that an ergodic layer would lead to more

uniform heat loading on the wall. However, there have not as yet been any full-

scale demonstrations of the operation of such an ergodic limiter and a number of

difficulties may arise. Firstly, the mixing of field lines depends on there

being many toroidal transits. As soon as a material surface is interposed

islands are formed and the heat loading on the wall becomes non-uniform.

Secondly, the ergodization needs to be large in order to be comparable with

anomalous cross-field diffusion. Large amplitude perturbing fields can lead to

plasma disruptions [62]. In general the analyses of the effects of the ergodic

magnetic limiter are not self consistent with respect to impurity production.

They assume a constant impurity production rate. However, any screening of

impurities will result in less radiation from the plasma and hence more power

conducted and convected to the walls probably leading to enhanced impurity

production. This is discussed in more detail in section 6.

7.2.4 Biased Limiter Experiments

Varying the potential of a liraiter, VL, can vary the plasma potential, V_,

since there is a constant potential, ie the sheath potential V , between the

two.

V = V + V..
p s L

Thus if there is only one limiter, varying the limiter potential will only change

the electric field in the SOL between the plasma and the wall. However, if a

small limiter is biased with respect to a main limiter then changes in the local

plasma potential can be induced. Experiments with biased probes have been

carried out on Macrotor [62], TEXT [63] , TOSCA [64]. The aim of these

experiments has been to control the radial electric field in order to improve

plasma confinement.

In Macrotor the use of cold cathodes or hot filaments to inject electrons

resulted in significant variations of the radial profile of potential [62]. By

biasing the plasma negative with respect to the edge the radial transport of both

hydrogen and impurity ions could be reduced, leading to an increase in density

and accumulation of impurities. The increase in impurity concentration resulted

eventually in disruptions. Reversing the bias caused strong hydrogen outflux and

a reduction in the plasma density.
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Similar effects have been observed in TEXT [63]. A probe limiter (120 mm

diameter) was put 15 mm radially inside the main poloidal limiter and biassed

positive and negative. The negative bias resulted in an increased particle

confinement time for both plasma ions and impurities. This was attributed to a

local reduction in the outward particle flux due to reduced electrostatic

turbulence. The impurity confinement in the centre of the plasma (measured using

laser ablation injection of impurities) does not change as a result of the

biasing.

In contrast to the above two experiments, results from TOSCA [63] showed no

measurable effect of liraiter bias on the level or the spectrum of density

fluctuations or plasma potential fluctuations. Positive and negative biases were

applied between the limiter and the vessel wall or between electron and ion drift

sides of a split limiter. The biasing did change the mean level of V, at probes

both near and far from the limiter.
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7.3 Divertors
7.3.1 Introduction

The use of conventional limiters to define the Last Closed Flux
Surface, LCFS, encounters two principal deficiencies:
1. Impurities. Much of the plasma-surface interaction occurs at the l imiter

which is in direct, v i r tual ly unshielded contact with the main plasma.
2. Pumping. Auxiliary heating can raise the main plasma density to the

density l imi t and a means of edge pumping the hydrogen is therefore
required. In the DT phase of operation the He ash must also be
continuously pumped. Conventional l imiters provide only limited
opportunities for achieving edge pumping.

The divertor provides a means of dealing with the two intr insic
deficiencies of l imiters. Several divertor configurations have been
proposed and/or studied [26,27]. The discussion here is restricted to the
favoured poloidal divertor configuration, Fig. 7.8. An external coil
carries a current 1^ parallel to the plasma current Ip, thus diverting
the poloidal magnetic f ie ld and creating a magnetic nul l . A magnetic
separatrix thus defines the LCFS. Flux surfaces outside the LCFS can be
conveyed some distance away from the main plasma — perhaps into a separate
divertor chamber — where the plasma-surface interaction occurs at the
divertor target plates. In other divertor configurations, external magnetic
coils can be used to divert the toroidal magnetic f i e ld . However, the
poloidal divertor enjoys several advantages: (a) toroidal symmetry, (b)
large target area, (c) the external f ie lds need only be of order B - j ,
rather than B.

Because the location of the principal plasma-surface interaction is
now remote from the main plasma, the latter can, in principle, be kept
cleaner. By conveying the plasma exhaust stream into a separate chamber,
the neutralization at the plates can result in a build-up of the pressure of
the neutral gas in the divertor chamber, fac i l i ta t ing eff icient pumping.

The in i t i a l poloidal divertor studies on ASDEX and PDX [1] employed
such "closed" divertor geometry, Fig. 7.9. I t was demonstrated on Di l i
[12,28] (not shown) , however, that an "open" divertor geometry, Fig. 7.9,
can achieve the same benefits as the closed one. I t appears that, provided
the "plasma fan" striking the divertor plate is sufficiently extended, and
is sufficiently dense, then both the hydrogen and the impurities re-cycling
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at the plate are trapped locally by the strong Ionization in the fan. The
divertor plasma fan can be quite voluminous owing to the expansion of the
poloidal flux surfaces and the (potentially) large wall/X-point distance,
see Fig. 7.9. Since the open divertor configuration requires less vessel
volume i t is favoured for future reactor designs such as ITER [29]. I t has
also been employed on JET [9] which, although not originally designed as a
divertor tokamak, required relatively minor modifications to achieve the
open, "X-point", configuration, Fig. 7.9.

A th i rd , unanticipated divertor benefit was discovered on ASDEX:
[17,75] the H-mode. Normally for l im i te r discharges, t . decreases with
additional heating; compare Figs. 7.10a and 7.10b. Operating with a
d i v e r t o r , and wi th s u f f i c i e n t l y high beam power, a high xE mode was
discovered, Fig. 7.10. This H-mode has since been reproduced on other
divertor tokamaks — Di l i [30], PDX [31], PBX [32], JET [ 9 ] , JT60 [10],
JFT-2M [33], DIII-D [53] — and although i t was originally thought to be
unique to the divertor configuration, i t has recently been demonstrated
using an inner wall l imiter in JFT-2M [34] and D-III-D [94].

In the following three sections, we review the experimental evidence

with regard to five key edge plasma features of divertor operation:

(a) the achievement of a cold, dense plasma at the divertor plate,

(b) the achievement of strong gas compression in the divertor region,

(c) impurity control,

(d) edge conditions and the H-mode,
(e) the high re-cycling divertor.

7.3.2 The Cold Divertor Plasma
Experimentally, a strong temperature gradient has been observed

[35,36] along the divertor SOL from the zone near the main plasma, to the
diver tor target , F ig . 7.11. Assuming the pressure is constant along B, a
strong density gradient would also be anticipated, and is found, Fig. 7.11.
Such an operating regime has the following attractive features:

(a) The temperature of the plasma actually in contact with the surface can
be quite low, reducing sputtering.

(b) The temperature of the edge plasma in contact with the main plasma can
be relatively high, thus maintaining higher temperatures in the main
plasma; i t also appears that a high edge temperature is required for
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the H-mode, perhaps because the shear stabilization near the separatrix,

postulated to be critical, is only effective at high temperatures [26,

93, 94].

(c) Shielding: the high plasma density in the divertor reduces the

probability of neutral (hydrogen and impurity) escape into the main

plasma, yielding several benefits:

(i) gas compression is improved, aiding pumping;

(ii) contamination of the main plasma by plate material is

reduced;

(iii) charge-exchange processes in the main vessel are reduced,

reducing wall sputtering by ex neutrals;

(iv) the edge of the main plasma is not cooled by the atomic

processes associated with the re-cycling of hydrogen and

impurities.

While the experimental evidence for the achievement of these strong

gradients is often clear, the reason for their existence is less evident.

We need to know if such gradients can be expected for reactor conditions and

whether they could also be achieved with limiters. We therefore consider

some simple analytic modelling of the divertor. More extended analytic

modelling has been presented in the literature [12,26], together with

extensive numerical (code) analyses [23,27,37-41,74,90]. Here we consider

the most simplified model capable of reproducing the basic features of the

divertor, i.e., the strong gradients along the SOL. The analysis uses three

equations:

1. Pressure balance:

n.T. = 0.5 n T (1)
d d u u

2. Sheath heat transfer:

fp
A = * nd kTd csdASOL

3. SOL parallel heat conduction:

7/2 = 7/2 + 7PL
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where d - subscript indicates conditions at the divertor plate;

u - subscript indicates upstream conditions, i.e., for the SOL near

the main plasma;

P - power entering the SOL from the main plasma;

fP - power reaching the plates, i.e., (l-f)P represents volume

energy losses in the divertor plasma;

A 5 0 L - effective area of SOL for carrying power = 4nR\ B /By, i.e.,

SOL area projected perpendicular to 15;

L - connection length * uRq;
5/2K - ic T is the parallel heat conductivity where < = 2000/Z ~

(for units of power density in W/m2, T in eV) (Spitzer [42]).

The pressure balance equation (1) assumes that total pressure,

nT(l + M 2 ) , is conserved along B where M = Mach number and that M. = 1,

M = 0 . The heat conduction equation (3) is the solution of

fe'.E*-" (4»
with one boundary condition being

• dz u ASOL

i . e . , for simplicity, all of the power is assumed to enter at the upstream
end of the flux tube. The second boundary condition is given by Eq. (2).

I t has been assumed that heat is conducted rather than convected
along the SOL. Neglect of convection is just i f ied here because the
ionization of the re-cycled hydrogen is assumed to occur very close to the
diver tor plate due to the high value of n.. This causes M to remain very
low over ,-nost of the length of the SOL, only rising rapidly to unity through
the narrow zone of ionization in front of the plate [66]. One reason why i t
is d i f f i cu l t to achieve strong T-gradients for the limiter configuration is
that i t is more d i f f i cu l t to ioni2e the re-cycling neutrals entirely within
the rather narrow SOL at the limiter (compared with the large divertor
plasma fan) and much of the re-ionization occurs inboard of the LCFS, see
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Sec. 5. Thus M remains relatively high along the length of the l imiter SOL
and convection tends to reduce T-gradients.

By combining Eqs. ( l ) - (3 ) , i t can be shown [63,68,69] that the
existence of a significant temperature gradient, T > 2T., requires that one
satisfy the cri ter ion

m-2 e V -2

Assuming that Z f f and L are not l ikely to vary greatly between machines and

that T must not be too low, say = 100 eV, in order to maintain a

suff ic ient ly hot plasma at the separatrix for the H-mode then this cr i ter ion

indicates that there are essentially only two ways to achieve a strong

T-gradient: high edge densities and/or high volume energy losses. I t

appears that machines such as ASDEX and Di l i have often exploited small

values of f while reactor designs such as INTOR assume high edge densities

as a means to the same end.

On ASOEX [44,45], PDX [86] and Di l i [43] strong volumetric power

losses have been measured in the divertor region, Fig. 7.12, with f fa l l ing

to =0.15 at the highest plasma densities. The nature of these losses is not

entirely clear. On ASDEX, impurity and hydrogenic radiation appears to be

small, implying that neutral particle (Franck-Condon and charge-exchange

neutral) losses are responsible. On D i l i , radiation appears to be able to

account for the loss. Unless the plasma temperature fal ls to a very low

value, < 5 eV, then the volume losses associated with hydrogenic re-cycle

cannot re-direct very much of SOL input power away from the plate (c. f . Sec.

3.6.1). This l imitation on the role of volume losses is made clear in an

example taken from an INTOR study [47] where essentially al l of the

ionization of the re-cycled hydrogen occurred within the divertor;

nevertheless the power to the plate s t i l l constituted 872 of the power into

the SOL. This INTOR divertor plasma, however, was s t i l l relatively hot,

~25 eV, while the ASOEX temperatures were much lower, Fig. 7.11, and in the

range where volume losses are more important [46].

Me may i l lustrate the cr i ter ion, Eq. (6), using representative

values: for ASDEX, Z f f • 2, ny = 1019 m"3, L = 10 m, f = 0.15, T̂  = 100

eV, which gives F = 1.5xlO17 irr2 eV"2; for the INTOR example - f = 1, ny =
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5*1019 n r 3 , Tu = 100 eV, Z f i f f = 1, L = 20 m, which gives F = lxlO17 nr2

eV~2. For these two cases, then, T-gradients are achieved by two different
means. ASDEX has also been operated in regimes with strong T-gradients,
but with l i t t l e volume energy loss, f = 1, and only moderately high density,
n = 1019 m -3 ; in such cases, however, T < 100 eV, Eq. (6). Examples of
these cases are given in F ig . 7.13 where n , T , T and F are plotted as
functions of r [ s-1 n r 2 ] , the neutral flux in the divertor chamber. F was
ca lcu la ted assuming Z L/f = 20 m. As can be seen from this F i g . ,
significant temperature gradients only occur when F > 1017 m-2 eV-2.

With regard to the feasibi l i ty of achieving strong gradients in

l imiter configurations: neither mechanism is as readily implemented as with

a divertor. Confining volume energy losses to the SOL near the l imiter is

d i f f i c u l t , as discussed above. Operation with a high value of n may be

possible, say a few 1019 m-3; however, i f a high T /Td ratio is in fact

achieved, the result wi l l be a high ratio of n./n . In this case a high-n,

plasma would then be directly in contact with the main plasma — rather than

being remote and not directly coupled as in the divertor configuration.

Such a high edge density plasma localized near the l imiter would, to some

degree, force the main plasma density up, possibly to disruptive levels.

Therefore, the achievement of a high gradient SOL in a l imiter configuration

would appear to be d i f f i cu l t .

7.3.3 Gas Compression in the Divertor
Both for reasons of plasma density control and in order to remove the

fusion product He, i t is necessary to pump away a significant fraction of

the total particle outflow from the plasma [48]. During a discharge the

neutral pressure near the walls is generally very low [26,54], of order 10-6

mb or less, and so the required pumping speed may be prohibitively large

unless some plasma-induced compression can be achieved. The divertor

configuration has been demonstrated to produce such compression both for

hydrogen, as well as for He seeded into the gas feed, Fig. 7.14 [26]. During

this ASOEX discharge the H2 compression ratio between main chamber and
divertor was about 100, while the He ratio was ~20. Such strong
compressions have also been demonstrated on an open divertor tokamak,
D i l i [12,28] and DIII-D [54], where the large plasma fan appears to be as
effective at retaining the gas locally as the closed-off volume of ASDEX.
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On Di l i [28,49] the question of He-enrichment by the divertor has also been
examined; the He-enrichment factor n,, is defined as:

nHe/nH (d 1 'v e r t o r)
nHe = "hje^H (Plasma)

Results in Fig. 7.15 [26] indicate some de-enrichment, nevertheless the He

compression i tse l f is an order of magnitude or more, for the Single Null

(SN) configuration.

On JT60, [51,98] operated with a closed d iver tor , hydrogen

compressions of up to 45 have been achieved in L-mode operation. The

divertor chamber is pumped with Zr/M. getters which provide a pumping rate

of 6.8 m3/s. In L-mode operation this provided sufficient particle removal

to t o t a l l y compensate for the large neutral beam fueling (75 keV, 20 MW H )

and so density control was readily achieved with a gas puff valve. By

contrast , for l im i te r operation the neutral beam injection caused n to

increase by more than 50%. During H-mode operation gas compression dropped

to ~20 which was insufficient to compensate the beam fueling.

7.3.4 Impurity Control by Divertors

The original motivation for the divertor concept was the achievement
of lower central impurity levels than could be obtained with a l imiter.
We may consider the evidence in two categories: (a) direct comparison of
Z , f values for l im i te r and diver tor configurations, and (b) specialized
impurity studies employing divertors. with regard to direct comparisons,
the evidence for cleaner plasmas is mixed and not entirely convincing.
Specialized divertor impurity studies, on the other hand, indicate that the
expectations of improved impurity control are largely f u l f i l l e d . I t
appears, therefore, that the potential of divertors to achieve cleaner
plasmas may exist but that fu l l realization of this potential requires
careful optimization. On the other hand, a number of deleterious processes
peculiar to impurity behaviour with divertors have been identified in recent
years, and i t may also be the case that, when all processes are taken into
account, the divertor configuration may not be intr insical ly superior
compared to limiters regarding achievement of central plasma purity.
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Turning f i r s t to the evidence regarding direct comparisons of

divertors and l imiters: the earliest experiments on PDX [1] and ASDEX [2]

showed a reduction of pi ate/1imiter metals in the central plasma. PDX [3 ] ,

with t i tanium l i miters /plates showed a reduction of Z -- from 3.1 to 1.7

while central Ti levels dropped an order of magnitude. Di l i [ 4 ] , employing

inconel showed a similar drop in Mi. On T-12 [91] , transfer of the plasma

from the limiters to the divertor caused the radiation loss to decrease by a

factor of 2-3. On ASDEX [5] a comparison was made between divertor (Ti

plate) and toroidal l imiter (graphite) operation, Fig. 7.16. As the

distance M between the single-null plasma and the l imiter was reduced, Z g ^

increased dramatically, from ~2 to ~6. On PDX [6 ] , carbon rai l or bumper

l im i te rs showed s ign i f i can t l y higher Z . . than the Ti divertor operation,

Fig. 7.17. These early comparative studies thus seemed rather convincing.

I t now appears, however, that the limiters were not operated optimally in

these studies. Further studies carried out on PDX with better conditioned

and cooled carbon limiters showed l i t t l e apparent difference between l imiter

and divertor configurations, Fig. 7.18, leading the authors to note " . . . the

impurity control advantage of the divertor is no longer obvious for PDX

discharges". (The authors also noted, however, that the PDX l imiter

discharges tended to be at higher n , and since Z c* is almost universally

observed to decrease with n , the comparison may s t i l l be interpreted to

favour d iver tors . ) With regard to the very high Z f , ~ 6 found on ASDEX

using a graphite l imiter, Fig. 7.16, this would also appear to be associated

wi th a poorly conditioned l im i t e r . JET [ 8 ] , operating at the same nfi

(2.2*1019 m-3) and with a well conditioned graphite limiter produces Z e f f ~

2 values, Fig. 7.19. JET [9] operated with an open divertor configuration

in fact gives higher values of Z _- than for l imiter operation, Fig. 7.19

(although in this case i t is probably the divertor operation which has not

been optimized). JT60 [10] operated with graphite limiters or divertor

plates shows l i t t l e difference in Z . . values, Fig. 5.1c (although again

divertor operation has probably not been optimized since the X-point is on

the outward side of the plasma). Interestingly, when JT60 was operated with

metal walls, TiC+Mo, the divertor showed a remarkable superiority over

l imiter operation [10]: the main chamber radiation was reduced from ~50% of
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the power input to only 5-10%. As with the ASDEX and POX results, diver tor
effectiveness appears clearest for metals.

With regard to direct l imiter-divertor comparisons then, one may
conclude:

( i ) overall , the evidence for a difference is not convincing;
( i i ) such comparisons are, however, very d i f f i cu l t to interpret since i t

is rare for both configurations to be optimized;

( i i i ) for all-metal machines the evidence for superior divertor performance

is good but for carbon machines there is no obvious difference.
The problems encountered in a direct l imiter-divertor comparison can

be avoided, while s t i l l shedding l ight on the question of divertor impurity
control, by carrying out specialized divertor studies aimed at directly
testing for certain predicted effects. One important type of divertor
impurity study involves puffing of an impurity gas, e.g., Ne, Ar, into
either the main chamber or the divertor region and measuring the abi l i ty of
the divertor to retain, confine or concentrate the impurity. This has been
carried out on ASDEX [11] and Di l i [4,12] with quite convincing results,
Fig. 7.20. For the ASDEX tests, the Ne level in the main plasma is three
times greater in the absence of divertor operation. On Di l i [12] i t was
found that the retention capability of the open divertor increased strongly
with n , The anticipated key a b i l i t y of a divertor to remove impurities
from the main plasma and to retain them, thus appears to be well
established.

Closely related tests focus on the abi l i ty of the divertor to retain
the intr insic impurities, i .e . , those produced at the plates. Despite the
strong cooling of the divertor plasma, plate sputtering is s t i l l observed to
occur, see Fig. 5.4, Sec. 5. When titanium plates were used in ASDEX i t was

not possible to test for Ti-retention since the main vessel walls had been
already contaminated. A change to copper in the ASDEX divertor has now
permitted a retention test L13}. The Cu influx measured at the plates is
found to decrease with increasing n , F ig . 7.19. The central plasma Cu
content, however, decreases much more rapidly, Fig. 7.22. Quantitative
analysis indicates that at the lowest densities about 15% of the sputtered
Cu reaches the core plasma while at the highest densities this fa l ls to only
about 0.3%. Impurity deposition detectors distributed at various locations
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in ASDEX showed that, integrated over many discharges and various
conditions, only about 10% of the eroded plate material was deposited on the
main vessel walls [52], The expected capability of a divertor to retain i ts
own impurities is thus also confirmed (although whether this retention is
effective enough in the H-mode is unclear, see below).

What prevents a more dramatic and clear-cut demonstration of overall
divertor superiority? As already indicated, the lack of f u l l , optimized
comparisons is part of the problem. This is probably not the complete
explanation, however, since comparisons of different machines — ones
optimized for divertor operation vs. others for limiters — s t i l l show no
clear-cut superiority. The explanation may l ie in a number of impurity
processes not originally anticipated:

( i ) Wall sputtering by charge-exchange neutrals.
As discussed in detail in Sec. 5, a comprehensive set of studies on
ASDEX [14] identif ied ex sputtering of the walls as the principal
source of central impurities in hydrogen discharges (for He
discharges, ion sputtering at the divertor entrance shield was also
important). Presumably, for a divertor tokamak which was actually
operating with complete re-cycle in the divertor, there would be no
ex wall sputtering — so the implication for reactor operation is not
clear,

( i i ) H-mode impurity accumulation.

A divertor tokamak can be particularly susceptible to even small
impurity sources, since impurity accumulation [15] can characterize
the H-mode [16,76], and can result in radiative collapse of the
discharge [17,18]. In PBX [20] accumulation is also seen in the
L-mode. I t can therefore be cr i t ica l to explain and control even
relatively small influxes [56], particularly of the highly radiating
medium- and high-Z impurities; thus the importance of the detailed
Fe and Cu ASDEX studies. In order for accumulation not to reach
disruptive levels i t is estimated [15] that the metal fraction before
the H-mode starts must not exceed = lO"4 , while a level of ,< 2% is
tolerable for C and 0. The problem of impurity accumulation may,
however, not be a problem exclusive to divertors: a variety of high
T£ modes on ASDEX, such as pe l le t in jec t ion , counter neutral
injection heating and IOC (improved ohmic confinement) also result in
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accumulation [15].
There are, however, H mode conditions where no impurity

accumulation takes place. For DIII-0 [55] i t is found that regular,
sporadic expulsion of particles and energy into the edge (ELM's, Edge
Localized Modes) tends to purify the plasma. Unfortunately, the peak
heat loads on the plates during the ELM bursts can reach extremely
high levels, > 30 MW/m2, with risk of plate melting.

( i i i ) Counterstream forces on impurities in the divertor.
In the simplest picture the impurities are entrained in the highly
coll isional hydrogenic flow to the divertor plate and are thus held
at the plate. Unfortunately, the strong paral le l - f ie ld temperature
gradient results in a force on the impurities which pushes them away
from the plate [21,22]. At the same time the hydrogenic f r ic t ional
force is substantially reduced in i ts effectiveness by operation of
the divertor in the high re-cycling mode. In the 1-D picture this
mode causes most of the SOL and divertor plasma to be nearly
stagnant. In the 2-D picture the situation is s t i l l more serious
since a re-circulating pattern becomes possible with back-streaming
of the hydrogenic plasma occurring at some radial locations [23-25].
Whether these theoretical ly- identif ied processes can account for the
observed divertor retent ion l imi ta t ions has not yet been
demonstrated. Extrapolation to reactor conditions is therefore s t i l l
less certain,

( iv) Suprathermai ions and electrons.

The bulk of the plasma adjacent to the divertor plate may be quite

cold, but fast, "suprathermal" ions and electrons —which are rather

collisionless — can penetrate to the plates from the main plasma SOL

where T is high. The resulting sputtering due to the fast ions can

exceed that due to the cold plasma ions in the divertor [50], while

the fast electrons can melt the plates. Such problems should,

however, be avoidable by operating at sufficiently high (density)

conditions and/or by magnetically sweeping the plasma fan across the

plates.

7.3.5 Edge Conditions and the H-Mode

I t was f i r s t observed on the ASDEX divertor tokamak [77], that when

suff iciently high neutral beam injection power was applied, the energy
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confinement time T £ suddenly increased from the low T £ value usually

characteristic of auxiliary-heated tokamaks (L-mode). One of the clearest

signals of the onset of this high-x^, H-mode, is an abrupt decrease in the

edge H s ignals , implying reduced losses to the edge. The threshold power
a

required to achieve an H-mode has been found [75,77,78,84,79] to depend on

B , n , heating method (ohmic, neutral beam, ICRH, ECH), hydrogen isotope,

d i rec t ion of the ion VB d r i f t , distance between the X-point and the wal l ,
and I .

p

The H-mode is characterized by steep density and temperature

gradients near the separatrix [57,82, 93, 94], Fig. 7.23. Related to th i s ,

the transport coefficients near the edge can decrease dramatically; onDI I I -D , for example, D drops about an order of magnitude to =0.03

from ohmic conditions [80]; on ASDEX [81] , x, and D decrease about a factor

of six (H/L comparison); on JET [83] i t is found that the decreased

transport is only just near the edge. These n and T "pedestals" [57,58]

increase the energy content of the plasma, resulting in the higher x£ of the

H-mode. Various models [26,59-63] attempt to explain how an H-mode

equilibrium state is possible and how a transit ion to "it is triggered. I t

is not evident that the H-mode is triggered by changes originating in the

edge. I t is clear, however, that certain edge processes are characteristic

of the H-mode. The high edge temperature appears to be c r i t i ca l [93, 94].

3y moving the ASDEX separatrix closer to a l imi ter , the edge temperature was

cooled and an abrupt loss of the H-mode resulted, Fig. 7.24 [57]. 3y

puffing impurities into ASDEX a similar loss of the H-mode could be produced

[57] , evidently due to edge cooling. The achievement of the H-mode in the

f i r s t place requires a certain minimum energy input [59] from auxil iary

heating — apparently to overcome edge heat losses. I t has been

demonstrated on JFT-2M [99] that the neutral beam power threshold for

producing the H-mode can be substantially lowered i f localized electron

cyclotron heating of the plasma just inside the separatrix is suff icient to

raise the temperature there to 360 ± 40 eV.

The nature of the hydrogenic re-cycling also appears to be c r i t i ca l

— possibly because of the cooling associated with the ionization. The

general signal of the onset of the H-mode is a sharp drop in the H signal
a

at the plates — indicating improved particle confinement time and reduced
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re-ionization processes. A particularly illuminating study was carried out

on POX [58] showing the importance of the location of re-cycling. As

original ly operated, POX employed a rather "leaky" divertor chamber and

since the divertor plasma fan was not very large [27], the ab i l i ty to

achieve retainment of hydrogen in the divertor region was not good. The

H-mode could not be achieved with this configuration. By blocking the gas

passages connecting the divertor and the main chamber, the H-mode was

achieved. The quality of the H-mode could then be degraded by gas puffing

so as to raise the main chamber pressure a r t i f i c i a l l y , Fig. 7.25 [58]. On

DIII-D [64], the re-cycling hydrogen was reduced by pre-conditioning the

large graphite surfaces using He glow-cleaning discharges, so as to release

the trapped hydrogen; th is raised -ĉ  in the H -mode by 10-15%. When the

graphite coverage was increased to 40%, i t was then only with such

conditioning that an H-mode could be achieved. On JFT-2M the edge neutral

density was reduced by eliminating gas input from the gas injectors —

leading to a l imiter H-mode and a low power divertor H-mode [34], Recently

the ASDEX divertor design was altered to provide a larger gas conductance

from the divertor chamber back to the main chamber. As a result, the gas

compression effect was greatly reduced and the H-mode has been essentially

lost [65].

I t thus appears to be important to keep the re-cycling neutrals away

from the main plasma, to keep edge radiation low and to provide sufficient

heating power to overcome these energy losses to the point where the high

edge temperatures, evidently cr i t ica l to the H-mode, are achieved. Since

the L -> H transition is abrupt, the effect evidently involves a bifurcation

which becomes possible when a minimum edge temperature is achieved. A

possible explanation of such a bifurcation and the role of edge -~e-cycle is

given by the work of Hinton [60, 75]. When the cooling effect of ''e-cycle

is low, values of T̂  near the separatrix can become large enough for the

ions to become coll isionless, and to behave neo-classically. In this case:

( i ) The ion energy transport across the separatrix has two possible
solutions [60] - a low-gradient and a high gradient solution,

( i i ) The ion grad-H dr i f t can be effective, which should manifest i tse l f in

an up-down asymmetry in flows into single-null divertors located at

the top or bottom of the torus - an effect which has in fact been
observed [75, 78].
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Rebut et al [85] propose a different mechanism of bifurcation in which two
solutions for heat transport near the separatrix exist: one with high edge
temperatures a few em's inside the separatrix (~1 keV) with electron
transport dominating and one with comparatively colder temperatures (~25O
eVj, with ion transport dominating. The bifurcation, however, is only
accessible for such high absolute temperatures near the edge, indicating a
power threshold in approximate agreement with observation.

The phenomenology of the H-mode, and models to explain i t , have
recently been reviewed [93, 94].

7.3.6 The High Re-Cycling Divertor

In the l imiter configuaration the re-cycle ionization occurs near the

l imi ter , and thus also near, or in , the main plasma. For the divertor

configuration i t is possible, by operating at high density, to arrange for

*' " re-cycle ionization to occur near the divertor plate, hence, at a

location well removed from the main plasma. Although the evidence is

incomplete and contradictory, i t appears that the cross-field plasma

transport is influenced by the location of ionization. In ASDEX, a new high

-Tr d i v e r t o r regime has been reported, the IOC [71] (Improved Ohmic

Confinement) regime. This is achieved by reducing the gas puff early in

the discharge, leading to a change in the particle transport parameters, D

and v. , in such a way as to result in more peaked density profi les. The

la t te r in turn appears to explain the observed higher T F , perhaps due to

stabil ization of ion-temperature-gradient modes.

Pel let in ject ion .has often been observed to increase xp , see ref.
72 and references therein. In recent ASDEX [72] pellet experiments the
improvement in xF was found to correlate with achievement of the high
re-cycling mode in the divertor. When, by contrast, the tokamak was
operated with strong gas pumping in the divertor, so that the ionization in
the main vessel constituted a significant fraction of the total — then lower
T_ values resulted. On the other hand, pellet experiments on D-III [73, 92]
were associated with reduced re-cycling and reduced edge densities.

While the picture is not clear, i t appears that i t can be
advantageous to manipulate the location of the re-cye'le ionization, from the
viewpoint of influencing the energy confinement properties of the plasma.
One of the advantages of the divertor, in that case, is the abi l i ty to
effect such manipulation.
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7.3.7 Conclusions

It appears that the divertor configuration has one proven and

critically important advantage compared with conventional limiter operation:

gas compression and thus more efficient pumping of hydrogen and helium. The

effectiveness of divertors at achieving significantly cleaner plasma

conditions compared with limiter tokamaks remains to be demonstrated. The

energy confinement benefit of the H-mode is negated if impurity accumulation

cannot be controlled.

Clearly divertors are, in principle, more flexible instruments of

edge plasma control than conventional limiters. The edge plasma conditions

of reactors may be significantly different than any conditions encountered

in present machines — whether those operated with limiters or divertors.

New possibilities for manipulation of edge behaviour will probably present

themselves in these new conditions, provided that some relatively active,

flexible instrument such as a divertor is available.
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heating [26] .

Fig. 7. ]] ASOEX. Radial prof i les of temperature T and density n at two

Characteristic positions along the scrape-off layer, namely in

the torus mid-plane (n , , T . ) and in the divertor chamber (n . ,

T ) for a beam heated discharge (P,.T = 2.5 MW). The mid-plane
ed Nl

values are measured by laser scatter ing, the divertor data are

obtained from a Langmuir probe. The insert shows the location

for the measurements [26] .
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Fig. 7.12: Fraction of the heating power in the loss channels main plasma
radiation (RAD), divertor radiation (RAD ) and deposition onto
the target plates (DEP) for ohmically (PQH = 0.4 - 0.5 MW) and
beam heated (?m = 2.1 MW) ASDEX discharges [26].

Fig. 7.13a: ASDEX. Mid-plane separatrix density n ers function of the

neutral f lux density rQ in the divertor chamber (deuterium,

qn = 1.2xio7
 WITT2). Measured values for ohmic discharges

(symbols) are compared to simulations for fixed power input, but
varying atom and molecule sticking factors ( 5, . 1 ;

-3, .02; .01, .02) [70]. Different symbols
indicate different discharges.

Fig. 7.13b: ASDEX. T values for the same conditions as Fig. 7.13a. T is
e es

average value of mid-plane temperature. T is average value of
target plasma temperature. F is defined in Eq. (6).
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Fig 7.15 He e n r i 'cn i l ien t relative to hydrogen for the XB (closed symbols)
and the SN (open symbols) configuration of D i l i . Neither
configuration shows He enrichment; the XB-configuration shows He
de-enrichment at higher plasma density [26].
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JET
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Fig. 7.20 Comparison of the NeX-radiation in l imiter and divertor

discharges of ASDEX. The Ne gas valve opened at 0.8 sec for 6

msec [26].

Fig. 7.21 ASDEX. Total Cu f lux plotted against ne in the case of H+, 0+

discharges [heated by both OH and NI (H° * 0+)] and under
condition of carbonized and bare metal main chamber walls [13].

Fig. 7.22 ASDEX. Total Cu particle content in the plasma for ohmic

(metallic wal l , carbonized wall) and NI heated discharges

(carbonized wall , H° + H+) plotted against ne [13],

F i8- 7.23 ASDEX. Radial profiles of electron temperature T and electron
dens i t y n at the plasma boundary for the 3 d i f f e r e n t
confinement regimes OH, L and H. r is the separatrix radius.
(The uncertainty in defining r is indicated by the horizontal

e r r o r b a r s . ) I = 320 kA, nQ = 4xlO13 cm"3, PNI = 2.85 MW
[57].
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Fig. 7.25: POX. Total equilibrium confinement time versus main chamber

neutral pressure for I = 400 kA, Bfc = 1.6 T discharges [58].

H-mode. D° -> D+. Equilibrium analysis.



8.0 AUXILIARY HEATING AND THE EDGE

8.1 Introduction

Although there are tokamak concepts which aim to achieve ignit ion

solely based on ohmic heating, most designs call for signif icant auxiliary

heating using Neutral Beam Inject ion, NBI, Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating,

ICRH, Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating, ECRH, etc. In addition, the

achievement of steady-state plasma currents may require the use of Lower

Hybrid Current Drive, LHCD.

This section concentrates on reviewing the basic experimental

information for the SOL under auxiliary heating conditions - primarily
nLCFS' TLCFS' Xn a n d *T* T h u s l f c i s t h e e c l u i v a l e n t t 0 S e c* 2.2 for ohmic
heating. More detailed issues, for example, edge changes associated with

NBI-induced H-modes, etc. are dealt with in other sections.

The experimental data base for the tokamak edge plasma under auxiliary

heating [40] is s t i l l less complete than that for ohmic conditions. General

conclusions are not possible, for the most part, and the review here is

essentially phenomeno1ogica1. I t has been evident from the earl iest use of

ICRH that strong and deleterious plasma edge interactions are directly

induced by ICRH. For this reason, the 'ICRH edge' has been the most studied

of the auxiliary-heating methods, and this work w i l l be given the main

emphasis here. The edge plasma appears to be less directly affected by NBI

heating. L i t t l e information exists about the edge for the other cases.

8.2 Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

Tokamak plasma-surface interactions during ICRF were reviewed by Cohen

[4] and Tachon [40] in 1984. The strong interaction between the edge plasma

and ICRH arises from the requirement that the antenna be in close proximity

to the edge plasma for ef f ic ient power coupling. Fig. 8.1 shows the general

schematic arrangement. Figure 8.2 gives the loading resistance of the

JET-TFR antenna versus plasma-antenna distance. ( I t should be noted,

however, that most power deposition calculations predict that v i r tual ly al l

of the coupled power goes to a region near the resonance radius, generally

positioned near the centre of the plasma, and not directly into the edge

plasma.)

The close plasma-antenna proximity, however, results in enhanced

impurity production from the antenna structure and other wall components.
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The resulting high impurity radiation losses have posed serious problems for

ICRH from i ts inception, although the power levels which can be successfully

coupled have risen by two orders of magnitude from > 0.1 MW (TFR, 1981) [1]

to > 20 MW (JET, 1988) [2 ] .

An increase in the SOL decay lengths with the application of ICRF power

has been almost universally observed, for example, on TFR [3, 6 ] , PLT [4 ] ,

ATC [5 ] , JIPP T-IIU [ 7 ] , TO-2 [70], TEXTOR [8, 67], ALCATOR C [9, 10],

JET [2, 11, 12]. In some of these tokamaks, also in JFT-2M [13] and T10

[ 2 8 ] , n,Cj-s and/or T,C f : s also increase with application of ICRH. A 14MW

ICRH example of edge profiles measured by a reciprocating Langmuir Probe in

JET is shown in F ig. 8.3, demonstrating increases in X-n, \j,

T c__over the ohmic values. Figure 8.4 shows the JET results for

n. C Pc a s a function of total power. I t is also widely reported that changes

occur in the SOL almost immediately upon the application of ICRH power - and

not just after one energy confinement time, as would be expected for energy

being deposited in the plasma core. TFR [3] reported less than 200 us

delay; on JET [11] the rise time in the edge Langmuir probe signal, 250 \is,

was about the same as the rise time of the RF power i t se l f , see Fig. 8.5.

In addition, on TFR [6] i t has been demonstrated that by moving the

resonance zone entirely out of the plasma (thereby stopping heating of the

main plasma) the SOL changes with the application of ICRH remained the same.

I t thus appears that, despite original theoretical expectations, some ICRH

power is directly deposited in the SOL [1,2,3,10,14,28].

As a result of the increased power into the SOL, the hydrogenic fluxes

to and from the limiters and walls increase strongly with ICRH [26]. A JET

example is shown in Fig.8.6 [14]. Quite apart from enhanced impurity

production this increased influx is in i t se l f undesirable since i t causes a

r ise in n , possibly to the density l imi t [14], Compared with N8I of the

same power, the influxes associated with ICRF presumably cause a cooler

plasma periphery, which may explain the d i f f icu l ty of achieving the H-mode

with ICRF on JET.

In the earliest applications of ICRH the tokamak walls and al l

components of the antennae were metallic. Large metal influxes were

generally observed to correlate with the appl icat ion of ICRH

power [1,3,4,9,10,15]. Replacement of liroiters and antenna shields,
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"protection l imiters", Fig. 8 .1 , with graphite on most machines and in some
cases supplemented with carbonization of the entire interior, TEXTOR [8,17],
ASDEX [15], and JET[ 18], has been successful in greatly reducing metal
i n f l u x e s . I t is d i f f i cu l t , however, to replace the Faraday screens with
non-metals, and so metal (nickel) influxes remain a problem, for example, on
JET at high, * 20 MW, power [16]. In addition, influxes of l ight
impurities, C and 0, can increase with ICRH power [7 ] . The benefits of
carbonization disappear rapidly in ASOEX [15], again indicating enhanced
plasma-surface interactions during ICRH.

On PLT fast ions, ~100 keV, have been directly measured by Manos [21]
in the edge during ICRH using a special probe, Fig. 8.7. The probe is
inserted radially and can be rotated about its axis. The sensors are deep
set within the probe housing and thus only register ions with large Larmor
rad i i . Fast ions were found at the outside mid-plane, but not at the top of
the torus. Strong carbon erosion observed in PLT has been attributed to the
fast ions [22].

There appear to be few reliable generalizations concerning ICRF and the
plasma edge. Even the almost universal observation of SOL thickness
increasing with PjC R F is no longer clear in l i gh t of recent high power
experiments on JET in well-conditioned operation. Figure 8.8 shows JET
par t i c l e f lux e-folding length \ r vs input power P for d i f fe ren t edge
conditions. Case (a) is for the discrete graphite limiters and an inconel
f i r s t wa l l ; the broadening of the scrape-off width with increasing P t o t is
dramatic. This strong dependence was weakened, however, by heavy
carbonization of the vessel, case (b,D) and by He conditioning discharges
case (b, He). During 1987 more graphite protection t i les and two,
large-area graphite toroidal belt limiters were added to JET giving about
55% carbon wall coverage. These changes resulted in a considerable
weakening of the dependence of \ on P, case (c). For higher currents the
flattening of the radial profiles became negligible, case (d), and no
differences were found when the main gas was changed from He to Dg. As
further evidence of the role of the vessel condition on X one may consider
the JET results in Fig. 8.9 which apply to the same situation as case (d) in
Fig. 8.8 but in this case there was substantial nickel contamination on the
l im i te rs resul t ing from a series of high power (P t o t = 22 MW) ICR heated
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discharges. There is now again a significant increase of X with power, Fig.

8.9. The JET authors [2] noted further:

"Broader density profiles are observed in discharges following a

plasma disruption and in the first few discharges in D~ after

several discharges in He. The particle flux and density SOL

profiles are also found to be broader when the plasma density does

not reach equilibrium during the heating phase [19]. This

increase in e-folding lengths in a non-equilibrium state suggests

that the modifications of SOL profiles during ICRH are determined

by the state of cleanliness of the limiters and wall of the

tokamak."

The high power JET studies [2] however, show that the electron

temperature SOL widths always broaden with ICRH power, again implying direct

heating of the SOL.

Although the situation is clearly an evolving one and general

conclusions are not possible, one might consider a tentative model of ICRH

and the edge as follows:

1. Some fraction of the ICRH power is directly coupled into the SOL,

heating it and thus increasing \j.

2. Dependent on the state of conditioning of the walls, limiters and

antenna components, this extra heat input may induce increased influxes

of fuel gas and/or impurities. The increased SOL ionization associated

with these influxes, when present, would then broaden \n, see Sec. 3.

3. This effect is then amplified since the increased \'s mean that

bombarding fluxes extend radially further out into the SOL, contacting

surfaces normally out of plasma contact, thereby releasing more

neutrals.

This situation, in which significant heat and particle sources exist in

the SOL itself, make the SOL "complex" in the sense defined in Sec. 3.

Unfortunately, this means that it is difficult to answer the question of

critical importance regarding SOL cross-field transport during ICRF, namely,

do 0 and x. increase? Without detailed information on the spatial

distribution of sources it is not possible to deduce plasma transport

properties [11,12].
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Further questions also remain:

( i ) What is the mechanism of direct SOL heating by ICRH? Coupling of
ICRH to the evanescent slow wave at the edge has been proposed
[29],

( i i ) How can the impurity generation at the Faraday screen
[35,36,37,38,39] be explained? This influx does not appear to be
simply the result of \ becoming longer, since i t occurs only for
the antenna actually being activated [12]. I t has been suggested
[20] that this is the result of sheath effects at the antenna, or
reactive ERF fields near the antenna [13,31,32,33,76].

( i i i ) Can the impurity generation be entirely explained by the increased
\ , \-, n.c_s and T.-pS (the latter thus increasing the sheath
drop), i .e. by enhanced physical sputtering by the thermal edge
plasma [4,6,9,10,23,24]? - or do fast, ~ 100 keV, ions produced
by the ICRF [21] cause significant erosion [4,22]? Does impurity
(C,0) ion sputtering [4,15,24,25] contribute significantly? What

role does neutral sputtering play? On PLT [4,30] strong increases

in the charge exchange neutral flux were recorded during ICRH,

Fig. 8.10, which were found to quantitatively explain the

impurity influxes. Similar increases in neutral outfluxes during

ICRF were reported on TFR [6] and TEXTOR [27]. On JIPP T-IIU [7]

the enhanced oxygen influx from the walls was attributed to fast

neutral outfluxes. On ALCATOR-C [ 9 ] , however, the impurity influx

was not found to correlate with the fast outflux. On TFR [40] the

impurity production rate did not change with changes in the high

energy ta i l of the proton distr ibut ion.

iv) What role does the antenna configuration play — monopole, dipole,

quadropole? or the antenna location in the vessel — low-B side,

high-B side [3,13], or the wave-number spectrum [12,34]? On JET

ear l ie r indications of s ign i f icant differences between

configurations [12] have now become less pronounced [2 ] .
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8.3 Neutral Beam Injection Heating
The interaction of NBI heating with the SOL appears to be more

straightforward than the ICRF case, although there is less experimental
information.

The present generation of large tokamaks, JT60 [41], TFTR [42,44,45]
and JET [43] have operated with high levels of NBf power, ~ 20 HW.
Unfortunately there is l i t t l e experimental data taken at the LCFS for such
power levels. Measurements, made in JET [46] at 15 mm outside the LCFS and
extrapolated to the LCFS are shown in Fig. 3.11 for NBI power up to 5.3 MW;
Fig. 8.12 shows \ for the same discharges. Measurements made in TFTR [42]
at NBI power up to 20 MW are shown in Fig. 8.13 for a probe located 12.5 cm
outside the LCFS; since the TFTR scrape-off lengths are \ n = 4.5 cm, \ T = 5
cm, extrapolation to the LCFS is somewhat uncertain.

A complication in interpretation of the SOL is that the central density
continuously rises during the NBI. This is shown in Fig. 8.11 (dotted
lines) for the JET cases. For the TFTR case in Fig. 8.13 nerose from ~ 1019

to ~ 4xlO19 m~3. This strong increase in nQ may explain the otherwise
surprising result that T c a n decrease as P increases, Fig. 8.11.

I t appears that NBI does not cause direct heating of the SOL, as does

ICRH. On JET [46] the edge conditions were found to change after the

in i t ia t ion of NBI with a time constant of 0.3-0.5 sec , i .e. comparable to
TE.

Of course, fast beam particles can directly reach the edge as

"shine-through" of the beam or via unconfined fast ions which have not

thermalized [40]. Prompt heating of the TFR limiter [47] upon initiation of

NBI has been.taken as evidence of power deposition by high energy unconfined

ions. Fast ions on large banana orbits have also been registered on an edge

charge detector during NBI on TFR [40]. Asymmetric heat fluxes on limiters

in Dili [48] have been reported at very high levels, - 3.5 kW/cm2 for- 4.5

MW NBI and attributed to fast ions. These losses were found to account for

20-30% of the absorbed beam power.

Charge exchange between fast beam neutrals and plasma ions can also be

a source of enhanced plasma surface interaction during NBI. On ASOEX this

can be the principal source of impurity influx (c.f. Sec. 5). Figure 8.14

shows the energy distribution of charge exchange neutrals measured at the
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edge of ASOEX using a carbon resistance probe [49]; the enhanced neutral
fluxes during NBI correspond to the enhanced impurity influxes. This figure
also shows a difference between the ef fect of co- in jec t ion and
counter-injection. Such differences, have also been found in other
tokamaks. For example, on TFTR [42], the plasma conditions at the bottom
side of the plasma are radically different for the two injection directions
(although less so at the outside midplane). The direction of injection has
also been shown on ISX [50], ASOEX [15], etc., to have a strong influence on
impurity transport, as well as on influx rates.

This l i s t of complications associated with NBI prevent simple

generalizations. Nevertheless, the experimental evidence broadly suggests

that the edge is not changed fundamentally or directly during NBI, as i t can

be in ICRH. On TFTR [42] and DITE [51] the scrape-off lengths are not
[46]

s ign i f i can t l y changed between ohmic and NBI heating; the JET values of
X during NBI, Fig. 10 are also l i t t l e different than for ohmic conditions
( c . f . Sec. 2.2) and show l i t t l e dependence on power. The changes of \QF$
and T , r F S with power on JET, Fig. 8.12, appear to be simply the result of
increases in n and power transferred to the SOL [46]. The more intense
edge conditions during NBI result in greater impurity inf lux, but since ne

i s also increased, Z is observed to change l i t t l e during NBI on JET
[35].

In the case of divertor discharges, one encounters the complication of

n and T gradients along H in the SOL (c.f . Sees. 3, 7.2). Measurements made

on ASDEX [52] in the main part of the SOL, using a Li-beam, show that x

varies for the conditions ohmic (Q) *• L-mode (L) * H-mode (H) as: XJJ/xJJ =

1.2-1.7, X L A H - 1.5-2.3 with \ " = 1-1.4 cm; also at the LCFS53 nL < n® <
u n n n

n". On D i l i [54] probe measurements have been reported for both the main

plasma and the divertor plasma, showing edge density increasing with power

and n ; edge temperature dependence on ng or P is ambiguous [54, 55]. Other

experimental data for divertor operation is reviewed in Sec. 7.2.

8.4 Other Auxiliary Heating Methods

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating, ECRH, has been employed on

T10 [56,57] at power levels up to 2 MW, and on DITE [58] to 400 kW. On both
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machines, edge temperatures change l i t t l e from ohmic levels, but densities
increase. In the ear l ie r T10 study [56 ] , also on DITE, \n varies l i t t l e
from the ohmic level; in later T10 [57, 58] studies at higher power, however
\ was found to increase. The increased \nmay be due to SOL ionization at
the high levels of n i r r c» * 2*1019 m-3. While the DITE edge changes
occurred almost immediately, < 1 m s e c , the T10 [57] edge was found to
change more slowly ~ 5 m sec , making i t unclear whether direct power
coupling into the edge is important. On T10, at 2 MW ECRH, the total
particle flux to the edge increased almost an order of magnitude above the
ohmic value. On both tokamaks good energy balance was found during ECRH,
using the probe measurements and Prac|-

Alfven wave heating up to 200 kW has been studied on TCA [40,59,69,71]
using different antenna designs. Edge temperatures increased with power but
density decreased. A strong interaction between the edge plasma and the
antenna was identified and attributed to sheath rectif ication effects. The
electron distribution was found to be non-Maxweilian during wave heating.
The wave heating was also found [60,61] to have a strong influence on the
correlations of low frequency fluctuations in the SOL.

RF waves near the lower hybrid resonance frequency can be used, at low
n , to couple energy to the high energy ta i l of the electrons thus producing
a net plasma current (LHCD, Lower Hybrid Current Drive), which can replace
or supplement the ohmic current, potentially leading to the possibi l i ty of
non-pulsed tokamak operation. At higher nQ LHH, Lower Hybrid Heating, can
be achieved. A fraction of the fast electrons produced in LHCD and LHH,
however, reach the edge causing hot spots, melting and sublimation of
limiters [4,40,62,63,72] while in LHH, fast ions can be produced which are
also able to reach the edge [63, 64] causing sputtering. On FT 65, 66] the
application of a LH pump wave at 2.45 GHz reduced the SOL density, by an
order of magnitude but the effect was less dramatic at 8 GHz. The
rarefaction is explained quantitatively by ponderomotive effects and edge
plasma heating due to the LH electric f ie ld in front of the RF g r i l l .
Similar density changes were reported on ASDEX [74] and JIPP T-IIU [75]. On
JFT-2 [73], application of relatively low LHH powers, < 100 KW, was found to
have l i t t l e effect on the SOL temperature or density.

The general result then is that nfi increases with power and nQla)
increases with n f i.
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Fig. 8.1: JET ICRF heating antenna.

Fig. 8.2: Loading resistance of the JET-TFR antenna versus the distance
between the plasma boundary and the central conductor (full
curve, theory; open circles, experiment) [4],

Fig. 8.3: JET. The effect of ICRH on flux and temperature profiles for
different Ip (Ip = 2.0 MA, B,. = 3.47T; I = 3.0 MA, B = 3.4T)
and ICRH power (I = 3.0 MA, B = 3.4T) [2].

Fig. 8.4: JET. Effect of ICRH on edge density and temperature for
discrete and belt limiter configurations.
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Fig. 8.7:

JET. The power dependence of the total fluxes and volume
averaged density in deuterium discharges with the 3He as a
minority species for different plasma currents [14].

PLT. (a) Heat flux to probe as a function of rotation angle
relative to plasma current. For D+ plasma with H+ minority
heated by 1 MW of RF power at 42 MHz. (b) same as in (a) with
all fields, including ohmic heating reversed, (c) Same as (a)
with He++ minority heated by 1.5 MW of RF power at 30 MHz (d)
same as in (a) for pure H+ plasma heated by 2 MW of SF power at
2nd harmonic frequency [21].
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Fig. 8.8: JET. Effect of machine conditioning on the particle flux SOL

thickness for a constant plasma current and increasing ICRH

power: (a) before carbonization; (b) in 0 and (c) in 3He after

carbonization; (d) (2.0 MA), and (e) (3.0 MA) in the belt

limiter configuration [2].

Fig. 8.9: JET. Effect of antennae phasing and total input power on

electron density SOL thickness. Data are taken for plasma

pulses with limiter highly contaminated by nickel after high

power discharges in ICRH (-22 MW) (I = 3.0 MA, Bt = 2.9T) [2].

Fig. 8.10: Charge exchange flux spectra in PLT for ohmically heated and

ICRF-heated (PRp = 1 MW) plasmas [4]. (a) H+ spectra, 2nd

Harmonic Heating, (b) D+ spectra, He3 Minority Heating. (c)
Target Plasma.

Fig. 8.11: JET. Effect of total input power on edge parameters at LCFS.
The average plasma density is also shown [46].
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9.0 FLUCTUATIONS IN THE EDGE PLASMA

Cross-field transport of particles and energy occurs at rates much

faster than can be accounted for by col l is ional effects and i t is widely

thought that such anomalous transport is due to fine-scale fluctuations

[1,18-20]. For example, a fluctuating poloidal electr ic f ie ld I . w i l l cause

a f l u c t u a t i n g £Q*B rad ia l d r i f t . Provided the plasma density also

f luc tua tes , "n, and the phase between"? and "n is appropriate, then a net,

time-averaged radial particle outflow results:

(9 .1 )

where "ES" indicates electrostatic. A net electromagnetic fluctuation flux

can also occur:

(9 .2)

where Br is the fluctuating radial component of the magnetic field and
v * c in the SOL; in effect, a component of the parallel flux is deflected
ft s

in the radial direction.

Four fluctuation contributions to heat flux q can also be

identified:

ES.EM
^conv.

qcond.

Mcond.

5
= 2

= 5

= -r

kT

n

rf
<KT

,EM

X,

dT

( 9 . 3 ) , (9 .4)

(9 .5)

(9 .6)

where cond./conv.

dependent [2 ] ; the

x(B r ) is model -indicates conduction/convection.

Rechester-Rosenbluth [3] model for electrons, for

a ^ _ / B ) 2 . There is disagreement in the

l i t e ra tu re about whether a factor of 3/2 or 5/2 is appropriate in Eqs.
example, gives x~ (3J = qRv
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(3)-(5) [18].
These flux expressions can be used to calculate the associated

diffusion coefficients and heat conductivities, e.g., Q^ = -r^/fdn/dr).
However, this does not imply that r necessarily depends on the density
gradient, nor that 0 is even positive.

The experimental evaluation of these fluxes requires measurement of a

considerable quantity of information. For example [4],

r?S * F J n^J") •««(« ) icfl(«) Y(») sin(a(o)))do (7)
x o niis mis "

where $ is the plasma potential,

n , 4> are the amplitudes obtained from the auto-power spectra of

"n and $ ,
k.(u) is the poloidal wave-number at frequency w, (EQ = *kQ),

y y y

<x(u>) is the phase angle between 7> andl>,

Y(U) is the degree of mutual coherence between n and 4>.

The subject of plasma fluctuations is a very large one and has been

the subject of a recent, comprehensive review by Liewer [1 ] , Here we will

briefly review the experimental facts, as dealt with much more extensively

by Liewer. Particular emphasis will be on measurements in the edge plasma,

and comparisons of r^ , e t c . , with fluxes (and T_) measured in other ways.

In the edge plasma, fluctuations are most readily measured using

Langmuir probes [1 ,5 -7] . Scattering of electromagnetic waves [1] has been

widely used as a technique to measure fluctuations in the central plasma.

Unlike the probe techniques, the latter, however, have not provided the

auto- and cross-correlat ion information required, Eq. (7), to evaluate r

and q , Eqs. ( l ) - ( 6 ) .
Briefly reviewing the basic experimental information concerning

fluctuations [1]:
1. Density f luctuation leve ls vary strongly with minor radius approaching

7i/n a 1 at the edge; Fig. 9.1 [1 ] .
2. Fluctuations span a wide range of frequences and poloidal wave-numbers

kQ ; Fig. 9.2 gives examples from probe measurements in the Pretext edge
plasma [4 ] . The main power l ies in the 10-100 kHz, 0.1-10 cm-1 ranges.
The power spectrum generally varies as u with n * 2-4 [ 4 , 7 , 1 2 ] ,
Typically the wave-number along the field , k. « kQ [ 1 ,7 ] .
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3. Magnetic f l u c t u a t i o n s [ 1 , 1 8 ] are general ly in the range Br/B ~ 10~5 -

10- - .

9.1 Experimental Techniques

With regard to measurements of the local plasma potential * , the

simplest procedure is to infer i t from measurements of the f loat ing

poten t ia l <j>f and to then use a theoretical relation to relate $ and <j>f, see

Sec. 3:

f 3 T n * m,- Te
 Ye

The obvious d i f f i cu l t y with inferr ing 4> by this method is that T

f luctuations, i f present, would introduce a very large error since

<j> - bf - 3kT . In most studies i t is nevertheless simply assumed that T/T

is very small and th is e f f ec t is neglected [4,7,10,11,14,15,17]. Liewer

et al [8] direct ly measured the temperature fluctuations in the Caitech

tokamak by using a very f a s t , < 250 kHz, voltage sweep on the Langmuir

probe. Results, F i g . 9 .3 , confirm that T/T is much smaller than n/n or

%/T , namely 'n/n and ? / ( kT g / e ) are in the 30-50* range, while T/T = 15%.

This indicates that the usual assumption that fluctuations in the probe ion

saturation c u r r e n t ! - . , . / ^ . . , give ~n/n, is not a bad approximation since i'SAT

<= nT ; however, the neglect of temperature fluctuations in inferr ing 4> is

less valid since <t> - $^ - 3 kT /e .

A completely di f ferent probe technique was developed by Robinson and

Rusbridge [5] and has been used in several studies to measure T/T [5,12,13].

The Robinson-Rusbridge technique exploits the nonlinear I(V) characteristic

of a double probe to simultaneously measure ^1/n, * /kT e , the correlation

function <ii #>/(n,_,-•-_.) and T/T under the assumption that

where Y = ra t io of speci f ic heats (the method, in fact , measures Y ) - Using

th is technique on ISX [ 1 3 ] , f a i r l y substantial temperature f luc tuat ion

leve ls were found: T/T = 0 . 5 7i/n whereas on TOSCA [12] quite small levels
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were found: 7i/n = 0.5, T/T * 0.01. In recent TEXT studies [16] using this

method, fa i r ly substantial temperature fluctuations have been found with

levels 7/T = 0.4 n/n being t y p i c a l . I t thus appears that temperature

fluctuations may or may not be substantial enough to compromise the

technique of in fer r ing * from ? f and that for reliable measurements either

the Robinson-Rusbridge or the fast sweep [8] technique is required.

In the "usual" probe method, k is obtained by deploying two small
probes at a poloidal separation of < 1 cm. The probe tips are typically of
diameter < 1 mm which means that their collection length, Sec. 3, is < 1 cm..
That is , the probes do not measure at a single toroidal location, but
average over a toroidal length of < 1 cm. Fortunately k < 1 cm-1 and so
spat ial resolut ion is not destroyed, although i t -nay be somewhat
compromised.

9.2 Particle Transport due to Fluctuations

An example of the inference of the cross-field particle flux r ,
using Eq. ( 7 ) , made on Pretext [4] is shown in Fig. 9.4 for a radial

position 1 cm inside the l imiter. The flux is found to be radially outward
at al l radii and, as can be seen from Fig. 9.4, most of the flux is due to
frequencies < 100 kHz. In Fig. 9.5 the factors contributing to the flux
shown in Fig. 9.4 are given as a function of u : £ , 71, Y { « ) , <X(W). A
similar value of mutual coherence, y ~ 0.5, was found in the TOSCA [12], and
Caltech [7] studies. The phase angle of ~90° is also approximately the same

as found in the TOSCA [12], Caltech [7] and TEXT [11] studies.
ESIn a recent TEXT study, the par t ic le transport r , inferred from

edge probe measurements, has been compared with measurements of particle
confinement time, x . from H -measurements, Sec. 4. The f luctuat ion-

p a ES
inferred confinement time is x = N / r A) where N is the total plasma
content inside the Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS, of area A. Results, Fig.

9.6, how good agreement — particularly remarkable considering the

assumption of poloidal/toroidal symmetry, the inherent limitations in

deducing x from H measurements, Sec. 4, and the uncertainties associated

with neglect of temperature fluctuations. In other studies, the diffusion

coef f ic ient inferred from 0, = -r. /(dn/dr) has been obtained: on Pretext

the value of 0 " = 1 m2/s at r cm outside the LCFS is quite close to the

3ohm di f fus ion coef f ic ient 0gohm (T = 18 eV, B = 0.8T) = 1.3 n^/s; in the
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C a l t e c h tokamak [ 1 4 ] , D^S = 10 nrVs which is about tw ice DB( jhn | (T = 20 eV,

B = 0 . 3 5 T ) ; on TOSCA [ 1 2 ] , D^S = 2 . 1 m 2 /s a t the LCFS compared w i t h
DBohm = 1 # 8 I I | 2 / s ; o n I S X £ 1 3 J ° i = ° * 5 a n d 1 r"2 / ' s d u r i n 9 ohmic and
neutral-beam in ject ion experiments, values about half DD . . Since from

oonm
measurements of the edge scrape-off length, \ , i t is also found that in the

edge 0 = DBoh_ (c.f . Sec. 3), i t can be concluded that cross-field particle

transport in the edge of tokamaks can probably be accounted for by

electrostatic turbulence. I t appears that transport due to electromagnetic
CM

turbulence r , Eq. (2 ) , is relatively less important in the edge [15,19]
considering the small measured f luctuat ion levels of 3r/B = 10"5 - 10~\
implying fluxes of < 1% of the measured values. Nevertheless, correlations
between magnetic fluctuation levels and confinement time have been reported
for some tokamaks such as TCA [21].

9.3 Energy Transport

Turning to the matter of cross-field energy transport, there is less

published information and the situation is less conclusive than for particle
transport:

ES(a) On TOSCA [12] it was found that q» n n u was ab out two orders of magnitude
EM WJIIV rj

larger than q ^ n v or 9con<j« The absolute magnitude of qconv, however,
was t o o sma l l by a f a c t o r o f more than 10 t o account f o r the observed

ir- = 0 .2 ms on TOSCA and i t was speculated t h a t r a d i a t i v e losses were

dominant i n the dev i ce .
ES ES

(b) On the Caltech tokamak [ 8 ] , i t was found t ha t q,. . , , , , = q ^ n / j and they are
about two orders of magnitude larger than q . Moreover, the absolute

magnitude of these electrostatic fluctuation losses were found to be of

the right order to account for the measured x,- of 0.5 - 1 msec.
CS(c) In an initial TEXT study [15] it was found that q__n.. was much larger

CM W J I I VCM

than q but it was about an order of magnitude too small to explain the
measured heat loss rate. It was noted that an unreasonably high level
of T/T ~ 1 (T/T was not in fact measured) would have to be postulated on

order for qconc|to account for the measured power outflow.
Clearly, the problem of establishing whether or not fluctuation-
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related transport can account for heat loss is yet more d i f f i cu l t than for
particle transport since:

( i ) Radiative and neutral particle energy-loss processes are generally
important, or even dominant near the edge.

( i i ) Ion heat conduction is probably more important than originally thought
and x. may be about the same as x rather than the smaller levels
given by neo-classical theory. Thus one cannot simply relate measured
energy flux to q , even when radiation, etc., is unimportant.

( i i i ) With regard to the actual fluctuation measurements, more information
is required than for particle measurements, e.g. , the correlation
between 1!o and T, etc.

9.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, fluctuation studies of edge transport using probes

have provided convincing evidence that particle transport may be attributed
to electrostatic turbulence. The situation regarding energy transport is
less clear at present but given the large uncertainties inherent in the

studies to date, i t is possible that electrostatic turbulence is also &e
explanation of cross-field plasraa heat transport.

Fluctuation-transport studies to date have generally been carried out

in tokamaks employing poloidal or rai l l imiters, which can create highly

non-symetrical edge plasmas (c.f. Sec. 2). Since probe measurements are

typically made at only one toroidal and poloidal location, uncertainties

r e s u l t in comparing such local measurements of r and q with values

in fer red from global quantit ies such as t and T ^ . Fluctuation probe

studies carried out on tokamaks with toroidal limiters may help to reduce

such uncertainties.
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Fig. 9.1: Relative fluctuation levels n(r)/n(r) versus r/a levels measured
in several tokamaks [ 1 ] .

Fig. 9.2: Pretext. Examples of integrated spectra. Note the power law

trend for the asymptotic portion of the spectra [4 ] .

Fig. 9.3: Caltech Tokamak. Typical variations in T versus time compared

to typical variations in n (as monitored by the variations in

electron saturation current) and $f (as monitored by a separate
probe). The dashed lines are the rms deviations from the mean
in each case [8 ] .
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Fig. 9.4: Pretext. Spectrally resolved particle flux r = £ T(OJ) = 2*1016

cm-2 s-1 [4].

Fig. 9.5: Pretext. Factors contributing to the particle flux in Fig. 9.4:

(a) S(w) for potential fluctuation, (b) S(w) for density

fluctuation, (c) mutual coherence Y(<*>) between potential and

density, and (d) phase angle <x(u>) between potential and density
[4].

Fig. 9.6: TEXT. Global particle confinement (+) and particle confinement
time predicted from electrostatic fluctuation measurements (o)
versus chord averaged electron density. For this scan, B =
2.0T and I = 200 kA [11].



10.0 ASYMMETRIES IN THE BOUNDARY PLASMA

While the main plasma is expected to be one-dimensional, with only

radial spatial variat ion, i t is expected that the edge plasma outside the

Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS, w i l l generally be three-dimensional, with

rad ia l , poloidal and toroidal variations. The actual experimental

information confirming this la t ter expectation is quite scarce, however,

since edge measurements typical ly consist of radial scans at a single

poloidal/toroidal location. The experimental and theoretical information

regarding the strong radial gradients in the SOL has already been dealt

with in Sec. 2; here, attention is focused on the variations in the other

two directions.

Clearly l imi ter configuration must play a major role in edge

asymmetries — a point already discussed in Sec. 2. The simplest l imi ter

configuration would appear to be a single, continuous toroidal l imi ter

located at the inside or outside mid-plane. In this case one would

anticipate that the edge properties, n, T, e tc . , would show, at most, a

two-d imensional v a r i a t i o n , i . e . , r a d i a l , and also perhaps along %.

In the simplest picture of the SOL (c . f . Sec. 3.2), i . e . , with high heat

conductivity, negligible ionization radiat ion, etc. , one would expect

constant temperature at a given radius, and with density only dropping by a

factor of "2 from the symmetry point to the l imiter along the SOL. In the

absence of neo-classical effects one would not expect any up-down

symmetries. This simple pattern is un l ike ly to be a l tered by

non-symmetrical outfluxes of particles or energy from the main plasma into

the SOL: given suf f ic ient ly rapid para l le l - f ie ld transport, one would

anticipate that the SOL n and T would only ref lect the average source value,

and any spatial structure of the sources would be smoothed, i . e . , integrated

out since, with a single toroidal l imiter at the inside/outside mid-plane,

each SOL flux tube samples a complete poloidal circumference.

The majority of tokamaks operated to date have not employed toroidal

l im i te rs , but rather poloidal ring l imiters and/or discrete, localized

l imi ters . That such configurations might be expected to result in quite

non-symmetrical edge plasmas has already been discussed in Sec. 2, see,

e .g . , Fig. 2.21. Therefore, the majority of experimental evidence bearing

on the matter of edge plasma asymmetries largely pertains to tokamaks where
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non-symmetries would be expected, i f only for geometrical reasons. I t is
important to distinguish such geometrical effects from more fundamental,
e.g., neo-classical or edge ballooning effects [77, 78], particularly since,
f o r power-load reasons, only toroidal limiters may be of reactor relevance.

The edge diagnostic techniques themselves can induce the asymmetries
which they then record. The simplest example of this relates to the
collection length of a probe of f i n i te size, Sec. 2.2.1. When a probe is
used to simultaneously measure plasma or impurity fluxes parallel and
anti -paral le i to $ , non-symmetrical signals wi l l result i f the collection
length is greater than the connection length in one direction, while the
situation differs for the other direction. The flow of the SOL plasma past
a probe, toward a "imiter, for example, induces different signals on the
upstream and downstream faces, and the interpretation to recover the
undisturbed signals involves uncertainties (c. f . Sec. 2.2.2).

With regard to the spatial homogeneity of the SOL, one wishes to know
the answer to certain specific and practical questions:

( i ) Are the plasma conditions measured at one poloidal/toroidal location

indicative of the SOL as a whole?

( i i ) Are par t ic le and heat fluxes to surfaces such as limiters the same in

the ion and electron d r i f t directions?

( i i i ) Are plasma flows along 8 to surfaces ambipolar or are net currents

carried?
Should the measured pattern turn out to be in fact quite inhomogeneous, i t
is d i f f i cu l t to see how one can proceed further: any quantitative
interpretation of edge behaviour appears to be d i f f i cu l t or impossible.
I f e-side/i-side asymmetries are substantial then the optimal distr ibution
of heat fluxes over power-removing surfaces is compromised, as are particle
removing systems, such as pumped l imiters. I f plasma flows to surfaces are
signif icantly non-ambipolar then the heat transmission coefficient of the
sheath (c. f . Sec. 3.3) is altered. Circulating currents in the SOL and
through edge structures such as limiters could affect the plasma equilibrium
and possibly exert damaging jxB forces.

As discussed in Sec. 2, there is evidence of substantial poloidal
variation in poloidal/rail l imiter devices. Such tokamaks have also
sometimes shown significant e-side/i-side asymmetrical l imiter loadings, and
non-ambipolar flows have been measured. A study of this information would
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shed light on basic edge processes leading to asymmetries. However, in

light of the difficulty of separating basic from limiter-geometry-induced

effects, and due to space limitations, such a study is not attempted here.

Instead, a brief literature review is given concerning asymmetries observed

in poloidal/rail limiter tokamaks, followed by a discussion of the limited

data from toroidal limiter tokamaks.

10.1 Asymmetries in Poioidal and Rail Limiter Tokamaks

Studies in tokamaks employing poloidal or rail limiters have provided

a considerable amount of evidence regarding asymmetries in a number of

categories:

(i) the edge plasma itself (n, T): ALCATOR-C [1, 2], T-10 [3-5, 15],

ISX [6], DITE [7, 8, 35], TEXTOR [9, 21], CASTOR [14, 74], POX [49],

T-4 [71];

(ii) impurities and deuterium deposited on probes: TEXTOR [10,11,20,38],

T10 [12,13,17], FT [16,31], TCA [33], PLT [70], CASTOR [74];

(iii) erosion/deposition patterns on limiters: FT [16], ASDEX (poloidal

limiter) [18], TFR [19], TFTR (moveable limiter) [26], T10 [27,30,39],

JIPP TIIU [32,37], LJNITOR [34];

(iv) gas loadings on pumped limiters, etc: T10 [4];

(v) heat load patterns on limiters: PLT [22], T10 [23], ISX [28], DITE

[35],TEXTOR [36], Doublet III [41];

(v i ) non-ambipolar currents to surfaces: DITE [24], T10 [25];
( v i i ) H and impurity radiat ion patterns on l imite"s: TEXT [29], TEXTOR

[40].

For purposes of i l lustrat ion of these types of asymmetry we consider

two examples of particularly well-diagnosed SOL's, a poloidal l imiter study

from ALCATOR-C [1] and a rai l l imiter study from T10 [3 ] . On ALCATOR-C,

operated with two poloidal limiters 180° apart, a poloidal array of about

100 probes, called DENSEPAK, was deployed about mid-way between the

l imiters. The array of probes almost completely spanned the poloidal

circumference and also involved radial staggering of the probes to provide

information on radial var iat ion in the SOL. For I = 350 kA and 8 = 8T,

the pitch angle of the f ie ld was such that each probe sampled a flux tube
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which averaged over a 40° poloidal arc. I t is to be noted that the presence

of the poloidal 1imiters meant that al l flux tubes in the SOL were isolated

from each other, and thus i f cross-field transport varied poloidal1y this

should be directly reflected by differences in probe signals in the SOL.

The poloidal variations were in fact found to be remarkably strong. Figure

10.1 shows A. and n{a) as a function of 9 (with 9 = 0 at the outsiden
mid-plane, increasing in the c.w. direction). The temperature showed

similar, although less dramatic, poloidal variations.

The \ (e) variation appears to imply a very great poloidal variation

in 0 , Eq. (3.34), up to a factor of 30. On the other hand, measurements of

f l u c t u a t i o n s in 1+ showed l i t t l e poloidal var iat ion - although the

DENSEPAK probes were too far apart to provide the measurements of

f luc tuat ion correlat ions required to calculate r , Eq. (9.7). Radial E*B

dr i f ts were inferred from the probe measurements of floating potential, but

were found to be an order of magnitude too small to explain the poloidal

variations in \ n >

The very large poloidal variations observed on ALCATOR do not appear
to be solely a feature of high-6, high-n"e tokamaks, since similarly strong
variations were observed behind the T10 poloidal l imi ter, Fig. 2.20 (the T10
ra i l l imiter is considered below). The fact that plasma outflow from the
core is poloidal1y varying, with the maximum being on the outboard side, has
been commented on earl ier, particularly in the context of divertor machines
where the fluxes to the outside and inside plates can be compared. Further
l ight on this matter has been shed by studies of ELMS (Edge Localized Modes)
on the DIII-0 divertor tokamak [63,64]. By timing the arrival of the pulses
at the plates i t has been established that the expulsion occurs near the
outside mid-plane. I t has been proposed that the outside plasma surfaces
are unstable to ballooning modes which are triggered when the radial
pressure gradient is suff ic ient ly high. I t may be noted from Fig. 10.1 that
on ALCATOR \ is largest on the outside mid-plane, implying that the highest
cross-field transport occurs there. The same observation has been made for
the SOL behind the poloidal l imiter on T10 [5 ] , Fig. 2.20, with \ n on the
outboard side being 4-5 times greater than the inboard side. The T10

studies also show the asymmetries to be ne-dependent.
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On T1O [3,62,65,72] a rai l l imiter with a "span-"oof" shape has been
employed, where each side of the roof receives fluxes from one side only.
The measured heat flux pattern on the limiter is given in Fig. 10.2a,
showing a skewness which cannot be explained by the pitch angle of $, which
is (a) a comparatively small effect, and (b) is in the opposite direction.
This pattern has been quantitatively explained by tracing the individual
flux tubes extending from one point of contact with the l imiter, around the
torus for a sufficient number of transits until the tube strikes the other
side of the l imi ter . The surface of the limiter may thus be mapped into
different zones with each zone being characterized by a different connection
length. The effect of the varying connection length, together with an
assumed value of D (taken as constant, however) is then used to compute
n(r,e) in the SOL, Fig. 10.2b. From the latter plot the density along the
l imiter was calculated and compared with the surface temperature, Fig.
10.2c. Although the comparison is not of s t r ic t ly equivalent quantities, i t
evidently explains the observed heat fluxes on the l imiter, Fig. 10.2a. The
2-0 SOL modelling was further tested by measuring n (r) in the SOL using a
Langmuir probe at different poloidal locations, Fig. 10.2d. The agreement
between theory and experiment is excellent, assuming a value of D = 0.2
i ^ / s , close to the Bohm value for the measured T = 8.5 eV. The authors
also successfully applied their model to explain the 2D variation of n (r,8)
measured on TEXTOR [66,67] for a ra i l l imiter.

Further insight concerning the nature of edge asymmetries was
provided by Li pellet injection experiments on T10, with the Li outflux
being measaured by deposition probes [73,75]. For discharges with
inject ion, or ones immediately following injection, the Li deposition
patterns were found to be rather simple and explicable: there was l i t t l e
electron-ion side asymmetry and the Li impurity scrape-off length was about
the same as the SOL plasma density. For intr insic (Fe) impurities, or for
Li in discharges well-separated in time from injected discharges, the
impurity deposition patterns were complex, asymmetrical and d i f f i cu l t to
interpret. The explanation provided by the authors is that when the flux to
the probe is dominated by outflux from the core - which is presumably
relatively symmetrical - then simple deposition patterns can be anticipated.
Normally, however, complex re-cycling patterns exist and the relative
location of the probe to the strongest re-cycling locations (unknown)
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becomes important. Similar poioidal variations have also been observed in

the non-axisymmetric bundle divertor in DITE. Tangential views of the SOL

using a camera show clear patterns due to depletion of the density by the

flux tube connected to the divertor [76],

10.2 Asymmetries in Toroidal Limiter Tokamaks

PDX, JET and TFTR have been operated by pushing the plasma against

the inner column, which then constitutes a toroidal l imiter. Unfortunately,

this configuration is a d i f f i cu l t one for edge probe diagnosis, since probe

entry is generally from the outside, top or bottom of the torus — making

identi f icat ion of the Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS, at the probe

uncertain. Slight motion of the plasma column centre can cause large

changes in the edge signals and can also pose heat-load risks to the probe,

which is therefore often deployed only at some considerable distance

outboard of the LCFS, resulting in uncertainty about the val idi ty of

extrapolation. Clearly, an outside toroidal l imiter is preferable. JET is

current ly operated with two complete belt l im i te rs , located at ,

approximately, one metre above and below the outside mid-plane. This

configuration, unfortunately, separates the SOL into inner and outer zones;

in addition, unless the loading of the two limiters is balanced, further

asymmetry results. Generally there is disagreement between the inference of

a balanced state based on magnetic equilibrium calculations and on

limiter-viewing measurements, such as H signals. The interpretation of the

JET double belt configuration is therefore not straightforward. Prior to

1987 JET deployed a set of eight rai l l imiters, each one metre high, 40 cm

wide ( toroidal ly) , symmetrically deployed toroidally around the outside

mid-plane. For suff iciently large q-values, each SOL magnetic flux tube
therefore struck a l imiter on each pass through the outside mid-plane —
making the collection of l imiters, in effect, a continuous toroidal l imiter.
Even for values of q too small for this to occur, i t appears that the array
s t i l l acted in effect as a toroidal l imiter, possibly due to poloidal
transport [42]. The collection of edge data obtained in this configuration
appears to be the most extensive obtained on an (effectively) toroidal
l imiter tokamak, see Sec. 2.2, and we wi l l consider below the data for this
device which bears on the question of SOL asymmetry.
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Recently, TEXTOR has operated with a toroidal pumped l imiter [50]

located at the large radius side. The configuration is not symmetrical,

however, since the limiter poloidai location is 45° below the midplane. The

TEXTOR data is reviewed later.

Evidence from JET is restricted here to ohmic heating conditions (to

avoid potential auxiliary heating asymmetries) and is considered under

several categories:

( i ) Langmuir probe measurements. A moveable Langmuir probe was located at

the top of the torus, providing a detailed radial scan of the SOL. At

the outside mid-plane, two fixed Langmuir probes provided data for two

radial locations. Figure 10.3 gives an example comparing measurements

of i * at these two poloidal locations made in the same discharge

[42]. The agreement is perhaps fortuitously good considering the

uncertainties in identifying the location of the LCFS at the top

probe. The radial information at the mid-plane is also l imited;

nevertheless, to within experimental uncertainty the SOL plasma does

not di f fer between the two poloidal/toroidal locations.

( i i ) H and infra-red radiation "footprints" on the limiters. The limiters
a

were straight vertically with a curvature toroidaily. The e-side and
i-side "footprints" of plasma contact were thus clearly separated;

example in Fig. 10.4 [43]. The asymmetry between the two sides was

generally rather small, typically <30% [44], the i-side being

favoured,

( i i i ) Deuterium and metals deposited on the l imiters. Post mortem analysis

of the limiters indicated nearly symmetrical patterns of metal [45]

and deuterium [46] deposition,
( iv) Carbon erosion/re-deposition. The graphite t i les were measured for

net erosion/re-deposition after a year's exposure (1986). Results
[47] are also nearly symmetrical, Fig. 5.19a.

(v) Boiometric measurements on JET [48] sometimes show up/down
asymmetries, < 30%, in emissivity, apparently indicating differences

in impurity densities of this order,

(vi) Reversal of $ , and 1 . For a set of JET discharges both the toroidal
magnetic f ie ld and the plasma current directions were reversed. The

two fixed probes at the mid-plane were thus changed from facing the
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i - d r i f t to the e -dn ' f t . For a given | I | the i ^ T values decreased
sl ight ly as a result, ~25S.

I t thus appears that for the case of JET ohmic discharges operated

with an (effective) outside mid-plane toroidal l imiter, e/i asymmetries are

not large, < 25%, the i-side being favoured. Plasma variations along 3 in

the SOL are also not large — although the evidence for the latter is

weaker.

We turn next to the TEXTOR toroidal pumped l imiter results

[50-52,53]. Fixed Langmuir probes are located in the e-side (facing the

large R side usually) and the i-side (facing the bottom and small R side)

entrances to the pumped l imiter, Fig. 10.5. SOL conditions were monitored

further away using Li-beams [53]53, one at the top and one at the bottom of

the torus, and by a moveabie Langmuir probe [51] at the outside mid-plane.

In addit ion the heat fluxes to the l im i t e r were monitored by

thermography [52,68]. The following observations relating to asymmetries

were reported:

( i ) The moveable Langmuir probe at the mid-plane and the Li-beam at the

top gave essent ial ly the same SOL n ( r ) and T ( r ) p ro f i l es , Fig.
10.6 [53], indicating l i t t l e variation along the SOL over this 90°

poloidal path,
( i i ) The fixed Langmuir probe in the e-side of the pumped l imiter measured

the same SOL plasma conditions as the moveable probe [51], thus

indicating that there was in fact l i t t l e poloidal variation between

+90° and -45°.

( i i i ) The Li-beam at -90°, however, showed a somewhat shorter x than the

moveable probe, Fig. 10.7 [53 ] , \ = 0.9 cm compared with 1.35 cm.
The rat io, 1.5, is nearly the same as measured by the e/i side facing
probes in the l imiter, 1.7.

(iv) The flux density [52] on the i-side, however, exceeded that on the
e-side. The results for total fluxes on the two sides — when the
different X's were allowed for —were thus approximately equal. This
f lux density asymmetry diminished with increasing n . A similar
asymmetry in heat flux densities diminished with nfi [68].
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(v) The top side scrape-off lengths were always longer than those at the

bottom, independent of ion and electron d r i f t directions [69].

In summary, the picture from these TEXTOR results appears to

indicate:

(a) two regions of the SOL; region A starting somewhere on the inside of the
machine and extending to the top of the l imiter and region B starting
near the inside and extending to the bottom side of the l imi ter , Fig.
10.5;

(b) within each of these SOL regions there appears to be l i t t l e variation;
along %;

(c) x j > x8
n;

(d) F. .__ <. .__ < F.pps where F are heat/particle flux densities.

A possible explanation of the TEXTOR results may be suggested:

( i) \^ > \^ may be the result of two effects. First, the tendency for

transport from the core to favour the large-R side [4,54] —

the so-called "ballooning transport effect" —means, in effect, that

D > 5 . Second, the cross-sectional area of a SOL flux tube varies

as 1/R, causing a constriction at the inside mid-plane and hence some
A B

impediment to paral lel transport; thus L > L where L is the SOL

length along % (L + L = wRq). Both these effects imply X^ > \n
1/2 " "

since \ * (LO, )
A B *•

(ii) FLCFS < FLCFS my b e a n e d 9 e n e o c l a s s 1 c a l transport effect [55-61].
As with the JET results, the i-side appears to be favoured, at least
at low densities (corresponding to low col l is ional i ty) .

In conclusion, the evidence for the presence of large non-symmetries

in the SOL is quite substantial. Most of these effects, however, may be the

result of using symmetry-breaking l imiters, i .e . , poloidal, ra i l l imiters

and non-symmetrically located toroidal l imiters. The experimental data for

toroidally symmetrical devices is not extensive; i t is, however, consistent

with a rather simple picture of the SOL, characterized by l i t t l e poloidal or

toroidal variation. Further experimental evidence is of c r i t i ca l importance

for answering the important practical questions related to edge asymmetry.
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Fig. 10.1: ALCATOR-C. Poloidal prof i les of (a) radial density e-folding

length and (b) density extrapolated to the l imiter radii at t =

250 ms. Poloidal asymmetry in density is found to persist at

the l imiter radius and indicates that plasma outside the SOL

region (r < a) also exhibits strong poloidal asymmetries [1 ] .

Fig. 10.2a: T10. Map of isotherms on the span-roof like surface of a bottom
rai l l imiter (torus centre upward). The dashed vertical line

•denotes the l imiter ridge, the lef t side is the ion d r i f t side.

The two axes are in cm, the temperature is given in °C. B t-t
I [3, 62, 65].

Fig. 10.2b: T10. Lines of constant plasma density with logarithmic scaling

(âJLn n =0.5 from line to line). The dashed line indicates the

LCFS. Solid lines indicate two sites probed for Fig. 10.2d

[62].

Fig. 10.2c: T10. Profiles of measured limiter surface temperature and
calculated density along lines parallel to the limiter ridge, o
- ion drift side, • - electron drift side. Torus centre to the
right.

[62].
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Fig. 10.2d: T10. Radial profiles measured at two locations of Fig. 10.2b.

Solid l ines from contours of Fig. 10.2b assuming 0 = 0.2

( ) []and T = 8.5 eV (measured) [62].e

Fig. 10.3: Edge profiles at top and mid-plane of JET [42].

Fig. 10.4: Temperature distribution in toroidal direction across the

graphite l imiter in JET showing the typical temperature

difference between the ion side and electron side. The ion side

is hotter [43].
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Fig. io.5 Schematic of TEXTOR with ALT II toroidal pumped limiter at

poloidal location -45°.

Fig. 10.6 TEXTOR moveable probe results (m) and top Li beam "esults

(line), [53].

Fig. 10.7 TEXTOR moveable probe results (•) and bottom Li beam results
(thick line) for densty [53],


